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Public Affairs 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Jan. 1, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/01/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
ARTS 
"Fortune Smiles," a collection of stories by Adam Johnson, was the winner of this year's 
National Book Award for fiction. He joined Jeffrey Brown at the Miami Book Fair to discuss 
what inspires his stories. 
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and Washington Post columnist Michael Gerson join Judy 
Woodruff to review the year in political news and to look ahead to 2016. 
WORLD 
The plight of refugees fleeing the war in Syria has been well documented across the last year, but 
what is life like for those who stayed behind? Jeffrey Brown talks to journalist and activist Rami 
Jarrah about how civilians are living in Aleppo. 
WORLD 
The landmark Iran nuclear accord is soon due to be implemented fully, but renewed tensions 
between that country and the U.S. could affect the deal. The U.N. has said that recent ballistic 
missile tests violate prohibitions, prompting possible sanctions by the Obama administration. 
Judy Woodruff talks to Karim Sadjadpour of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 
NATION 
Mass shootings in the United States drew an enormous amount of attention in 2016. In early 
December, the NewsHour plotted the locations of these shootings in a map, using data from the 
Mass Shooting Tracker. This post was widely shared across social media. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Jan. 2, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/02/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
NATION 
Twenty million Americans live in mobile, or manufactured, homes that offer affordable housing, 
particularly in rural parts of the country. Typically older and poorer than traditional homeowners, 
manufactured homeowners often face serious, unique financial difficulties that make it a bad 
bargain for some low-income Americans. NewsHour's Stephen Fee reports. 
POLITICS 
As President Obama enters the last full year of his presidency, he'll have to contend with a sixth 
straight year of working with a Republican-led Congress over key conflict points, such as 
Obamacare, the war on Islamic terrorism, Guantanamo Bay, and Syrian refugees. With a look 
ahead at 2016 on Capitol Hill, NewsHour Political Director Lisa Desjardins joins Hari 
Sreenivasan 
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NATION 
At Crater Lake National Park in Oregon, the site of the deepest lake in the country, the surface 
water temperature has been heating in recent years, attracting an invasive species of crayfish that 
is putting the lake’s clarity and native creatures in jeopardy. Correspondent Jes Burns of Oregon 
Public Broadcasting and EarthFix reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Jan. 3, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/03/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
NATION 
A group of protesters and purported militiamen occupied a federal building at an Oregon wildlife 
refuge late Saturday and vowed to stay there indefinitely to highlight rancher rights. Amelia 
Templeton, a reporter for Oregon Public Broadcasting, joins Hari Sreenivasan on the phone from 
Burns, Oregon, for more details. 
ARTS 
"Downton Abbey," the highly watched award-winning PBS drama, begins its sixth and final 
season Sunday. Before they say farewell, some of the cast members discuss the evolution of their 
characters over the years. 
WORLD 
Iran’s Supreme Leader warned on Sunday there would be divine retribution for Saudi Arabia’s 
rulers after the execution of a renowned Shiite cleric, as Iranian protesters ransacked the Saudi 
Embassy in Tehran in outrage. Liz Sly of The Washington Post joins Hari Sreenivasan via Skype 
from Beirut. 
HEALTH 
An investigation by The Wall Street Journal found that surgeries performed at so-called critical 
access hospitals in mostly rural areas carry a greater risk of complications than those at general 
hospitals. And financial incentives lead the small facilities to perform more surgeries. 
Christopher Weaver joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the findings. 
ECONOMY 
Over the next decade, economists and business leaders say America faces a shortage of millions 
of skilled workers for blue collar jobs as Baby Boomers retire. Now, Oregon is planning ahead 
by ramping up efforts to train Generation X'ers and Millennials to fill middle-skill job openings 
in technical fields. NewsHour's Christopher Booker reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY,  Jan. 4, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/04/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
ARTS 
Marlon James, author of "A Brief History of Seven Killings," is the first Jamaican writer to win 
the Man Booker Prize. James sat down with Jeffrey Brown at the Miami Book Fair to discuss his 
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story, set in the 1970s and '80s, of an attempted assassination of Bob Marley, and how reggae 
music influenced his writing. 
POLITICS 
U.S. military veterans who are having trouble starting families due to combat injuries do not get 
financial assistance from the V.A. for in vitro fertilization, leaving couples to pay for the costly 
treatments themselves. Efforts made in Congress to change that rule have been blocked. William 
Brangham reports. 
WORLD 
Denmark is instituting ID checks on its frontier with Germany, just as Sweden has enacted a 
strict new border policy, steps that further erode the 20-year Schengen Agreement guaranteeing 
free movement across most of mainland Europe. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant 
reports. 
POLITICS 
Former President Bill Clinton made his first solo appearances on the campaign trail in New 
Hampshire to support his wife Hillary's 2016 campaign. Amy Walter of The Cook Political 
Report and Tamara Keith of NPR join Judy Woodruff to discuss the strategy behind Donald 
Trump’s first television ad, plus Gov. Chris Christie’s pitch to New Hampshire voters. 
WORLD 
Why did Saudi Arabia execute a prominent Shiite cleric if it knew that it would inflame tensions 
with Iran? Judy Woodruff gets analysis of what that rivalry means for the region from Vali Nasr 
of John Hopkins University and Randa Slim of the Middle East Institute. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Jan. 5, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/05/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
It was a very special day for the Zabuli Education Center, located about 100 miles north of 
Kabul. For the first time, girls in that village graduated from high school. Special correspondent 
Beth Murphy of the Ground Truth Project reports on the hopes and challenges for students and 
educators there. 
ARTS 
Braddock, Pennsylvania, was once a thriving steel town before the town’s industry collapsed. It's 
where LaToya Ruby Frazier grew up, like her mother and grandmother before her, and it's where 
the visual artist and 2016 MacArthur fellow has returned to document the change her community 
has endured. Jeffrey Brown talks with Frazier about her art and activism. 
POLITICS 
The easy availability of cheap heroin and other opiates has exploded in New Hampshire, where 
more than 300 people died of drug overdose deaths in 2016. The crisis has prompted state 
leaders to offer plans on how to improve addiction services, while presidential candidates, 
campaigning to win the first-in-the-nation primary, have also weighed in. Judy Woodruff reports. 
WORLD 
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As the diplomatic fallout continues over Saudi Arabia’s execution of a prominent Shiite cleric 
and the ensuing destructive protests, how does Iran see the crisis? William Brangham talks to 
Thomas Erdbrink of The New York Times. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Tuesday, Shiite rebels in Yemen blasted a city with a rocket barrage, while 
Saudi Arabia launched new airstrikes just days after a shaky truce ended. Also, an American 
soldier died and two other U.S. service members were wounded in a firefight in Afghanistan's 
Helmand province. Several Afghan soldiers were also wounded. 
 
Series Title:     FRONTLINE 
Program Title: Netanyahu at War 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/05/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          90 
Description:  
Get the inside story of the bitter clash between President Obama and Israeli Prime Minister 
Netanyahu. The program traces Netanyahu’s rise to power and his high-stakes fight with the 
president over Iran’s nuclear program.    
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Jan. 6, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/06/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
Gwen Ifill talks with former Obama administration official Wendy Sherman and Siegfried 
Hecker, former director of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, about why we should be 
worried about North Korea’s purported test of a hydrogen bomb, how world powers should 
respond and possible motivations for Kim Jong Un. 
NATION 
In 2016, Americans spent roughly $570 billion dollars on more than 17 million cars and trucks, 
breaking a record set 15 years earlier. But it was also a year of automaker scandal, including a 
probe into GM's defective ignition switch problems, faulty airbags found in more than 19 million 
vehicles and Volkswagen's emissions cheating. Judy Woodruff talks with David Shepardson of 
Reuters. 
ECONOMY 
Payday loans are supposed to be a short-term quick fix for those who can't get traditional credit. 
But the loans are rarely actually short-term, and borrowers frequently need to take out a second 
loan to pay off the first. Special correspondent Andrew Schmertz reports from South Dakota, 
where some are trying to cap triple-digit interest rates that many struggle to pay. 
ECONOMY 
It’s expensive to be poor. Unable to maintain a minimum balance or provide the necessary ID to 
open a bank account, many low-income Americans rely on fringe financial services like check 
cashing stores and payday lenders, which charge interest rates that can reach the triple digits. 
Hari Sreenivasan learns more from Mehrsa Baradaran, author of "How the Other Half Banks." 
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HEALTH 
MacArthur fellow Alex Truesdell sees a world of possibilities in a simple piece of cardboard. At 
her Adaptive Design Association, cardboard furniture and learning tools are built for children 
with disabilities to help them realize their potential. Special correspondent Jackie Judd reports. 
NEWSHOUR SHARES 
In our NewsHour Shares moment of the day, the U.S. Geological Survey released its first-ever 
digital map of Alaska, revealing thousands of geological details that can be used to contribute to 
new scientific assessments of the northern-most state. 
WORLD 
Even before recent raids by the Department of Homeland Security, hundreds of thousands of 
undocumented immigrants have been deported annually. And those who grew up in the U.S. 
have found themselves living in what feels like a foreign country. Special correspondent Fred de 
Sam Lazaro talks to some young people who are starting over and feeling culture shock after 
having to leave the U.S. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 7, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/07/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
ECONOMY 
'Tis better to give than to receive, goes the old saying. But better for whom? Economics 
correspondent Paul Solman talks with psychology scholars about the ways altruism can benefit 
those who give. 
ARTS 
Illustrative journalist Wendy MacNaughton offers her Brief but Spectacular take on telling 
undertold stories through drawing. 
NATION 
"Making a Murderer," a new true crime documentary on Netflix, tells the story of Steven Avery, 
a man exonerated of a sexual assault after serving 18 years in prison, only to be charged and 
convicted of murder. Presenting recorded police interrogations and court proceedings, the 
filmmakers raise questions about the criminal justice system. Laura Ricciardi and Moira Demos 
join William Brangham. 
NATION 
Despite a historic Supreme Court ruling outlawing segregated schools, today huge numbers of 
students remain in separate and unequal schools, most in inner cities. Special correspondent 
Charlayne Hunter-Gault talks with Pedro Noguera of the University of California, Los Angeles, 
about the consequences of such inequality and what can be done. 
HEALTH 
There’s a new set of dietary guidelines from the federal government for the first time in five 
years, advising against too eating much sugar and red meat, while allowing moderate drinking of 
alcohol and coffee. Hari Sreenivasan talks to Allison Aubrey of NPR about how the government 
revised its recommendations. 
POLITICS 
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Political advertising could break records in 2016: some experts estimate Americans will see $4.4 
billion spent on TV ads. But will all that spending pay off for presidential candidates trying to 
rise in the polls? Political director Lisa Desjardins offers a look at some of their strategies and 
Gwen Ifill learns more from Matea Gold of The Washington Post. 
ECONOMY 
The Chinese stock market dropped 7 percent in the first 29 minutes of trading, before shutting 
down to stem further losses. China’s second major crash in the past four days drove investor 
skittishness around the globe, including a Dow loss of nearly 400 points. Gwen Ifill learns more 
from David Wessel of the Brookings Institute. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 7, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/07/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
This episode is a compilation of stories that express the six Hawaiian values featured in the first 
round of the 2015-16 season. Here are the Hawaiian values featured and the stories that represent 
them:  
 
Ho’omau (to persevere, perpetuate or continue) is represented by a story from Maui High 
School, which follows former UH Wahine Volleyball star Cecilia Fernandez as she battles 
Adenocarcinoma, a rare form of lung cancer. As a former athlete, Cecilia is used to battling 
opponents by following a carefully devised game-plan. But because so little is known about this 
disease, Cecilia must persevere against an enemy she is not familiar with – uncertainty.  
 
Kuleana (responsibility) is represented by a story from Waianae High School in West Oahu. 
Waianae High School graduate and UFC (Ultimate Fighting Championship) fighter Max 
Holloway feels it is his kuleana to represent the Waianae community in the most positive way 
possible when he competes. Max also takes his responsibilities to his wife and young son very 
seriously. Having been severely neglected by his own parents, Max wants to make sure his son 
does not have to suffer the same sort of childhood that he had.  
 
Ha’aha’a (humbleness and humility) is represented by a story from Chiefess Kamakahelei 
Middle School on Kauai. Kauai resident Moses Hamilton learned humbleness and humility when 
he had to start all over again after a car accident that left him a quadriplegic. While undergoing 
rehab, Moses took up mouth painting (painting by holding and manipulating the paint brush in 
one’s mouth), and is a now a successful artist who sells his paintings in Hanalei.  
 
‘Imi na’auao (enlightenment and wisdom) is represented by a story from Moanalua High School 
in the Salt Lake District of Oahu. Lars Mitsuda, Moanalua’s culinary arts teacher, who combines 
his passions for food and education by enlightening students on the many life-lessons cooking 
can teach. From multi-tasking to management skills, to business planning, to working with 
people – learning the culinary arts fosters a wisdom that students can use for the rest of their 
lives.  
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‘Ike Pono (to know what is right) is represented by a story from Maui Waena Intermediate 
School about Christopher Malik Cousins, owner of the Farmacy Health Bar in Wailuku, Maui. 
Cousins had been a troubled youth, often on the wrong side the law and even living on the 
streets. Being fed at Saint Theresa’s Church in Kihei eventually inspired him to do the right thing 
and open his own health food restaurant. He encourages his customers to “pay-it-forward” by 
contributing to a program that helps to feed the hungry with healthy foods.  
 
Mālama (to care for, protect and maintain) is represented by a story from Aliamanu Middle 
School on Oahu, about the efforts of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) and its community of volunteers to mālama the Hawaiian Monk Seal. Mālama is also 
represented by a video primer from Kauai High School on how to “take care” in the event of a 
hurricane.  
 
This episode is hosted by HIKI NŌ alum (and current Political Science/ Communications 
double-major at UH Manoa) Shisa Kahaunaele. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: How Millennials Are Transforming the Workplace 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/07/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
With baby boomers edging into retirement and an influx of young adults entering the workforce, 
INSIGHTS examines how Millennials are transforming the workplace. By 2020, nearly half of 
the U.S. workforce could be Millennials. Born roughly between 1980 and 2000, this tech-savvy 
generation is coming into Hawaii’s work world with different expectations and sensibilities than 
the boomers and Generation X’ers before them. 
Guests included: 
Ashley Lukens, PhD, Millennial/nonprofit Director 
Richard Kebo, PhD, Professor of organizational leadership 
Samantha Ruiz, millennial/entrepreneur  
Jean Hamakawa, Human resources executive 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Jan. 8, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/08/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
In Cologne, Germany, more than 100 young women were assaulted by crowds of men during 
New Year's celebrations. German authorities say they have identified 18 asylum seekers among 
the 31 suspects linked to the troubles, polarizing public opinion about that country’s open door 
immigration policy. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports. 
POLITICS 
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New York Times columnist David Brooks and David Corn, Washington bureau chief for Mother 
Jones, join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s news, including President Obama’s proposals 
for gun control, an update on the GOP presidential race and the first successful Republican 
repeal of the Affordable Care Act. 
SCIENCE 
Wearable health and fitness gadgets have broken into a sprint at the 2016 Consumer Electronics 
Show in Las Vegas. And no wonder: An estimated 500 million people worldwide now diligently 
record their steps and leaps. Science correspondent Miles O'Brien examines how a perfect storm 
of tech advances have driven a boom in real-time health data for consumers, and how it may 
affect medicine. 
ECONOMY 
The U.S. economy added 2.6 million jobs overall in 2016, part of a two-year gain that was the 
best since the late '90s. Yet wage growth remained relatively slow. Secretary of Labor Thomas 
Perez explores the final jobs report of last year and more with Judy Woodruff. 
WORLD 
Joaquin Guzman, a.k.a "El Chapo," perhaps the world's most notorious drug lord, was arrested 
nearly six months after his elaborate escape from a high-security prison in Mexico. Hari 
Sreenivasan learns more from Alfredo Corchado of Arizona State University about what the 
capture means for the Mexican government. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Jan. 9, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/09/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
ECONOMY 
The crash in the Chinese stock market this week unnerved investors around the globe, as the 
world's second largest economy suffered from volatile trading and falling currency. NPR Senior 
Business Editor Marilyn Geewax joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the country's economic woes 
and the effect on the U.S. economy. 
WORLD 
Germany has accepted more than a million asylum seekers in the past year, and on Saturday, 
anti-immigrant sentiment was on display in response to New Year's Eve assaults on women, 
allegedly by migrants. NewsHour Special Correspondent Malcolm Brabant joins Hari 
Sreenivasan via Skype from Cologne, Germany, to discuss the protests and investigation. 
NATION 
This week, senior White House officials and some of the most prominent figures in Silicon 
Valley met to seek common ground on the fight to help law enforcement curb suspected 
terrorists using the internet and smartphones. Dawn Chmielewski, a reporter for Re/code, joins 
Hari Sreenivasan from Los Angeles to discuss. 
HEALTH 
The risk for overdose from opioid painkillers and heroin among women, including pregnant 
women, has skyrocketed, which means a growing number of babies are born dependent on 
opioids. NewsHour Weekend Special correspondent Alison Stewart reports on the challenges for 
pregnant women struggling with addiction. 
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Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Jan. 10, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/10/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30  
Description:  
NATION 
The Urban-Suburban program in Rochester, New York, has given minority children the 
opportunity to attend schools in the suburbs that have a far larger population of white students. 
The program is growing, but questions still remain remain about whether the exchange has 
actually increased integration in the region's schools, which remain as segregated as ever. 
NewsHour's Hari Sreenivasan reports. 
WORLD 
As part of the normalization of U.S.-Cuban relations, the Obama administration is considering 
ending a program that encourages Cuban doctors and nurses working outside of the country to 
defect to the U.S. The program has approved more than 7,000 applications since 2006. Reuters 
White House Correspondent Jeff Mason joins Hari Sreenivasan from Washington, D.C., to 
discuss. 
NATION 
Archaeologists at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration have made a startling 
discovery off the coast of Alaska: Whaling ships that sank 144 years ago. NewsHour Weekend's 
Zachary Green reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: MONDAY, Jan. 11, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/11/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Presidential candidates are sharpening their attacks in the weeks before the Iowa contests. Judy 
Woodruff talks to Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report and Tamara Keith of NPR about 
ramped up rhetoric on the campaign trail as Sen. Bernie Sanders closes the gap with Hillary 
Clinton in Iowa. 
POLITICS 
As the presidential campaigns compete hard to win over voters, the bipartisan group No Labels is 
trying to bring the parties together, rallying candidates around a policy agenda pledge focused on 
jobs, Social Security and Medicare, balancing the federal budget and energy security. Judy 
Woodruff talks to the group’s co-chairs, former Gov. Jon Huntsman and former Sen. Joe 
Lieberman. 
NATION 
Can teachers who are not union members be required to pay some union dues? That question is 
being weighed at the Supreme Court, which heard arguments in a case that could have wide 
ramifications for organized labor. Judy Woodruff learns more about the case from Marcia Coyle 
of The National Law Journal. 
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NATION 
Like the NFL, NCAA schools and teams have taken new precautions to protect student athletes 
from long-term effects of head injuries. But some players who have been medically disqualified 
are still finding a way to return to the field. Hari Sreenivasan talks to David Armstrong of online 
news site STAT. 
NATION 
Before Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman Loera was recaptured by Mexican authorities, the American 
movie star and activist Sean Penn met with Mexico’s most wanted man in a jungle hideaway to 
interview him for Rolling Stone magazine. William Brangham discusses the ethical questions 
raised by Rolling Stone’s methods with Angela Kocherga, Borderlands bureau director of 
Cronkite News. 
ARTS 
Free Write Jail Arts and Literacy aims to help troubled youths in Chicago’s Cook County 
Juvenile Temporary Detention Center address their personal issues by writing poetry about their 
circumstances and upbringing. Jeffrey Brown talks with poet Reginald Dwayne Betts, who 
turned around his life with writing and education after eight and a half years in prison. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Jan. 12, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/12/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
2016 STATE OF THE UNION 
In his final and briefest State of the Union address, President Barack Obama highlighted his 
legacy and signaled where the nation needs to go for continued progress. 
2016 STATE OF THE UNION 
In his final State of the Union address, President Barack Obama called attention to recent 
rhetoric that targets people’s race or religion. “This isn’t a matter of political correctness” he 
said. 
2016 STATE OF THE UNION 
Protecting the American people and fighting terrorism is priority No. 1, but without the dramatic 
rhetoric, President Barack Obama said in his final State of the Union address on Tuesday. 
2016 STATE OF THE UNION 
Calling December’s bipartisan reform of No Child Left Behind an “important step” in better 
preparing American students for the workforce, President Barack Obama said he will push for 
more college affordability in his final year in office. 
2016 STATE OF THE UNION 
In his final State of the Union Address Tuesday, President Barack Obama announced a new 
national effort to cure cancer, and charged Vice President Joe Biden with leading it. 
2016 STATE OF THE UNION 
In President Barack Obama’s last State of the Union address, he extolled the country’s economic 
recovery, but noted that some Americans are still feeling the brunt of a quickly changing, global 
economy. It’s an economy, he noted, that increasingly profits the wealthiest. 
POLITICS 
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President Obama delivered his final State of the Union Address to the nation, offering some 
proposals for his last year in office and an assessment of his tenure, as well as looking ahead to 
America's future. 
POLITICS 
Giving the Republican response to the 2016 State of the Union, South Carolina Gov. Nikki 
Haley looked past President Obama's record to offer her vision of "a brighter American future" if 
a Republican were to hold the White House. Haley acknowledged Americans' frustration with 
government, and urged against the "siren call" of angry rhetoric. 
EDUCATION 
Final deadlines for college applications are looming this week, and students who are first in their 
families to attend college are far less likely to have help navigating the application system. The 
College Advising Corps aims to change that by recruiting college graduates to advise first-
generation applicants. Hari Sreenivasan visits two New York City high schools to see the Corps 
in action. 
ARTS 
Reginald Dwayne Betts grew up an honor student with hopes for college, but went to prison at 
16 for carjacking, his first run-in with the law. Reading, and poetry in particular, became a 
comfort and gave him a new identity. The writer, who is now a law student and a prison reform 
advocate, sits down with Jeffrey Brown to discuss his work and his journey. 
ESSAYS 
We hear a lot about how the Internet, social media and our addiction to handheld devices have 
reduced our attention spans. Nicholas Thompson of The New Yorker asks you to look more 
closely at the long, in-depth stories being shared online every day. 
WORLD 
The Syrian town of Madaya, which suffered for months while cut off from food and other 
necessities, is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of the humanitarian crisis caused by the war. 
William Brangham talks to the United Nations’ Kevin Kennedy, who’s monitoring the situation 
from Jordan. 
POLITICS 
President Obama will offer his final State of the Union address, setting the tone for his last year 
in office. What kind of meaningful action could the outgoing leader get done with his time left? 
Political director Lisa Desjardins takes a look, while Judy Woodruff previews the speech with 
White House Chief of Staff Denis McDonough. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Jan. 13, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/13/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
NATION 
President Obama recently laid out an executive action to strengthen enforcement of background 
checks on firearms, in an attempt to address gun violence in America. Judy Woodruff talks to 
former NRA president David Keene about his reaction to the president’s plan and whether the 
two sides could ever sit down and work on a compromise. 
ARTS 
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Architecture's highest prize was awarded to Chile's Alejandro Aravena, a man little known 
outside his field who is working to address real world problems of urban housing. Jeffrey Brown 
sits down with Aravena to discuss his philosophy as a designer. 
NATION 
The St. Louis Rams are returning to their original West Coast home of Los Angeles after 20 
years in the Midwest. The NFL team leaves behind fans, as well as public money for a new St. 
Louis stadium. Hari Sreenivasan takes a closer look with Mike Pesca, host of Slate's "The Gist" 
podcast. 
WORLD 
Germany's open door migrant policy has reached a crossroads after hundreds of women alleged 
they were attacked mainly by men of North African or Arabic appearance in Cologne. Now 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel has become a target of the public backlash. Special 
correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports. 
POLITICS 
In his final State of the Union address, President Obama punched back at the notion -- popular on 
the campaign trail -- that America is in trouble. Political director Lisa Desjardins takes a look at 
how the candidates have responded, while Judy Woodruff talks to James Pindell of The Boston 
Globe, O. Kay Henderson of Radio Iowa and Andy Shain of The State for an update on how 
voters see the race. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 14, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/14/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
ARTS 
This year’s Academy Award nominations have been announced and “The Revenant” and “Mad 
Max: Fury Road” are among the most honored films. But the lack of diversity among the 
contenders is raising eyebrows. Jeffrey Brown takes a look at the nominees, and remembers actor 
Alan Rickman, who died at the age of 69. 
HEALTH 
In his last State of the Union address, President Obama tapped Vice President Joe Biden to lead 
an effort to boost and streamline national cancer research. What would such an initiative look 
like? Judy Woodruff gets insight from Dr. Francis Collins of the National Institutes of Health, 
Dr. Otis Brawley of the American Cancer Society and Katie Couric of Stand Up To Cancer. 
ECONOMY 
Do women face a tougher time finding a job than men as we age? According to economists, 
women 35 and up are far less likely to be considered for certain jobs than younger women or 
men of the same age. And the cause may be related to evolutionary biology. Economics 
correspondent Paul Solman reports. 
WORLD 
The image of 3-year-old refugee Alan Kurdi lying drowned on a beach became a tragic icon of 
the Syrian crisis. But Alan’s death was not the end of his extended family’s quest for asylum in 
the West. William Brangham reports on efforts by The New York Times' Anne Barnard to share 
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the Kurdi family’s desperate journey to safety, one shared by millions of displaced Syrians 
across the globe. 
ARTS 
When photographer Ken Van Sickle was 23 and living in Paris, he could barely afford rolls of 
film. One night, hearing that jazz great Chet Baker was playing, he went and took only two 
pictures, and one was blurry. So what's happened to photography now that everyone has the 
technology to take as many pictures as they like? Van Sickle offers his Brief But Spectacular 
take. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 14, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/14/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY:  
 
Students from Kapaa High School on Kauai tell the story of Joshua and Jason Iloreta, two 
brothers who train and compete together in long-distance running races. To most people his does 
not seem unusual, until they find out that older brother Joshua has cerebral palsy – a neurological 
disorder that appears in infancy or early childhood and permanently affects body movement and 
muscle coordination. Jason pushes Joshua in a race-designed wheelchair as he runs. Their goal is 
to someday do a full marathon together. Their participation in long-distance races is part of an 
awareness campaign the brothers started which they call “I Am My Ability, I Am Not My 
Disability.” Their intent is to spread awareness that cerebral palsy does not impair people’s 
cognition and intelligence and that they can lead fulfilling and productive lives with the 
condition.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
 
Students from Waianae Intermediate School in Central Oahu tell the story of Lorenzo Taguro-
Bear, a very outgoing young leader who, unbeknownst to his peers and advisors at the Boys and 
Girls Club of Hawaii, used to live in a homeless encampment in Waianae.  
 
Students from Kapaa Middle School on Kauai present a primer on how to make friends.  
 
Students at the private all-girl school Sacred Hearts Academy in Kaimuki feature their science 
teacher Erin Flynn, who inspires her students to shatter the stereotype that science is for boys.  
 
Expanding on the theme of breaking gender-based stereotypes, we revisit a story from the HIKI 
NŌ archives by Aliamanu Middle School on Oahu about a girls’ flight school.  
 
Students from Seabury Hall Middle School on Maui feature John Plunkett, who tells the heartfelt 
story of his family’s deep connection to their homeland of Kihei, Maui.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by McKinley High School. 
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Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Climate Change 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/14/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
The University of Hawaii’s Sea Grant Program predicts Hawaii will become increasingly 
warmer and stormier, and will be at risk of more vector-borne and water -borne diseases, over 
the next few decades. The most drastic change may be the rise in sea levels, which scientists 
predict will be one to three feet higher by the time today’s infants reach retirement. What does all 
of this mean for Hawaii’s ecosystem and economy? 
Guests included: 
Charles Fletcher, PhD, Scientist, UH School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology 
Victoria Keener, PhD, scientist, research fellow East-West Center 
Robert Stanfield, urban planner, Honolulu Dept. of Planning and Permitting 
Jim Lyon, civil and technical engineer 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Jan. 15, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/15/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
ARTS 
"Mercy Street," a new original series on PBS, tells the story of a one-time hotel turned Union 
army hospital, and is based on memoirs and letters of real Civil War medical staff. Jeffrey Brown 
takes a look at how its creators combined a historical saga with a medical drama. 
ARTS 
In our NewsHour Shares moment of the day, you can now view more than 180,000 images from 
the New York Public Library, with treasures dating back to the 11th century. 
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to 
discuss the week’s news, including the rivalry between Donald Trump and Sen. Ted Cruz in the 
latest Republican presidential debate and Hillary Clinton’s attacks against Sen. Bernie Sanders. 
POLITICS 
Donald Trump and Sen. Ted Cruz dominated Thursday’s Republican presidential debate in 
South Carolina, swapping testy swipes over Cruz’s birth in Canada and Donald Trump’s 
hometown. Meanwhile, Gov. Chris Christie and Sen. Marco Rubio saved their toughest words 
for President Obama. William Brangham reports. 
NATION 
Almost two years after major tech firms began publicizing their diversity numbers, recent figures 
show that Silicon Valley employees are still overwhelmingly white and male. Hari Sreenivasan 
reports on the steps these companies are taking to address their race and gender problems, from 
software algorithms to education and recruitment initiatives. 
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Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Jan. 16, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/16/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
WORLD 
Iran freed five Americans, including "Washington Post" reporter Jason Rezaian, who had been 
jailed 18 months on espionage charges that his newspaper called "trumped up". "The Post" said it 
couldn't be happier about his release. Rezaian and three other men freed, including a former 
marine and a pastor, are dual U.S. and Iranian citizens. Iran also released an American college 
student in its custody. 
NATION 
American technology companies like Apple, Facebook and Google are striving to improve 
gender and racial diversity in their workforce. Having revealed their staffs are predominantly 
white men, the companies are spending furiously to recruit and keep people who aren’t. Hari 
Sreenivasan reports. 
NATION 
There are more than 1.4 million outstanding arrest warrants in New York City stemming from 
lapsed summonses for "quality-of-life" crimes - things like biking on the sidewalk or being in a 
park after closing. Critics say they burden the court system and police, who must arrest anyone 
they find with a warrant, and add to the distrust and fear of police, especially in minority 
communities. While the City is working to streamline the summons process, Brooklyn District 
Attorney Kenneth Thompson is working to clear up the backlog, hosting events to vacate 
hundreds of warrants at a time. Megan Thompson reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Jan. 17, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/17/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
ECONOMY 
On Sunday, the Treasury Department announced new sanctions on 11 foreign companies or 
individuals supplying parts for Iran's ballistic missile program. Bloomberg News White House 
correspondent Angela Greiling Keane joins Hari Sreenivasan from Washington to discuss the 
economic impact of the Iran deal. 
NATION 
Starting this weekend, visitors to New York's American Museum of Natural History can get 
close up view of what scientists believe may be the biggest creature to have ever walked the 
earth. The discovery represents huge gains for modern paleontology. Ivette Feliciano reports. 
WORLD 
More than 2.5 million refugees fleeing Syria's civil war, currently live in Turkey. Nearly 90 
percent of those refugees are now living outside of traditional refugee camps, presenting a whole 
new set of challenges for international relief agencies. NewsHour special correspondent Mike 
Cerre reports. 
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NATION 
The Washington Post's executive editor Marty Baron and foreign editor Douglas Jehl join Hari 
Sreenivasan over the phone to discuss the return of the paper's former Tehran bureau chief Jason 
Rezaian. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Jan. 18, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/18/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
NATION 
In our NewsHour Shares moment of the day, the Nobel Prize Foundation released the full audio 
recording of Martin Luther King Jr.'s 1964 Peace Prize acceptance speech. 
NATION 
Porter Ranch seems like a picturesque Southern California town, but an environmental disaster 
has been unfolding there for several months. Natural gas has been spewing from an underground 
storage facility, causing health issues for residents and forcing temporary relocations for 
thousands of households. Special correspondent Cat Wise reports. 
POLITICS 
With the Iowa caucuses coming up, Democratic presidential nominees Hillary Clinton, Sen. 
Bernie Sanders and Martin O’Malley faced off Sunday night for the final time before voting 
starts, bringing both substance and swipes. Political director Lisa Desjardins reports on the 
Democratic debate, and Judy Woodruff gets analysis from NPR’s Tamara Keith and Susan Page 
of USA Today. 
WORLD 
Seven Iranians who have been held in the U.S. are being released by the Justice Department in a 
prisoner exchange for Americans imprisoned in Iran. Jeffrey Brown talks to Joel Androphy, 
attorney for Bahram Mechanic, a dual U.S.-Iranian citizen who was accused of selling 
electronics that aided Iran’s nuclear program. 
WORLD 
The deal to release Americans imprisoned in Iran included Amir Hekmati, a former U.S. Marine 
who was held for more than four years. Jeffrey Brown talks to Rep. Dan Kildee, D-Mich., the 
congressman who represents Hekmati's home district in Michigan and has long worked for his 
release. 
WORLD 
What do major breakthroughs with Iran mean for its relationship with the U.S. and the power 
dynamics of the Middle East? Judy Woodruff talks to Robin Wright of The New Yorker, former 
State Department official Ray Takeyh, former CIA officer Reuel Marc Gerecht and Karim 
Sadjadpour of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Jan. 19, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/19/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
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Description:  
NATION 
The Supreme Court will consider whether President Obama overstepped his authority by 
deferring deportation and securing work rights for 4 million undocumented immigrants, an 
action opposed by 26 states. Marcia Coyle of The National Law Journal offers background, 
while Judy Woodruff gets views from the Immigration Law Center’s Marielena Hincapie and 
Josh Blackman of the South Texas College of Law. 
HEALTH 
A rapidly expanding medical program for low-income first-time mothers combines social 
services with the latest in brain science. The Nurse-Family Partnership provides in-home advice 
on health and parenting, which can lead to improved cognitive development and language skills 
for their children, who are showing up to school better prepared for learning. Special 
correspondent Cat Wise reports. 
HEALTH 
The rate of diagnosed cases of autism has more than doubled since 2000 and researchers have 
spent millions looking for causes and cures. In "NeuroTribes," author Steve Silberman explores 
the history behind this dramatic increase, arguing it's just always been much more common than 
we realized. William Brangham sits down with Silberman to discuss his work. 
ECONOMY 
China's economy grew last year at the slowest pace since 1990, at a lower-than-expected rate of 
6.9 percent. Jeffrey Brown talks to Ken Lieberthal of the Brookings Institute and Cornell 
economist Eswar Prasad about what that means for China and global economic stability. 
 
Series Title:     FRONTLINE 
Program Title: Supplements and Safety 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/19/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
Follow an investigation of the hidden dangers of vitamins and supplements, a multibillion-dollar 
industry with only limited FDA oversight. Examine the marketing and regulating of 
supplements, and cases of contamination and health problems. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Jan. 20, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/20/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
REPORT 
Wednesday on the NewsHour, a water crisis in Flint, Michigan, has the governor on the 
defensive and residents outraged. Also: A warning for pregnant women about the Zika virus, 
rethinking what’s important on the college application, reporters on the campaign trail to go 
beyond the polls in Iowa and New Hampshire, telling the story of autism and a tribute young 
photographer killed in Burkina Faso. 
ARTS 
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When al-Qaida militants attacked a hotel in Burkina Faso, killing 30, one of the victims was an 
Amnesty International worker and photographer named Leila Alaoui. Aida Alami, a close friend, 
talked to the NewsHour from Alaoui's funeral. 
POLITICS 
With less than two weeks before early voting starts in the 2016 race, former Alaska Gov. Sarah 
Palin officially endorsed Donald Trump in Iowa Tuesday night, attacking the Republican 
establishment in the process. Gwen Ifill talks to Paul Steinhauser of the NH1 News Network in 
New Hampshire and O. Kay Henderson of Radio Iowa for more on the battle for those key 
states. 
HEALTH 
The story of autism is many stories -- from doctors, to parents, to the afflicted themselves. 
Journalists Caren Zucker and John Donvan examine that history in their new book, "In a 
Different Key: The Story of Autism." Jeffrey Brown sits down with the authors to discuss the 
evolving definition of the diagnosis and the constant of parental love. 
NATION 
In Flint, Michigan, toxic drinking water has become a federal emergency. For a year and a half, 
residents were consuming water contaminated by lead, despite repeated claims from state health 
officials that everything was fine. That revelation has led to a chorus of outrage, particularly for 
the young children who have suffered irreversible damage. William Brangham reports. 
EDUCATION 
Do colleges put too much pressure on students to impress admissions committees with 
achievements and accolades? A new report from the Harvard Graduate School of Education 
recommends limiting the number of advanced placement classes and extracurricular activities 
that students can list on applications. Judy Woodruff learns more from Richard Weissbourd. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 21, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/21/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
BRIEF BUT SPECTACULAR 
Journalist and author A.J. Jacobs has been called a “human guinea pig,” a title he’s earned by 
diving into his subjects and radically changing his lifestyle: he once spent a month without 
telling a single lie, and a year obeying every rule in the Bible. He offers his Brief But Spectacular 
take on his immersive brand of journalism. 
NATION 
The Buffalo Bills announced Wednesday that they have hired the first full-time female coach in 
NFL history. Kathryn Smith is the team’s new special teams quality control coach, and comes to 
the job with 13 years of NFL experience with the Bills and the New York Jets. Hari Sreenivasan 
talks to Christine Brennan of USA Today for more on the groundbreaking hire and its 
implications. 
WORLD 
A British investigation is pointing the finger at the Russian state and President Vladimir Putin for 
the 2006 assassination of a former spy and defector. Hari Sreenivasan talks to Steven Lee Myers 
of The New York Times and Michael McFaul, former U.S. ambassador to Russia. 
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POLITICS 
With a two-week countdown to the first voting in Iowa, Republican presidential candidate Sen. 
Rand Paul, R-Ky., joins Gwen Ifill to discuss which special group of voters he’s working to win 
over, breaking through the Donald Trump media domination, plus why he thinks the GOP front-
runner shouldn’t be the next president. 
ECONOMY 
What kind of environment spawns genius? That’s the question Eric Weiner tackles in his latest 
book, “The Geography of Genius,” in which Weiner journeys around the world and through 
time, from Plato’s Athens to Leonardo da Vinci’s Florence, to find the secret ingredients behind 
some of the greatest minds in history, and what it means for America today. Economics 
correspondent Paul Solman reports. 
HEALTH 
Five years ago, the Centers for Disease Control launched the first federal education campaign 
against smoking. Today the government says it has helped 400,000 smokers quit for good. In a 
series of TV ads called "Tips From Former Smokers," Americans have shared personal stories of 
the consequences of smoking. Jeffrey Brown examines the campaign with CDC director Dr. 
Thomas Frieden. 
WORLD 
More than 1 million refugees and migrants entered Europe in 2016. For those fleeing brutal wars 
and violence at home, the perilous journey can be often most dangerous for women. Sarah Costa 
of the Women's Refugee Commission talks with Judy Woodruff about the heightened risks of 
gender-based violence and exploitation and how women could be better protected. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 21, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/21/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY:  
 
Students from Maui High School in Kahului tell the story of Bristyl Dempsey, a thirteen-year-
old girl who suffers from Tourette Syndrome – a neurological disorder characterized by 
repetitive, involuntary movements and vocalizations called tics. Bristyl’s symptoms surfaced 
when she was in intermediate school. Her tics made her the target of teasing and ridicule by 
fellow students, and one teacher mistook Bristyl’s involuntary tics as intentional misbehaving in 
class. Given the pressures this caused, Bristyl’s mother thought it would be better for her 
daughter to be home-schooled. During her year of home-schooling, Bristyl’s symptoms 
improved with therapies such as meditation, and her self- esteem increased. She entered Maui 
High School this year as a freshman and looks forward to a mainstream school experience with 
her friends and extra-curricular activities such as cheerleading.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
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Students from Mid-Pacific Institute on Oahu profile ukulele phenom Jody Kamisato, who chose 
the high-risk/high-reward route of opening his own music school over the option of being an 
employee of someone else’s school.  
 
Students from Wheeler Middle School in Central Oahu offer tips on how to prepare an 
emergency kit in the event of a hurricane.  
 
Students from Kalani High School in East Honolulu introduce us to The Canvas, a student-
designed, student-run work/play space in Kalihi.  
 
Continuing with the theme of students creating their own venues of expression, we take a look at 
a past HIKI NŌ story from Maui Waena Intermediate School about a high school student who 
created a youth version of TEDex.  
 
Students from Kapolei High School in Central Oahu tell the story of a youth volunteer at the no-
kill animal shelter OSPCA (Oahu Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals).  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Ewa Makai Middle School. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Jan. 22, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/22/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
NATION 
With an estimated 80 million feral cats in communities across the United States, there is growing 
a controversy on how to deal with them. Euthanizing cats has been the traditional approach, but 
many animal rights activists believe that approach is cruel and inhumane. Adithya Sambamurthy 
of Reveal for the Center for Investigative Reporting has the story. 
NATION 
Following two years of highly publicized deadly shootings by police officers, some police 
departments around the country are looking into new training methods they hope will not only 
reduce the number of officer-involved shootings, but also keep their officers in the field safer. 
NewsHour Special Correspondent Chris Bury reports. 
EDUCATION 
The digital divide and lack of reliable Internet access at home can put low-income and rural 
students at a real disadvantage. So when superintendent Darryl Adams took over one of the 
poorest school district in the nation, he made it a top priority to help his students get online 24/7. 
Special correspondent David Nazar of PBS SoCal reports with PBS NewsHour Student 
Reporting Labs. 
ARTS 
How can we relieve anti-Muslim discrimination? Haroon Moghul says that adding a Muslim 
character to a certain science fiction franchise might go a long way in changing perceptions and 
offering a vision of a more united future. 
SCIENCE 
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Most of us grew up thinking there were nine planets in the solar system, but that changed when 
Pluto got downgraded in 2006. Now there's news that there might be a ninth planet after all. 
Researchers have found evidence of a planet with a mass 10 times that of Earth. Jeffrey Brown 
talks to Mike Brown of the California Institute of Technology. 
POLITICS 
As voting draws near, Republican front-runners Donald Trump and Sen. Ted Cruz escalated their 
rivalry by questioning one another’s conservative credentials, while the GOP establishment 
railed against both. Meanwhile, Democrat Hillary Clinton went after Sen. Bernie Sanders over 
Obamacare, and Sanders faced criticism over the lack of diversity in a new ad. Political director 
Lisa Desjardins reports. 
POLITICS 
New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Ruth Marcus join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s news, including a new divide opening up between 
American conservatives over the popularity and electability of Donald Trump and Sen. Ted 
Cruz, plus former Gov. Sarah Palin’s Trump endorsement and a new campaign ad from Sen. 
Bernie Sanders. 
WORLD 
A deadly fungus, known as Panama disease, is decimating banana plantations around the world 
and threatens to wipe out the most common species, the Cavendish banana. Scientists in 
Honduras are working to create a resistant banana before the disease hits Latin America, where 
the majority of the fruit is grown. NewsHour's Mori Rothman reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Jan. 23, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/23/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
WORLD 
Vice President Joe Biden says the United States and Turkey are prepared for a military solution 
in Syria if a political settlement is not possible. On Saturday, 45 opposition groups issued a 
statement saying they support a political process but the biggest players are still at odds. New 
York Times reporter Anne Barnard joins Alison Stewart via Skype from Beirut. 
NATION 
As more radicalized foreigners join ISIS militants, U.S. officials this week tightened the Visa 
Waiver Program, which allows visitors from 38 countries to enter the U.S. for 90 days without a 
visa. This week, anyone from a Visa Waiver country who also has dual citizenship with Iran, 
Iraq, Syria or Sudan was forbidden from entering the U.S. visa-free. The Washington Post's 
Karoun Demirjian joins Alison Stewart to discuss. 
 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Jan. 24, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/24/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
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Description:  
WORLD 
For nearly a decade, scientists have used motion-triggered cameras to capture animals living in 
protected areas around the world. Researchers from the Tropical Ecology Assessment and 
Monitoring Network have sifted through those pictures, which show that efforts to preserve 
habitats worldwide may be paying off. Lydia Beaudrot joins NewsHour's Stephen Fee to discuss. 
POLITICS 
Since the beginning of his presidency, President Barack Obama has vowed to close the prison at 
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, which he says is expensive, unnecessary and serves as a recruitment 
tool for America's enemies. Miami Herald reporter Carol Rosenberg joins Hari Sreenivasan to 
discuss the legal and logistical obstacles of President Obama's goal. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR   
Program Title: MONDAY, Jan.25, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/25/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
NATION 
The massive lead contamination of the drinking water in Flint, Michigan, has put public officials 
in the hot seat for the way concerns and revelations were handled. Now the state's attorney 
general has named a former prosecutor to investigate whether any laws were broken, but there 
are questions about how independent the investigation will be. WIlliam Brangham talks with 
Judy Woodruff. 
WORLD 
It's been a tumultuous five years since Egyptians took to the street in mass protest. Now 
Egyptians are marking a somber and tense anniversary of a day that led to the ouster of Hosni 
Mubarak, the election and then military-led removal of Mohamed Morsi and the subsequent rise 
of the current president, Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi. Hari Sreenivasan talks with special correspondent 
Nick Schifrin. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Jan. 26, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/26/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Every day is now an intense fight for votes in the lead up to the nation's first election contest in 
Iowa. While Democrats engaged on questions of readiness and judgment at a forum in Des 
Moines, some Republicans tried playing up the idea of a less divisive rhetoric on the campaign 
trail. Political director Lisa Desjardins reports. 
NATION 
President Obama has pledged to ban solitary confinement for juveniles in the federal prison 
system and to reform the rules for other prisoners. What effect will his executive actions have? 
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Hari Sreenivasan discusses the proposed changes with Maurice Chammah of The Marshall 
Project and Shaka Senghor of #Cut50, who spent seven years in solitary confinement. 
POLITICS 
Fear of terrorism has been a recurring theme of the current presidential race -- from grave 
callbacks to November’s Paris attacks to promises of bans on Muslim immigrants -- but the 
tactic is nothing new in American politics. Judy Woodruff talks to Stephen Walt of Harvard 
University and Beverly Gage of Yale University for some historical perspective on fear in 
electoral politics. 
HEALTH 
There's new evidence that postpartum depression is more common than previously believed, 
according to the U.S. Preventative Services Task Force, which calls for women to be screened 
during pregnancy and again after giving birth. William Brangham discusses the 
recommendations with Dr. Hal Lawrence III of the American Congress of Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists. 
EDUCATION 
Sean Varner long tried to hide his love of dance from his peers. But over time, he's found a close 
group of friends who like him for who he is, and continues to use dance as a physical, emotional 
and creative outlet. Our Student Reporting Labs report as part of Outside the Box, a series on the 
ways that young people are challenging traditional gender stereotypes. 
EDUCATION 
Of all the U.S. high school students who graduate high school and go on to college, a large 
proportion will never earn their degree. How can educators better train those who may struggle 
in trying to pick a course of study? One solution may lie in putting greater emphasis on high 
school vocational training, but critics disagree. Special correspondent John Tulenko of Education 
Week reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Jan. 27, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/27/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
With rhinoceros horn now more valuable than gold on the black market, poaching has reached 
unprecedented levels. Some wildlife preserves in Africa resemble war zones, as rangers struggle 
to keep pace with poachers, who may have ties to terrorist groups. Daphne Matziaraki and James 
Pace-Cornsilk, students at UC Berkeley, traveled to Kenya to learn more. 
WORLD 
Washington Post reporter Jason Rezaian was released from an Iranian prison after more than 500 
days of detention, as part of an exchange between the two countries. Martin Baron, executive 
editor of The Washington Post, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss Rezaian’s release and what may 
lie ahead. 
EDUCATION 
Kalei Kipp is the only girl in the welding program at her high school. Why don't more women go 
into that profession? Our Student Reporting Labs report as part of Outside the Box, a series on 
the ways that young people are challenging traditional gender stereotypes. 
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NATION 
Millions of Americans who served during the Great War may soon be memorialized in the 
nation’s capital. The winning design by 25-year-old architect Joe Weishaar was selected from 
more than 360 proposals for the National World War I Memorial in Washington. Jeffrey Brown 
reports. 
SCIENCE 
The Chinese board game Go is considered one of the most complex in the world, with trillions of 
possible move combinations. But scientists at Google have designed an artificial intelligence 
program capable of beating the top human players, a feat previously thought impossible. Hari 
Sreenivasan talks to science correspondent Miles O’Brien about the implications of this 
technological breakthrough. 
POLITICS 
Donald Trump continues to grab headlines even when he exits the stage. The Republican front-
runner said he will shun the next debate because he feels one of the FOX News moderators is 
biased against him. Political director Lisa Desjardins offers a closer look and Gwen Ifill gets a 
campaign update from Paul Steinhauser of the NH1 News Network and O. Kay Henderson of 
Radio Iowa. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 28, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/28/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
Matthew Trevithick had been studying Farsi at Tehran University when he was arrested and held 
for 40 days in the notorious Evin prison, accused of trying to overthrow the government. 
Trevithick, one of the five Americans set free by Iran in mid-January, joins Hari Sreenivasan to 
recount his experience in solitary confinement and his feeling of constant surveillance during his 
time in the country. 
POLITICS 
Ethanol took center stage in Iowa last week when Gov. Terry Branstad urged voters not to 
support Sen. Ted Cruz, who wants to repeal the mandate that ethanol be blended into most types 
of gasoline. Special correspondent David Biello of The Scientific American lays out the political 
stakes for candidates who oppose the Renewable Fuel Standard. 
ECONOMY 
If you add up all of the innovations made from the late 1800s up to 1970, there's been no 
comparable stretch of economic growth, before or since, says economist Robert Gordon. 
According to his new book, "The Rise and Fall of American Growth," slower progress is just the 
new normal. But in our current computer age, not everyone buys that idea. Economics 
correspondent Paul Solman reports. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Thursday, at least 25 migrants drowned when their boat sank off the Greek 
island of Samos. Meanwhile, the Italian Navy rescued nearly 300 people and recovered six 
bodies of Sicily. Also, three more members of an armed militia group surrendered overnight, 
leaving four holdouts at a wildlife refuge in Oregon. 
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HEALTH 
Weeks ago, hardly anyone in the U.S. knew what the Zika virus was. Now the mosquito-borne 
illness is raising serious fears, especially for pregnant women. Judy Woodruff talks to Dr. 
Anthony Fauci of the National Institutes of Health about the dangers of the infection and how to 
prevent it, in absence of a vaccine. 
POLITICS 
There's a Republican debate in Iowa Thursday night, but the front-runner who has most 
frequently dominated the spotlight will not be there. Political director Lisa Desjardins talks with 
Judy Woodruff about Donald Trump’s debate dropout, what the GOP candidates will try to 
achieve on stage, plus a new ad by Democratic candidate Sen. Bernie Sanders. 
EDUCATION 
High school students Channell Rogers and Sierra Buster refuse to let gender stereotypes prevent 
them from pursuing construction, a hobby they both enjoy and a career they both aspire to. Our 
Student Reporting Labs report as part of Outside the Box, a series on the ways that young people 
are challenging traditional gender roles. 
BRIEF BUT SPECTACULAR 
Jad Abumrad, co-host of Radiolab, says he grew up in a kind of in-between space, as an Arab kid 
in Nashville. That experience molded him as a journalist, able to stand back as an observer, and 
to allow the fumbling awkwardness of discovery to come through. Now Abumrad offers his 
Brief But Spectacular take on why radio will never die. 
SCIENCE 
Thirty years ago, the Space Shuttle Challenger exploded just after takeoff, a tragedy that was 
broadcast on live television. Nationwide excitement for the mission turned to horror over the 
crew of seven who died on board. Science correspondent Miles O'Brien joins Jeffrey Brown to 
discuss how the disaster changed space travel and the perception of NASA. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Jan. 28, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/28/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY:  
 
Students from Waianae High School present their story, titled “Parental Guidance Required,” 
about Waianae High School wrestler Anuhea Hamilton and her challenging relationship with her 
father, Kimo Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton is a former wrestler and plays a major role in Anuhea’s 
development in the sport. He admits to pushing her hard, all in the interest of preparing his 
daughter for life after high school because, as he says, “it’s a cruel world out there.” Father and 
daughter often disagree and butt heads. Mr. Hamilton points out, however, “there’s a difference 
between overbearing and old school. I’m old school.” In the end, father and daughter both come 
to the realization that their differences stem from a place of love and mutual respect.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
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Students from Mid-Pacific Institute on Oahu report on loopholes retailers are finding in Oahu’s 
plastic bag ban.  
 
In contrast, a story from the HIKI NŌ archives by H.P. Baldwin High School shows how 
retailers on Maui found innovative substitutes for plastic bags after their island’s ban went into 
effect.  
 
Students from Molokai High School tell us about a new program at their school called Text-A-
Tip that helps students anonymously report suspicious activities on campus.  
 
Students at Kamehameha Schools Maui Middle tell us about a faith-based meals program, Feed 
My Sheep, that is helping the needy on the Valley Isle.  
 
Students from Chiefess Kamakahelei Middle School on Kauai tell the amazing story of a 
Chiefess student, Haley Gokan, and her dog Harley, who has difficulty walking because of his 
Canine Degenerative Myelopathy. Haley took it upon herself to design and build a wheelchair 
for Harley, which gives him a great deal more mobility.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Waipahu Intermediate School on Oahu. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Facing Our Mortality 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/28/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
On this INSIGHTS, we feature a candid discussion with those facing life- threatening illnesses. 
This revealing discussion includes retired news anchor Kirk Matthews, nightlife promoter Daniel 
Gray, and blogger Christa Wittmier. Their journey through serious illness involves a profound 
change of mind, body and spirit while dealing with mounting medical costs, possible job loss and 
its impact on family and friends. Join the conversation as we take a first-hand look at what it 
means to truly face our mortality. 
Guests Included: 
Kirk Mathews, Retired News Anchor 
Daniel Gray, Nightclub Owner 
Christa Wittmier, Marketing Director 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Jan. 29, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      01/29/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist E.J. Dionne join Hari 
Sreenivasan to discuss the week’s news, including the last Republican debate before Iowa and 
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whether it hurt or helped Donald Trump to sit it out, the tight race between Democrats Sen. 
Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton and how much the caucuses actually matter. 
POLITICS 
Three days out from the Iowa caucuses, Democrats are weighing whether to go with the 
presumed favorite, Hillary Clinton, or to defy expectations by championing Bernie Sanders. For 
both candidates, women are a crucial demographic. Judy Woodruff reports on how Iowa’s 
female voters see the race. 
POLITICS 
With Donald Trump abstaining from last night’s GOP debate, other Republican candidates had a 
chance to take center stage -- and often found themselves in the line of fire. Gov. Chris Christie 
trumpeted his opposition to Planned Parenthood, while Sen. Ted Cruz and Sen. Marco Rubio 
faced attacks on their past support of immigration reform. Political director Lisa Desjardins 
reports. 
NATION 
Barbie will now come in more shapes and sizes than its iconic, and unrealistic, original form. 
The decision to diversify was partly about softening sales, but also about the growing sense that 
the doll seemed out of touch. William Brangham reports. 
HEALTH 
Shortages of some prescription drugs are forcing doctors to make difficult decisions, in some 
cases choosing one patient over another, or sharing a dose between multiple patients. Hari 
Sreenivasan learns more about the rationing from Sheri Fink of The New York Times. 
WORLD 
The Danish government has courted controversy by seizing valuables from asylum seekers to 
pay their living expenses, a policy intended to make the country less attractive to migrants. But 
one of Denmark’s leading dance troupes is incorporating asylum seekers into its newest ballet to 
change perceptions across the nation. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant sits in on a 
rehearsal. 
EDUCATION 
Shantell Gonzalez of Alonzo and Tracy Mourning Senior High in Miami refuses to let gender 
stereotypes get in the way of service to her country: she is the only female CO in her school’s 
Junior ROTC unit. Our Student Reporting Labs report as part of Outside the Box, a series on the 
ways that young people are challenging traditional gender roles. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Jan. 30, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/30/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
HEALTH 
Medical researchers have discovered a gene that increases the risk of schizophrenia, a mental 
illness that afflicts more than two million Americans, sometimes causing delusions and 
hallucinations. Associate Professor of Genetics at Harvard University Steven McCarroll joins 
Alison Stewart to discuss the findings. 
WORLD 
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The federal government has launched an initiative to counter violent extremism among potential 
homegrown terrorists. Part of the effort enlists college students to develop an online campaign 
and social media strategy against ISIS propaganda. NewsHour's Christopher Booker reports. 
POLITICS 
This weekend marks the homestretch before the Iowa caucuses, where potential presidential 
candidates collectively spent more time campaigning than any other state. NewsHour's Judy 
Woodruff joins Alison Stewart from Des Moines, Iowa, to discuss. 
NATION 
Over the past six years, earthquakes in Oklahoma have skyrocketed – from less than a handful of 
3.0 quakes before 2009 to well over 900 last year. The likely culprit: salty wastewater that 
bubbles up during oil and gas drilling. The rash of quakes has led to tough questions for the 
energy industry that provides one in five jobs in the state and comprises nearly a third of 
Oklahoma’s economy. NewsHour's Stephen Fee reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Jan. 31, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     01/31/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Candidates made their final appeals to likely caucus voters in Iowa on Sunday, imploring their 
supporters to make it to the polls on Monday. NewsHour's Judy Woodruff joins Alison Stewart 
from Des Moines, Iowa, to discuss how the individual candidates may fare after Iowans cast the 
first votes of the 2016 race. 
EDUCATION 
Harvard University has launched a project to digitize almost half a million items from its 17th 
and 18th century archives – the largest digitizing effort the university has ever undertaken. The 
letters, journals, documents and drawings tell the story not only of the nation’s oldest institution 
of higher learning, but also the history of our nation. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Feb. 1, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/01/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Iowa kicked off the 2016 election with big turnouts and big surprises. Sen. Ted Cruz won the 
Republican vote, with Donald Trump finishing second and Sen. Marco Rubio third. Meanwhile, 
the Democratic race is neck-and-neck between Hillary Clinton and Sen. Bernie Sanders. Judy 
Woodruff reports from Des Moines on the latest results and David Brooks and Michelle Cottle 
offer some post-vote analysis. 
POLITICS 
On Iowa caucus night, only a fraction of voters typically participate. But among Republicans 
who attend, half are expected to be evangelical Christians, a group that helped propel Rick 
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Santorum and Mike Huckabee to wins in the past. This cycle, there may be more division over 
whether to back mainstream Republicans or antiestablishment candidates. Judy Woodruff 
reports. 
POLITICS 
How well do the Iowa caucuses predict success for a presidential candidate? Hari Sreenivasan 
and the NewsHour data team take a look at that state’s track record, what Iowans are posting on 
social media and how well these voters match up to the country’s demographics at large. 
POLITICS 
From on the ground in Iowa, Judy Woodruff talks to Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report 
and NPR’s Tamara Keith about that state’s broad support for Donald Trump, Sen. Ted Cruz’s 
ground game and strategy with religious voters, Hillary Clinton’s messaging about her track 
record and Sen. Bernie Sanders’ record-breaking number of campaign donations. 
POLITICS 
Is the Republican party revolting against itself? As part of a collaboration between The Atlantic 
and the PBS NewsHour, Judy Woodruff leads a discussion with David Frum and others on the 
struggle between establishment and antiestablishment factions in the GOP, and what it means for 
the 2016 race. 
POLITICS 
New York Times columnist David Brooks and Michelle Cottle, contributing editor to The 
Atlantic, join Gwen Ifill for a preview of the Iowa caucuses, including how Donald Trump has 
changed American politics, the tight race between Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders and what’s 
next for the Republican establishment candidates. 
POLITICS 
Political director Lisa Desjardins joins Gwen Ifill to break down a few things to watch for in 
tonight’s caucuses, including key areas for both parties, the kind of voters Democratic candidates 
are hoping for and an app that streamlines the caucus process. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Feb. 2, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/02/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
EDUCATION 
Children in Oklahoma don't wait for kindergarten to begin public education; there's preschool for 
anyone who wants it. While costly, the government program has been hailed for the long-term 
benefits and has become a national model. Special correspondent Cat Wise reports from Tulsa. 
POLITICS 
Just hours since the Iowa caucuses, and the candidates have already moved on to a new 
battleground. The remaining two Democratic candidates returned to New Hampshire after 
Hillary Clinton claimed a razor thin victory, as did the top three finishing Republican candidates. 
Meanwhile, three of the so-called GOP establishment candidates already had a head start. Gwen 
Ifill reports. 
POLITICS 
After coming out of a virtual tie in Iowa, which Democratic presidential candidate has the 
advantage going into New Hampshire? Can Ted Cruz keep up his Iowa momentum, or will 
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Donald Trump make a better showing in the next contest? With primary season underway, Judy 
Woodruff examines the race with Reid Wilson of Morning Consult and Susan Page of USA 
Today. 
NATION 
The New York Times has begun to unpack never-before-seen photographs that help fill in a 
portrait of African-American history. Why did these images of historic moments and well-known 
figures go unpublished for so long? Hari Sreenivasan learns more from Rachel Swarns of The 
New York Times. 
POLITICS 
Gwen Ifill talks with Joel Benenson, chief strategist for the Hillary Clinton Campaign, and Rick 
Tyler, spokesman for the Ted Cruz Campaign, about how their candidates pulled off wins in 
Iowa and how they see the battle for New Hampshire voters. 
WORLD 
While Iraq and Syria have been the focus of the coalition fighting the Islamic State, Libya has 
become a new hotspot for the militant group. Chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret 
Warner reports on how American officials are responding, and Judy Woodruff learns more from 
Frederic Wehrey of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 
NATION 
The Justice Department plans to review the San Francisco Police Department after a fatal 
shooting of an African-American man in January. While that city requested the review, across 
the nation, there have been many others not undertaken voluntarily. Sarah Childress of Frontline 
joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss a project with The Washington Post that examines how those 
investigations work. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Feb. 3, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/03/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
NATION 
Jay Newton-Small, author of "Broad Influence: How Women Are Changing the Way America 
Works," sits down with Judy Woodruff to discuss what happens when a critical mass of women 
wield power and influence in public life and the workforce. 
SCIENCE 
There are so many ways to spend money on health care, but which offer the most bang for the 
buck? Dr. Chris Murray is trying to answer that question with an equation that measures the 
impact of different interventions. Countries that rely on big data have made big strides in health 
care, but some say the system ignores the human side of medicine. Science correspondent Miles 
O’Brien reports. 
POLITICS 
As the New Hampshire primary edged closer, Democrats Sen. Bernie Sanders and Hillary 
Clinton traded charges over who's more progressive and Republican rivals Donald Trump and 
Sen. Ted Cruz wrangled over the outcome in Iowa. Plus, two GOP candidates, Sen. Rand Paul 
and Rick Santorum, quit their presidential campaigns. Judy Woodruff reports. 
NATION 
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Tech giant Yahoo has long struggled to define a strategy to satisfy investors, consumers and the 
markets. On Tuesday, CEO Marissa Mayer announced that the company would consider offers 
for buying its core assets and would be laying off 15 percent of its workforce. Judy Woodruff 
learns more from Douglas MacMillan of The Wall Street Journal. 
HEALTH 
When women have defective mitochondria, their children can inherit terrible, sometimes fatal 
problems. A new technology, pioneered in England, adds healthy cellular structure from a third 
person, meaning that children are born with DNA from three people. William Brangham learns 
more from Jeffrey Kahn of Johns Hopkins University and Marcy Darnovsky of the Center for 
Genetics and Society. 
HEALTH 
The Zika virus has been found in more than 25 countries and at least nine cases have been 
identified in Florida, prompting the governor to declare a health emergency in some areas. 
Mosquitoes are the main source, but officials say they are investigating a reported case of sexual 
transmission in Texas. Gwen Ifill talks to Michael Osterholm of the Center for Infectious 
Disease Research & Policy. 
WORLD 
Sweden has a reputation as the world's humanitarian conscience and a safe haven for refugees, 
but the country has been shaken by a series of protests and violent incidents carried out by right-
wing vigilantes. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports on Sweden’s changing climate 
toward asylum seekers. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 4, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/04/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description: 
ARTS 
She's written about Jimi Hendrix, Toni Morrison and Dave Chappelle, but essayist and critic 
Rachel Kaadzi Ghansah says she's more interested in the moments that these legends have been 
true to themselves. Ghansah offers her Brief but Spectacular take on fearlessness and black art. 
WORLD 
As the more than 50-year conflict between the Colombian government and FARC guerrillas 
nears a possible resolution, President Juan Manuel Santos visited the White House Thursday to 
ask President Barack Obama for new foreign aid funds to expand health and education services 
into formerly rebel-controlled areas. Judy Woodruff sits down with Santos to discuss this turning 
point. 
POLITICS 
With the New Hampshire primary drawing near, candidates from both parties revved up with 
personal attacks. Donald Trump claimed that Sen. Ted Cruz’s Iowa caucus win was tainted, 
while Gov. Chris Christie accused Sen. Marco Rubio of being “coddled.” Meanwhile, Hillary 
Clinton faced criticism from Sen. Bernie Sanders over her corporate ties. Political director Lisa 
Desjardins reports. 
HEALTH 
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By age 36, neurosurgeon Paul Kalanithi had earned five degrees across various fields and was at 
the end of a residency at Stanford. Then he was diagnosed with lung cancer, a disease that killed 
him 22 months later. Facing death, he wrote “When Breath Becomes Air,” a memoir of his 
search for meaning in his last days. His widow, Lucy Kalanithi, joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss 
the book. 
NATION 
Few places on this planet have gone unexplored. Just 60 miles from Portland, Oregon, there's a 
natural wonder that was first spotted in 2010. Last summer, an expedition team navigated for 
three days to reach their goal: Valhalla Canyon. Oregon Public Broadcasting chronicles that 
effort in a new documentary. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 4, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/04/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY  
Students from Kapaa Middle School on Kauai tell the story of Joe Young, a retired police officer 
who is also a prostate cancer survivor. Mr. Young decided against traditional medical treatments, 
such as surgery and chemotherapy. Instead he changed his lifestyle and focused on doing things 
that make him happy. Through this approach and with the support of his family, Mr. Young is 
now cancer free.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
Students from Konawaena High School on Hawaii Island profile a driver’s education instructor 
who teaches teens the rules of the road to help prevent accidents and save lives.  
 
Students from Saint Francis School on Oahu introduce us to Manny Mattos, a retired HPD 
officer who collects traditional Hawaiian war weapons and educates the public on conservation 
efforts to preserve the indigenous woods the weapons are made from.  
 
Expanding on the theme of traditional Native Hawaiian practices using indigenous materials, we 
feature a story from the HIKI NŌ archives by students at Ke Kula Niihau O Kekaha on Kauai 
about traditional Hawaiian hale (house) building.  
 
Students from Maui High School profile Chantal Sandoval, a deaf Junior Varsity cheerleader 
who explains that the biggest challenge for her is the social stigma attached to being deaf.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Kamehameha Schools Hawaii Middle School in Keaau on 
the Big Island. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Caregivers for Those Facing Life-Threatening Illnesses 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/04/2016 8:00:00 PM 
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Length:          60 
Description:  
Caregivers for those facing life-threatening illnesses are often unpaid nonprofessionals – 
partners, family members or friends – who provide essential emotional and physical care. Join 
the discussion on the next INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII as four caregivers share their 
challenges as the lifeline of support for those confronting serious illnesses. 
Guests included: 
Nina Pullella, Photographer 
Linda Cobel, Retired Broadcast Anchor/Journalist 
Rikka Brunner, Baker 
Emme Tomimbang, Television Host/Producer 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Feb. 5, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/05/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
ECONOMY 
In our news wrap Friday, while the U.S. unemployment rate dropped to 4.9 percent in January -- 
its lowest level in eight years -- the Department of Labor said that only 151,000 new jobs were 
added to the economy, a slower pace than the last two months. Also, a 6.4. magnitude earthquake 
rocked southern Taiwan. Local media reported that multiple buildings collapsed. 
POLITICS 
Hillary Clinton and Sen. Bernie Sanders clashed in MSNBC’s Democratic debate Thursday 
night, with Sanders attacking Clinton for her ties to Wall Street, while Clinton questioned 
Sanders’ foreign policy grasp. Meanwhile, former first lady Barbara Bush touted her son Jeb in 
New Hampshire as snow slowed campaigning for some GOP candidates. Political director Lisa 
Desjardins talks with Judy Woodruff. 
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including takeaways from Thursday’s Democratic 
debate showdown between Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders, plus how Sen. Ted Cruz, Donald 
Trump and Sen. Marco Rubio are faring in New Hampshire ahead of the primary. 
HEALTH 
The Centers for Disease Control have released new guidelines for combating Zika virus, 
including a recommendation that men refrain from unprotected sex with women who are 
pregnant or trying to get pregnant. Judy Woodruff talks with science correspondent Miles 
O’Brien, reporting from Brazil, about efforts by the CDC to work with medical services in Brazil 
to unravel the secrets of Zika. 
WORLD 
While the refugee crisis in Europe has grabbed headlines, Lebanon is now hosting more than 1 
million Syrians. Many live in crippling poverty, dreaming of the home they left behind or of a 
better life in the West, while others have found good fortune trying to make the best of a 
desperate situation. Special correspondent Jane Ferguson offers some of their stories. 
NATION 
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With the nation tuning in for Super Bowl 50 this Sunday, many sports fans have football on the 
brain, especially Sports Illustrated editor Jon Wertheim. He recently co-wrote the book “This is 
Your Brain on Sports,” a look at the psychology and behavior of sports teams and their fans. 
Hari Sreenivasan sits down with him to learn more about how athletes think. 
ESSAYS 
Only 19 percent of American trust the government to do the right thing most of the time, 
according to a recent Pew Research poll, down from 77 percent in 1964. This lack of trust isn’t 
limited to the government -- Americans today distrust everything from churches to public 
schools. Journalist Jeff Greenfield offers an essay on how we became a nation of doubters. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Feb. 6, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/06/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
POLITICS 
With one primary contest over and another three days away, the Republican Party’s leading 
presidential candidates will meet on the debate stage once again Saturday night. NPR 
Correspondent Ron Elving joins William Brangham from Manchester, New Hampshire, to 
discuss. 
WORLD 
Government forces in Syria have intensified their offensive on the city of Aleppo, causing tens of 
thousands of refugees to flee toward the Turkish border, and leading the disbanding of United 
Nations-brokered peace talks in Switzerland this week. Brian Jenkins of the Rand Corporation 
joins William Brangham to discuss. 
POLITICS 
Although primaries and caucuses are scheduled through June, presidential candidates in both 
parties may emerge with enough delegates to secure the nomination before then. But given the 
different sets of rules for choosing delegates in each state, a long road to the White House 
remains. NewsHour Special Correspondent Jeff Greenfield reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Feb. 7, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/07/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
REPORT 
Saturday's Republican debate yielded a slew of statements from candidates that warranted fact 
checking. 'Truth-O-Meter' monitor Jon Greenberg of PolitiFact joins William Brangham from 
Washington to discuss. 
POLITICS 
Voters in New Hampshire are getting their last looks at candidates on the ballot in the first-in-
the-nation presidential primary. NewsHour's Political Director Lisa Desjardins joins William 
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Brangham from Manchester, New Hampshire, to discuss moments from the last-minute 
campaigning. 
NATION 
A group of low-income workers in New York City are getting a larger tax refund this year. It’s 
part of an experiment to see what would happen if the lawmakers expanded the Earned Income 
Tax Credit, a four-decade-old program with bipartisan support. NewsHour Special 
Correspondent Karla Murthy reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Feb. 8, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/08/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
NATO is undertaking its largest build-up in Eastern Europe since the Cold War, in order to 
counter recent Russian expansionism. Meanwhile, Defense Secretary Ash Carter has proposed 
quadrupling U.S. spending on boosting its military might in Europe. But is it necessary -- or wise 
-- to send such a signal to a resurgent Russia? Chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret 
Warner reports. 
POLITICS 
With less than 24 hours before polling starts in New Hampshire, presidential candidates made 
one final push for support around the state. Jeb Bush and Gov. Chris Christie criticized Sen. 
Marco Rubio for his debate performance and lack of experience, while Sen. Bernie Sanders’ 
drew sharper attacks from Hillary Clinton’s camp. Political director Lisa Desjardins reports. 
POLITICS 
New Hampshire Democrats, weighing votes for either Hillary Clinton or Sen. Bernie Sanders, 
say that economic issues and the strength of the middle class are their biggest concerns. Both 
candidates have offered ideas about boosting jobs, reducing college costs and making health care 
more affordable. Political director Lisa Desjardins explores how their policies are appealing to 
different voters. 
POLITICS 
The 2016 campaigns have poured money and time into the race in New Hampshire, and now the 
time has come for voters to pick their favorites. Judy Woodruff talks strategy and the 
competition with Tad Devine, senior advisor to Bernie Sanders' campaign, and Thomas Rath, 
senior national advisor to Gov. John Kasich's campaign. 
POLITICS 
On the night before the New Hampshire primary, Gwen Ifill joins Amy Walter of The Cook 
Political Report and Tamara Keith of NPR to discuss the collision of gender politics and 
generational politics in Hillary Clinton’s campaign, the influence of the latest Republican debate, 
overlapping interests of Donald Trump and Sen. Bernie Sanders and how all of the candidates 
are tempering expectations. 
SCIENCE 
In Brazil, health workers are searching for the smoking gun link between the virus and infant 
microcephaly, while troops attack mosquito breeding grounds and mothers of affected children 
face the long-term consequences. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien reports. 
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Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Feb. 9, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/09/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
New Hampshire voters gave primary wins to Donald Trump and Sen. Bernie Sanders. In this 
special election coverage of the New Hampshire primary, Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff get on-
the-ground reporting from political director Lisa Desjardins tally, plus analysis from Mark 
Shields, David Brooks and Amy Walter. 
POLITICS 
It’s primary night in New Hampshire. Who should be most nervous about the contest? Gwen Ifill 
talks to Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report and Tamara Keith of NPR about what the 
candidates are hoping to accomplish in the first primary and why some have started to look past 
the New Hampshire race. 
EDUCATION 
Detroit's public schools have been in financial decline for more than a decade as their enrollment 
plummeted. Now on the brink of insolvency, the district is confronted with decrepit buildings, a 
chronic lack of resources and fed up teachers who have staged "sick-outs" in protest of the 
conditions. The NewsHour’s April Brown reports. 
POLITICS 
How does New Hampshire, home to the nation's first primary vote, compare to the rest of the 
country? Hari Sreenivasan and the NewsHour data team take a look at the Granite State by the 
numbers, and what voters there are saying -- and googling -- about this presidential election. 
POLITICS 
Unlike Iowa, where 85 percent of Republicans identify as conservatives, about half of all New 
Hampshire GOP voters consider themselves moderate or liberal, while just 20 percent are far 
right. This divide means a wild intraparty fight for voters as moderate and hardline, 
establishment and antiestablishment candidates clash over the party’s priorities. Political director 
Lisa Desjardins reports. 
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy 
Woodruff to preview the New Hampshire primary with a look at how voter tastes have shifted 
since past elections, the influencing power of the Granite State, the popularity of Donald Trump 
and whether there will be more or less clarity about the presidential race at the end of the first 
primary. 
 
Series Title:     FRONTLINE  
Program Title: The Fantasy Sports Gamble 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/09/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
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In collaboration with The New York Times, FRONTLINE examines the world of fantasy sports 
and online sports betting. With law enforcement cracking down, the film traces the growth of 
these booming businesses and goes inside their operations at home and abroad. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Feb. 10, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/10/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
With the nation’s first primary on the books, what’s next for the 2016 race? Reid Wilson of 
Morning Consult and Susan Page of USA Today join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss Donald 
Trump’s landslide win in New Hampshire and whether the other GOP can build momentum in 
South Carolina, Sen. Bernie Sanders’ potential to capitalize on his victory and distress over a 
defeat within the Clinton camp. 
WORLD 
Five years after the revolution that toppled the government, Egypt has yet to achieve the 
movement’s democratic ideals. But there are no more protests because protests are illegal. 
Freedom of speech curtailed, McCarthy-esque fear pervades under President Abdel-Fattah el-
Sissi, with opposition parties persecuted and former revolutionaries jailed. Special correspondent 
Nick Schifrin reports. 
WORLD 
America's top intelligence officials brought an updated assessment of worldwide threats to the 
U.S. to Capitol Hill on Tuesday. Their top concerns included cyber attacks, the Islamic State 
group, the war in Syria, North Korea's nuclear activities and a resurgent Russia. Hari Sreenivasan 
sits down with David Cohen, deputy director of the CIA, to explore the current geopolitical 
instability. 
NATION 
The Supreme Court temporarily blocked major regulations, designed by the EPA, to cut back on 
greenhouse gas emissions from coal-fired power plants. The move, which has been called 
unprecedented, means that the Obama administration's rules can't go into effect until legal 
challenges are settled. William Brangham learns more from Coral Davenport of The New York 
Times. 
POLITICS 
The day after the New Hampshire primary, most Republican candidates -- including winner 
Donald Trump -- moved on to the next battleground in South Carolina. Meanwhile, Democratic 
victor Sen. Bernie Sanders moved to broaden his appeal beyond his mostly white voter base. 
Hari Sreenivasan checks in with Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff ahead of the PBS Democratic 
Debate in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
ARTS 
“Sweat,” a new play by Lynn Nottage, is a humorous and harrowing look at the decline of the 
Rust Belt in modern America. Inspired by stories from Reading, Pennsylvania -- once home to 
one of the richest corporations in the world and now one of the poorest cities in the nation -- 
“Sweat” examines the lives of steel workers left behind by changing times. Jeffrey Brown 
reports. 
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Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 11, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/11/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Hari 
Sreenivasan break down the performances of Sen. Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton in the PBS 
NewsHour Democratic Debate. 
POLITICS 
While Republican presidential hopefuls made tracks around South Carolina, the Democratic 
candidates prepared to meet for the debate hosted by PBS in Milwaukee. Political director Lisa 
Desjardins offers a rundown of Thursday’s campaigning, and Hari Sreenivasan previews the 
debate with Lisa, Tamara Keith of NPR and Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report. 
SCIENCE 
Gravitational waves -- ripples in the fabric of spacetime -- aren’t just an Einstein theory any 
more. A team of international scientists announced Thursday that they confirmed the waves’ 
existence after recording feedback from a black hole collision a billion light-years from Earth. 
Hari Sreenivasan learns more from Dave Reitze of the California Institute of Technology. 
ARTS 
You may know him as "Billy On The Street" but there's more to comedian Billy Eichner than 
meets the eye. He gives his Brief but Spectacular take on the most difficult person he knows: 
himself. 
WORLD 
Established by the U.N. in 1991 to house Somalis fleeing their civil war, the Dadaab refugee 
camp complex in eastern Kenya has grown into the largest in the world. Some call it a 
humanitarian disaster, but to its half-million residents, it is both their last resort and their home. 
Judy Woodruff talks to Ben Rawlence, author of “City of Thorns,” an inside look at stories of 
survival in Dadaab. 
ECONOMY 
These days we turn to online dating to give us more options for a love affair or a life partner. But 
how do you maximize your chances of hitting the jackpot? Economics correspondent Paul 
Solman explores how the language of economics can apply to the language of love. 
SCIENCE 
As conservationists struggle to save endangered species, a litter of adorable puppies -- and the 
secret behind their birth -- might provide a helpful breeding tool. The puppies, born in July, are 
the first successful examples of in vitro fertilization in canids, a technique that paves the way for 
future interventions for threatened wolves. Science producer Nsikan Akpan reports. 
WORLD 
Egypt’s judiciary, once renowned as fiercely independent, now faces criticism for the harsh and 
lengthy imprisonment of political prisoners under the leadership of President Abdel Fattah el-
Sisi. Special correspondent Nick Schifrin talks with one family who have tirelessly fought for 
justice. 
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Program Title: PBS Democratic Presidential Debate 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/11/2016 4:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
Live from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, PBS NEWSHOUR co-anchors and managing editors Gwen 
Ifill and Judy Woodruff will moderate the DNC-sanctioned debate, the first Democratic 
presidential debate following the Iowa caucuses and New Hampshire primary. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 11, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/11/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY  
Students from Mid-Pacific in the Manoa district of Oahu tell how UH Warrior assistant football 
coach and former NFL player Rich Miano devoted his life to exceling in football as a reaction to 
the tragic death of his brother Robert Miano. Soon after the Miano family moved to Hawaii from 
Massachusetts, a teenaged Robert Miano lost his footing on an ocean cliff in Portlock, injured his 
head and passed away. Says Rich, “We [he and Robert] shared the same room, we played the 
same sports, we walked home together. We were inseparable. He was my best friend.” To honor 
the memory of his brother, Rich wore Robert’s jersey number (38) throughout his career and 
channeled his inspiration into tremendously successful careers as a player and coach.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
Students from Aliamanu Middle School on Oahu explore the challenges of moms deployed for 
military duty abroad.  
 
As a companion piece to this story, we turn to the HIKI NŌ archives for a past story from 
Kainalu Elementary School in Windward Oahu about programs that help elementary school 
children deal with the trauma of separation from their deployed parents.  
 
Students from H.P. Baldwin High School on Maui profile teenaged artist Sofia Bews, whose 
artwork has been featured in the prestigious online and print publication Rookie Mag.  
 
Students at Hawaii Preparatory Academy on Hawaii Island tell the story of the Annual BK Fun 
Run, held in honor of HPA alumna Bieni Kohler Johnson, who passed away from breast cancer.  
 
Students at Chiefess Kamakahelei Middle School on Kauai tell the story of basketball coach 
Clarence Sales. Clarence became paralyzed from the waist down as the result of an injury 
sustained in a fight. Rather than giving up on life, Clarence decided to use his experience in 
overcoming adversity to teach valuable life lessons to his players.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Hongwanji Mission School in the Nuuanu district of 
Honolulu. 
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Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Hawaii Perspectives: Democratic Presidential Debate 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/11/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII will present early Hawaii reaction to PBS NEWSHOUR’s 
Democratic Presidential Debate between candidates Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders. 
Representatives from Hawaii’s Democratic and Republican parties, plus an independent 
commentator, will look at what the candidates’ stances mean for Hawaii voters. 
Guests included: 
Levani Lipton, Democratic Party of Hawaii  
Ethan Oki, Young Democrats of Hawaii 
Colin Moore, Assistant Professor of Political Science, University of Hawaii –Manoa 
Charles Djou, Representative for Hawaii Republican Party 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Feb. 12, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/12/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
It’s a common refrain for GOP candidates in this year’s race: “South Carolina picks presidents.” 
The Palmetto State has chosen the eventual Republican nominee in nearly every election since 
1980, and this year’s contenders are embracing the sharp-edged politics that make the state 
unique. Political director Lisa Desjardins reports on the final push for support in the battle for 
South Carolina. 
WORLD 
Refugees from the Middle East continue to hazard the perilous crossing from Turkey to Greece, 
with an average of two children having drowned every day since September 2016. In response, 
NATO and the EU are increasing their border protection and naval rescue efforts in the Aegean 
Sea, despite conflicting ideas of how to deter the rising tide of asylum seekers. Malcolm Brabant 
reports. 
POLITICS 
With less than 24 hours before Republican polls open in South Carolina, GOP frontrunner 
Donald Trump and Pope Francis rolled back on their rhetoric following tensions over Trump’s 
immigration policy. Meanwhile, Sen. Ted Cruz and Jeb Bush made last minute efforts to cut into 
Trump’s lead as Hillary Clinton picked up a critical endorsement in advance of the Nevada 
caucuses. Judy Woodruff reports. 
ARTS 
Renowned author Harper Lee, whose debut novel “To Kill a Mockingbird” has become 
enshrined within the American literary canon, died early Friday morning at age 89. Jeffrey 
Brown sits down with bestselling novelist Allan Gurganus to discuss Lee’s works and enduring 
legacy. 
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WORLD 
Iranians will go to the polls next week to choose a new Parliament, as well as select the council 
that will in turn choose the country’s next Supreme Leader after Ayatollah Khamenei’s death. 
But how will the recent nuclear deal with the U.S. affect voting? William Brangham talks to 
NPR’s Steve Inskeep, who has just returned from a research trip in Iran, for more on the political 
scene there. 
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Donald Trump’s war of words with Pope 
Francis, GOP candidates’ strategies in South Carolina, burgeoning support for Bernie Sanders in 
Nevada and the controversy over the late Antonin Scalia’s Supreme Court successor. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Feb. 13, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/13/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
WORLD 
Russia said on Saturday a Syria ceasefire plan was more likely to fail than succeed, as Syrian 
government forces backed by Russian air strikes took rebel ground near Aleppo and set their 
sights on the Islamic State stronghold of Raqqa province. David Sanger of The New York Times 
joins Megan Thompson from Munich, Germany. 
NATION 
For the first time in four months, natural gas has stopped leaking from a well in Southern 
California. The leak released methane and other compounds, causing several thousand residents 
to evacuate their homes. NPR's Kelly McEvers joins Megan Thompson to discuss the health and 
environmental effects and impact on property values. 
ARTS 
Considered one of the greatest guitarists in rock 'n' roll history, Jimi Hendrix, who was from 
Seattle, amassed a following in London before he became famous in the U.S. Now, London 
officials have turned his last residence into a museum. NewsHour's Phil Hirschkorn reports. 
NATION 
Marcia Coyle of the National Law Journal joins Megan Thompson to discuss what effect Justice 
Antonin Scalia's death may have on pending Supreme Court cases and its overall ideological 
balance. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Feb. 14, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/14/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
NATION 
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Marcia Coyle, chief Washington correspondent for the National Law Journal and Jamal Green, 
vice dean at Columbia Law School join William Brangham to discuss Justice Scalia's role and 
influence on the Supreme Court. 
POLITICS 
Although President Barack Obama has the time and desire to appoint a new justice to the 
Supreme Court, Republican leaders have indicated the vacancy should be filled by the next 
president. NewsHour's political director Lisa Desjardins joins William Brangham to discuss the 
brewing showdown. 
POLITICS 
The final six GOP candidates sparred in Saturday's ninth Republican presidential debate, taking 
on topics, including foreign policy, the Islamic State, 9/11 and replacing Justice Scalia. Jon 
Greenberg of Politifact joins William Brangham to fact check what they said. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Feb. 15, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/15/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
HEALTH 
In a city renowned for medical schools and research, there's a striking contrast in the dismal 
health and life expectancy in some Baltimore neighborhoods. There's a deep distrust of the 
medical system among many African-American residents, dating back to the 1800s. Special 
correspondent Sarah Varney reports on efforts to repair the relationship, as part of a 
collaboration with Kaiser Health News. 
NATION 
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, who died Saturday at the age of 79, adhered to a 
philosophy of loyalty to the original meaning and intention of the Constitution. Jeffrey Brown 
discusses Scalia’s legacy with Edward Whelan of the Ethics and Public Policy Center, Elizabeth 
Wydra of the Constitutional Accountability Center and Jeffrey Rosen of the National 
Constitution Center. 
POLITICS 
Hours after the death of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, his vacant seat had become a 
presidential campaign issue. Judy Woodruff talks with Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report 
and Tamara Keith of NPR about how the fate of the court is affecting the race for the White 
House, plus the state of upcoming contests in South Carolina and Nevada. 
NATION 
With the death of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, the Senate is ramping up for battle as 
President Obama plans to fulfill his constitutional obligation in nominating a new member to the 
court. Judy Woodruff discusses the ramifications on politics and the court with Marcia Coyle of 
The National Law Journal and John Stanton of Buzzfeed News. 
WORLD 
Deadly attacks blasted hospitals and schools across Northern Syria, killing nearly 50 civilians, 
many of them children. Activists blamed Russian airstrikes, despite plans for a temporary cease-
fire. The White House condemned the violence and the Turkish foreign minister called it "an 
obvious war crime." William Brangham talks with Anne Barnard of The New York Times. 
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Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR   
Program Title: TUESDAY, Feb. 16, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/16/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
Last week Egypt marked the five-year anniversary of the revolution that overthrew President 
Hosni Mubarak. But the road forward has been slow and tumultuous. Jeffrey Brown talks to 
Bassem Youssef, the political satirist some call the "Jon Stewart of Egypt,” who was targeted 
and arrested by the government, about the role of humor as a tool to upset taboos. 
NATION 
Dessert -- it’s one of the sweetest things in life. Chef and restaurateur Daniel Boulud explains 
why we should never go without. 
EDUCATION 
Across the U.S., many schools have taken full advantage of online learning opportunities. But 
that’s not so easy for the nearly 10 percent of all students who come from rural areas with 
inadequate infrastructure. New changes to an FCC program could help schools by offering to 
fund fiber networks of their own. Special correspondent John Tulenko of Education Week 
reports from Mississippi. 
WORLD 
Deadly attacks on Jews by Islamic extremists in France and Denmark have left Europe’s Jewish 
community feeling vulnerable, and have driven an increasing number to move to Israel or 
elsewhere. But some European Muslims are taking a stand against the violence, urging others to 
leave behind the conflicts of the Middle East and accept integration. Special correspondent 
Malcolm Brabant reports. 
HEALTH 
The U.S. government wants to steer the 46 million Americans who receive food stamps toward 
healthier food choices. The USDA plans to require retailers that accept those benefits to stock 
more fresh foods. But would healthier options change behavior? Gwen Ifill talks to Yael 
Lehmann, executive director of the Food Trust. 
NATION 
A new documentary on Independent Lens traces the influence of the Black Panthers on U.S. 
politics and culture in the 1960s. Stanley Nelson, director of "The Black Panthers: Vanguard of 
the Revolution," joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss the film and the activists' impact. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Feb. 17, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/17/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
In South Africa, thousands were killed and tens of thousands were detained under the watch of 
former apartheid-era government official Adriaan Vlok. Once seen by some as the regime’s 
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“face of evil,” Vlok is now seeking redemption by reaching out to the people he helped to 
oppress. Special correspondent Martin Seemungal reports. 
ARTS 
A movie score usually goes unnoticed, unless it’s very bad -- or very good. Composer Carter 
Burwell has written music for more than 80 films over a 30-year career, but his soundtrack for 
“Carol” is his first to be nominated for an Oscar. Jeffrey Brown sits down with Burwell to 
discuss his composing process and the proper use of music in films. 
POLITICS 
Four days before the South Carolina primary, the GOP contest has become a blur of blistering 
attacks, especially between Donald Trump, Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio and Jeb Bush. Political 
director Lisa Desjardins offers an update, and Jon Ralston of Ralston Live and Randy Covington 
of the University of South Carolina join Judy Woodruff to discuss the upcoming battles in their 
states. 
NATION 
Since the San Bernardino attack, the FBI has been trying to read the contents of a cell phone 
used by attacker Syed Farook, made impossible by encryption. Now Apple CEO Tim Cook is 
rejecting a federal court order to create software to unlock the device. Gwen Ifill talks to Stewart 
Baker, former assistant secretary of Homeland Security, and Nate Cardozo of the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation. 
POLITICS 
Justice Antonin Scalia’s death has unleashed a contentious political battle over the future of the 
Supreme Court. While President Obama has made clear he will nominate a candidate, most 
Senate Republicans say he shouldn't. Judy Woodruff talks to the two high ranking members of 
the Judiciary Committee, Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., and Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 18, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/18/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Pope Francis waded into American presidential politics on his return from a visit to Mexico, 
saying that "a person who thinks only about building walls…is not Christian." Republican 
frontrunner Donald Trump wasted no time in transforming the debate over Christian values into 
a fight about security. Political director Lisa Desjardins reports on the day’s campaign news. 
POLITICS 
A heated battle of words has emerged between Pope Francis and Republican presidential 
frontrunner Donald Trump over the candidate’s immigration policy. Judy Woodruff discusses the 
controversy with Susan Page of USA Today and John Allen of The Boston Globe. 
ECONOMY 
What’s the best way to predict who will win the 2016 election? The answer may not be polls or 
pundits, but market forces. Predictit is a website that allows people to buy shares in a given 
candidate’s support in a given state -- essentially a political stock market, and one that could 
prove more accurate than traditional polling methods. Economics correspondent Paul Solman 
reports. 
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NATION 
As a young officer in Montgomery, Alabama, Kevin Murphy wondered why no one had ever 
acknowledged past injustices committed by police against civil rights activists. Special 
correspondent Charlayne Hunter-Gault talks with Murphy about his initiatives as police chief to 
promote a more reflective police force and how those ideas can be applied to law enforcement 
around the country. 
NATION 
Of all the gossip sites, TMZ goes beyond many of the tabloids by offering documentary-based 
celebrity news, where claims are backed up by evidence like court documents and raw cellphone 
footage. The New Yorker's Nicholas Schmidle sits down with Jeffrey Brown to discuss what he 
learned about TMZ in investigating his recent feature, "The Digital Dirt." 
WORLD 
President Obama will be the first sitting U.S. president to visit Cuba since Calvin Coolidge, 
according to a Twitter announcement Thursday. Chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret 
Warner reports on the latest in a series of moves to normalize relations with the communist state, 
and Judy Woodruff talks with William LeoGrande of American University for more on the 
implications. 
ARTS 
Danai Gurira is a playwright and performer who wants to make sure women of color don’t 
search in vain for stories they can relate to. Her latest play, "Eclipsed," is premiering on 
Broadway, and she also has a starring role in AMC's "The Walking Dead." Gurira offers her 
Brief but Spectacular take on growing up in Zimbabwe and telling African stories on American 
soil. 
NATION 
After his team’s Super Bowl 50 victory weeks ago, Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton 
Manning seemed headed for a storybook finish to his career. But new scrutiny has brought 
attention to old allegations that he committed sexual assault as a student at the University of 
Tennessee. Hari Sreenivasan talks to Christine Brennan of USA Today. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 18, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/18/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
This special edition of HIKI NŌ highlights some of the best stories from the winter quarter of the 
2015-16 school year. Besides being excellent stories, the features in this compilation were also 
selected for how they reflect the values of Generation Z: people born in 1995 or later. HIKI NŌ 
students, currently middle and high schoolers, are part of Generation Z. National surveys show 
that, in general, Gen Z-ers are tech-savvy entrepreneurs who are very aware of the world’s 
problems and are looking for practical ways to solve them. They are empathetic to others, 
socially conscious, tend not be gender or age biased and share an affinity with senior citizens.  
 
The stories featured in this compilation, along with the Gen Z trends they reflect, are:  
 
“A Home for Larenzo” (Waianae Intermediate School – Oahu)  
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A student leader at the Waianae Boys and Girls Club is found to be homeless.  
Gen Z trend: They are growing up in a post 9/11 world during a recession, with 1 in 4 American 
children living in poverty.  
 
“Science Teacher” (Sacred Hearts Academy – Oahu)  
A female science teacher at an all-girls school receives national recognition from President 
Obama.  
Gen Z trend: Traditional gender roles are being challenged.  
 
“Ukulele Hale” (Mid-Pacific – Oahu)  
An ukulele virtuoso decides to open his own music school rather than be employed by someone 
else’s school.  
Gen Z trend: Entrepreneurship is in their DNA.  
 
“Dog Wheelchair” (Chiefess Kamakahelei Middle School – Kauai)  
An 8th grade girl uses an engineering app to design and build a wheelchair for her disabled dog.  
Gen Z trend: They use technology to solve problems.  
 
“Deaf Cheerleader” (Maui High School – Maui)  
A deaf high school student is determined to do everything her hearing peers can do, including 
being part of the Junior Varsity cheerleading squad.  
Gen Z trend: They are empathetic and accepting of differences.  
 
“Joe Young” (Kapaa Middle School – Kauai)  
A retired police officer beats prostate cancer without surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy. His 
cure: leading a happy life.  
Gen Z trend: They have a great affinity and respect for elders.  
 
“Iloreta Brothers” (Kapaa High School – Kauai)  
A young man with Cerebral Palsy and his brother participate in long distance runs to promote 
their social awareness campaign called “I Am My Ability, I Am Not My Disability.”  
Gen Z trend: They exhibit social entrepreneurship.  
 
This edition of HIKI NŌ is hosted by HIKI NŌ alumna, University of Hawaii at Manoa 
Communications/Political Science major, and Gen Z-er Shisa Kahaunaele. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Life as a Muslim in Hawaii 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/18/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
What is life in Hawaii like for nearly 5,000 Muslims? They come from 42 different countries and 
are of different races and cultures. Some of these Muslim faithful are American-born citizens. 
This discussion explores the advantages and challenges of life in Hawaii as they practice their 
faith. 
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Guests included: 
Hakim Ouansafi, Chairman, Muslim Assoc. of Hawaii 
Esma Arslan, Lifelong Muslim 
Jay Sakashita, PhD, Associate Professor of Religion 
Chad Dunlap, Muslim Convert 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Feb. 19, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/19/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
It’s a common refrain for GOP candidates in this year’s race: “South Carolina picks presidents.” 
The Palmetto State has chosen the eventual Republican nominee in nearly every election since 
1980, and this year’s contenders are embracing the sharp-edged politics that make the state 
unique. Political director Lisa Desjardins reports on the final push for support in the battle for 
South Carolina. 
WORLD 
Refugees from the Middle East continue to hazard the perilous crossing from Turkey to Greece, 
with an average of two children having drowned every day since September 2016. In response, 
NATO and the EU are increasing their border protection and naval rescue efforts in the Aegean 
Sea, despite conflicting ideas of how to deter the rising tide of asylum seekers. Malcolm Brabant 
reports. 
POLITICS 
With less than 24 hours before Republican polls open in South Carolina, GOP frontrunner 
Donald Trump and Pope Francis rolled back on their rhetoric following tensions over Trump’s 
immigration policy. Meanwhile, Sen. Ted Cruz and Jeb Bush made last minute efforts to cut into 
Trump’s lead as Hillary Clinton picked up a critical endorsement in advance of the Nevada 
caucuses. Judy Woodruff reports. 
ARTS 
Renowned author Harper Lee, whose debut novel “To Kill a Mockingbird” has become 
enshrined within the American literary canon, died early Friday morning at age 89. Jeffrey 
Brown sits down with bestselling novelist Allan Gurganus to discuss Lee’s works and enduring 
legacy. 
WORLD 
Iranians will go to the polls next week to choose a new Parliament, as well as select the council 
that will in turn choose the country’s next Supreme Leader after Ayatollah Khamenei’s death. 
But how will the recent nuclear deal with the U.S. affect voting? William Brangham talks to 
NPR’s Steve Inskeep, who has just returned from a research trip in Iran, for more on the political 
scene there. 
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Donald Trump’s war of words with Pope 
Francis, GOP candidates’ strategies in South Carolina, burgeoning support for Bernie Sanders in 
Nevada and the controversy over the late Antonin Scalia’s Supreme Court successor. 
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Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Feb. 20, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/20/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Hillary Clinton edged out Bernie Sanders on Saturday in Nevada’s caucuses, capitalizing on a 
more diverse Democratic electorate to propel her to a crucial win in her presidential bid. NPR 
reporter Tamara Keith, who is covering the caucuses, joins Alison Stewart over the phone from 
Las Vegas to discuss the results. 
NATION 
The Winnsboro, South Carolina, Wal-Mart Super Center was one of three in the state to shutter 
its doors last month, joining more than 150 stores nationwide. For 18 years it had served as the 
town’s center of commercial operations and employed over 160 people. NewsHour's Christopher 
Booker reports on the impact of Wal-Mart leaving town. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Feb. 21 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/21/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
REPORT 
Sunday on NewsHour Weekend: Political experts weigh in on the long road ahead for the 
presidential candidates. Also, a revealing look at Pope John Paul II's private correspondence with 
philosopher Teresa Timenyeska. Later, how using drones in Tornado Alley is helping predict 
severe weather. Alison Stewart anchors from New York. 
POLITICS 
On the heels of the Nevada Democratic caucuses and the Republican primary in South Carolina, 
the 2016 race for the White House is entering a new, faster-paced phase. NewsHour Political 
Director Lisa Desjardins joins Alison Stewart from Columbia, South Carolina, to discuss what's 
next for the presidential candidates. 
WORLD 
A new documentary, the subject of an upcoming PBS program, sheds light on a three-decade-
long friendship between Pope John Paul II and a Polish-American philosopher, Anna Teresa 
Timenyeska. In this excerpt from "The Secret Letters of Pope John Paul II," researchers sift 
through 350 letters exchanged between the late pontiff and Timenyeska from 1973 to 2003. 
NATION 
More than 100 tornadoes touched down in Oklahoma last year, and a new multi-million-dollar 
grant to four universities in the heart of Tornado Alley may lead to better information about 
where and when severe weather may strike. NewsHour's Stephen Fee reports from Oklahoma. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Feb. 22, 2016 
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Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     11/22/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
NATION 
The Supreme Court returned to the bench Monday for the first time since Justice Antonin 
Scalia’s death. Chief Justice John Roberts paid tribute to the eloquent and often confrontational 
jurist, describing him as “our man for all seasons.” Gwen Ifill sits down with Marcia Coyle of 
the National Law Journal to discuss the atmosphere of the Court and the debate over Scalia’s 
successor. 
NATION 
In our news wrap Monday, the alleged gunman responsible for a shooting spree that left six dead 
and two injured in Kalamazoo, Michigan, admitted guilt in his first court appearance and was 
denied bail. Also, the White House defended its refusal to engage in peace talks with North 
Korea, citing the Communist state’s unwillingness to halt its nuclear program. 
NATION 
106-year-old Virginia McLaurin has lived through 18 different presidents, though she never 
thought she’d live to see an African-American in the White House, let alone meet him. But 
thanks to an online campaign, McLaurin was able to fulfill her dream and even bust a move with 
the president and first lady. The White House commemorated the meeting with a video released 
on social media. 
REPORT 
Monday on the NewsHour, following the latest round of voting, Amy Walter and Tamara Keith 
talk the changing face of the 2016 race. Also: The proposed Syrian ceasefire takes effect next 
week, the Supreme Court remembers Antonin Scalia, U.K. considers European Union exit, how 
elephants could help cure cancer, a son celebrates his father’s activism with poetry and a 106-
year-old dances with Obama. 
WORLD 
The U.K. has been a member of the European Union for more than 40 years, but that partnership 
might come to an end amid British concerns over eurozone turmoil and the ongoing refugee 
crisis. British voters will soon hold a referendum to decide whether or not to exit the EU. Judy 
Woodruff talks to Steven Erlanger of the New York Times for the possible implications of a 
U.K.-EU split. 
ARTS 
Frank Espada was a man of many vocations: artist, photographer, community organizer, civil 
rights activist and father. As a Puerto Rican immigrant in 1960s America, he saw and 
documented first hand the social turbulence of the era. Though he died in 2014, his legacy lives 
on through his son, poet Martin Espada, whose latest collection celebrates his father’s life and 
works. Jeffrey Brown reports. 
SCIENCE 
Elephants have 100 times more cells in their bodies than humans, which should make them far 
more vulnerable to cancer than we are. But less than 5 percent of elephant deaths are linked to 
cancer, which researchers credit to the animals’ abundance of cell-suppressing genes -- genes 
that might represent the next step forward in the fight against cancer. Special correspondent 
Jackie Judd reports. 
POLITICS 
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With one more contest down and one less contender in the 2016 race, Donald Trump celebrated 
his solid victory in South Carolina as the remaining GOP hopefuls prepared for new 
battlegrounds. 
WORLD 
The U.S. and Russia announced Monday that their Syrian ceasefire agreement will take effect 
Feb. 27, though airstrikes against terrorist groups would continue. While many are skeptical of 
the truce, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and rebel leaders indicated willingness to cooperate. 
Judy Woodruff talks to chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret Warner for more on the 
peace effort. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Feb. 23, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/23/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
On the eve of the Nevada Republican caucus, frontrunner Donald Trump and Sen. Ted Cruz 
doubled down on their personal attacks -- with Cruz accusing Trump of dishonesty and Trump 
calling Cruz “a little baby” -- as Sen. Marco Rubio rode a wave of endorsements. Meanwhile, 
Democrats Hillary Clinton and Sen. Bernie Sanders turned their gaze to Super Tuesday. Political 
director Lisa Desjardins reports. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Tuesday, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Kent.) announced that 
Senate Republicans will not hear any Supreme Court nominations until a new president has been 
elected. Also, the CDC is investigating 14 possible cases of Zika virus in the U.S. that might 
have been spread through sexual transmission. 
ARTS 
Robert Battle grew up in one of Miami’s poorest neighborhoods wearing metal braces on his legs 
but dreaming of dance. Thirty years later, he runs the renowned Alvin Ailey American Dance 
Theater -- the very company that inspired him as a child. Battle joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss 
how dance can transform lives and his vision for the company’s future. 
NATION 
President Obama announced plans Tuesday to shut down the detention center at Guantanamo 
Bay, asserting that its existence undermines national security. The proposal -- which would send 
the facility’s remaining 91 detainees to domestic U.S. sites -- would fulfill the president’s 2008 
promise to close the prison, but Congressional Republicans have been vocal in their opposition. 
POLITICS 
Following President Obama’s announcement that he will fulfill his longstanding promise to close 
the detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Capitol Hill lawmakers have been torn between support 
and opposition. Gwen Ifill talks to Sen. Cory Gardner (R-Col.) and Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) for 
their perspectives on the proposed shutdown and what it could mean for the detainees. 
REPORT 
Tuesday on the NewsHour, President Obama announces plans to close the detention center at 
Guantanamo Bay, drawing vocal opposition from GOP lawmakers. Also: Republican candidates 
prepare for the Nevada caucuses, sea levels rise faster than ever before, Los Angeles’ plan to 
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reform special education, how governors are tackling the opioid epidemic and a historic dance 
company prepares for new steps. 
EDUCATION 
Public schools in Los Angeles have experienced rapid change in the last decade, and graduation 
rates for the city’s 80,000 special needs students have nearly doubled since 2003. But greater 
transitions lie ahead: the district plans to transfer these students from special education centers to 
neighborhood schools. Special correspondent John Tulenko of Education Week reports. 
HEALTH 
Abuse of opioids such as heroin, oxycontin and methadone led to 28,000 deaths last year, 
according to federal agencies. Many states are taking steps to combat the epidemic, but proposed 
solutions have attracted their own share of controversy and criticism. Judy Woodruff talks to 
Gov. Charlie Baker of Massachusetts for more on the fight against opioid abuse in his state. 
SCIENCE 
According to a trio of new studies, sea levels rose faster over the past century than at any other 
point over the last 2800 years. Scientists say this is definitive proof that human actions are 
directly contributing to rising water levels. Hari Sreenivasan talks to Benjamin Strauss of 
Climate Central for more on the emerging environmental crisis and what it might mean for future 
generations. 
 
Series Title:     FRONTLINE  
Program Title: Drug Wars 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/23/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description: 
Go inside the heroin and opioid crisis in America. Following four addicts in Seattle, 
FRONTLINE examines U.S. drug policy and what happens when heroin is treated like a public 
health crisis, not a crime. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Feb. 24, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/24/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
ECONOMY 
As presidential candidates debate Wall Street regulation, an argument against big banks arose 
from an unlikely source. Former Goldman Sachs executive Neel Kashkari asserts banks that are 
“too big to fail” remain a serious threat to financial stability and must be dismantled. Now 
president of the Minneapolis Federal Reserve, he discusses the problem and his proposed 
solution with Jeffrey Brown. 
POLITICS 
As Apple’s standoff with federal courts reignites the debate over privacy versus security, some 
may wonder just how much American intelligence policies have changed since Sept. 11. Hari 
Sreenivasan talks with former CIA Director Michael Hayden about the constitutional cost of 
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national security, the efficacy of drone strikes and the human element within the Central 
Intelligence Agency. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Wednesday, President Obama affirmed he will name a successor to Antonin 
Scalia on the Supreme Court, despite Senate Republicans’ avowed refusal to hold hearings on 
the matter. Also, Obama nominated the first ever African-American or female for the post of 
Librarian of Congress: Dr. Carla Hayden. 
REPORT 
Wednesday on the NewsHour, presidential candidates scramble for votes across dozens of states 
as Super Tuesday looms on the horizon. Also: A look inside today’s divided political landscape, 
critics question the extent of America’s nuclear arsenal in a post-Cold War world, how 
intelligence policies have changed after 9/11 and a former banker wants to dismantle big banks. 
NATION 
The Pentagon is preparing for an extensive -- and expensive -- modernization of the country’s 
half-century-old land, air, and sea-based nuclear weapons. Supporters contend a fully-equipped 
nuclear triad is essential for national defense and deterrence, but critics say it’s time to reexamine 
the extent of our arsenal in a post-Cold War world. Special correspondent Jamie McIntyre 
reports. 
POLITICS 
Following Donald Trump’s solid victory in the Nevada caucuses, political director Lisa 
Desjardins reports on a race that has become a scattershot scramble for votes across dozens of 
states prior to Super Tuesday. Gwen Ifill consults Andy Shain of South Carolina’s The State and 
Abby Livingston of the Texas Tribune for more on the tooth-and-nail struggle for support in 
those states. 
POLITICS 
Separation of powers is a core component of American democracy, but political divisions rose to 
new heights this year as Congressional Republicans clashed with the Obama administration on 
everything from budget blueprints to Supreme Court nominations. Gwen Ifill talks to E.J. Dionne 
of the Washington Post and Matt Lewis of the Daily Caller for a closer look at today’s caustic 
political landscape. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 25, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/25/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
About 1,000 homeless people live in Tijuana, many of them migrants hoping to make their way 
into to the U.S. Hundreds dwell in makeshift tents or storm drains in the branching tunnels of the 
Tijuana River canal, despite the local police force’s best efforts to evict them. But as the raids 
grow more severe, many fear for their safety -- and their lives. Special correspondent Jean 
Guerrero of KPBS Fronteras reports. 
REPORT 
Thursday on the NewsHour, Republican presidential candidates prepare for the 10th GOP debate 
in Houston. Also: Doubts swirl about the looming Syrian ceasefire agreement, how economic 
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fears feed into populist politics, the mother of a Columbine shooter writes on her son, Tijuana 
police step up efforts against the homeless, a former model’s plan to diversify fashion and why 
Black Girl Magic matters. 
NATION 
With Hollywood under fire for a lack of racial diversity among Oscar nominees, how are other 
parts of the entertainment industry working toward inclusiveness? In the latest edition of the 
Race Matters Solutions series, special correspondent Charlayne Hunter-Gault talks to Bethann 
Hardison, a model and agency owner, about her plans to inject more color into the fashion world. 
WORLD 
The longstanding debate over whether the U.S. should intervene in Syria’s civil war has taken on 
new importance this week following a ceasefire agreement brokered by the U.S. and Russia. But 
how likely is an actual halt to violence in the region, and will Syria’s beleaguered civilians get 
the aid they so desperately need? Chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret Warner examines 
the situation. 
POLITICS 
Donald Trump has won three straight state contests and is firmly ahead in Super Tuesday polls 
going into tonight’s GOP debate in Houston. Can the remaining Republican candidates slow him 
down before the next round of votes? Meanwhile, Sen. Bernie Sanders turns his attention from 
South Carolina to the Midwest. Judy Woodruff reports. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Thursday, Gov. Brian Sandoval (R-Nev.) officially withdrew his name from 
consideration for the late Antonin Scalia’s seat on the Supreme Court. Also, battered 
communities across southeastern Virginia began cleanup in the aftermath of Wednesday 
evening’s tornadoes, which killed four and injured dozens more. 
ECONOMY 
Why have both Donald Trump and Sen. Bernie Sanders taken the country by storm this year? 
One cause might be fear for the future. Many Americans today are living paycheck to paycheck, 
worrying that their children won’t be any better off. Those anxieties are driving them into the 
arms of antiestablishment populists. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports. 
NATION 
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold walked into Columbine High School in April 1999 carrying guns 
and homemade pipe bombs. Within an hour, 12 students and a teacher were dead, and 24 others 
injured. Seventeen years later, Dylan’s mother Sue writes of a son she thought she knew in her 
new book, “A Mother’s Reckoning.” Sue Klebold joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss her life in the 
shadow of tragedy. 
ARTS 
Mahogany L. Browne is a poet and author coordinating the Women of the World Poetry Slam at 
New York’s Pratt Institute. She gives her Brief But Spectacular take on “Black Girl Magic” and 
the struggles facing African-American women in modern society. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Feb. 25, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/25/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
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This episode is a compilation of stories that express the six Hawaiian values featured in the first 
round of the 2015-16 season. Here are the Hawaiian values featured and the stories that represent 
them:  
 
Ho‘omau (to persevere, perpetuate or continue) is represented by a story from Maui High 
School, which follows former UH Wahine Volleyball star Cecilia Fernandez as she battles 
Adenocarcinoma, a rare form of lung cancer. As a former athlete, Cecilia is used to battling 
opponents by following a carefully devised game-plan. But because so little is known about this 
disease, Cecilia must persevere against an enemy she is not familiar with – uncertainty.  
 
Kuleana (responsibility) is represented by a story from Waianae High School in West Oahu. 
Waianae High School graduate and UFC (Ultimate Fighting Championship) fighter Max 
Holloway feels it is his kuleana to represent the Waianae community in the most positive way 
possible when he competes. Max also takes his responsibilities to his wife and young son very 
seriously. Having been severely neglected by his own parents, Max wants to make sure his son 
does not have to suffer the same sort of childhood that he had.  
 
Ha‘aha‘a (humbleness and humility) is represented by a story from Chiefess Kamakahelei 
Middle School on Kauai. Kauai resident Moses Hamilton learned humbleness and humility when 
he had to start all over again after a car accident that left him a quadriplegic. While undergoing 
rehab, Moses took up mouth painting (painting by holding and manipulating the paint brush in 
one’s mouth), and is a now a successful artist who sells his paintings in Hanalei.  
 
‘Imi na‘auao (enlightenment and wisdom) is represented by a story from Moanalua High School 
in the Salt Lake District of Oahu. Lars Mitsuda, Moanalua’s culinary arts teacher, who combines 
his passions for food and education by enlightening students on the many life-lessons cooking 
can teach. From multi-tasking to management skills, to business planning, to working with 
people – learning the culinary arts fosters a wisdom that students can use for the rest of their 
lives.  
 
‘Ike Pono (to know what is right) is represented by a story from Maui Waena Intermediate 
School about Christopher Malik Cousins, owner of the Farmacy Health Bar in Wailuku, Maui. 
Cousins had been a troubled youth, often on the wrong side the law and even living on the 
streets. Being fed at Saint Theresa’s Church in Kihei eventually inspired him to do the right thing 
and open his own health food restaurant. He encourages his customers to “pay-it-forward” by 
contributing to a program that helps to feed the hungry with healthy foods.  
 
Mālama (to care for, protect and maintain) is represented by a story from Aliamanu Middle 
School on Oahu, about the efforts of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) and its community of volunteers to mālama the Hawaiian Monk Seal. Mālama is also 
represented by a video primer from Kauai High School on how to “take care” in the event of a 
hurricane.  
 
This episode is hosted by HIKI NŌ alum (and current Political Science/ Communications 
double-major at UH Manoa) Shisa Kahaunaele. 
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Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Kakaako Development 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/25/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
As Islanders see plans turn into reality for the modernization of Kakaako, what thoughts come to 
mind? Is Kakaako’s building boom of glass towers and other high -rises the right thing? Who 
will live there and will there be a sense of community in the re-invented district? 
Guests included: 
John Whalen, Chairperson, Hawaii Community Development Authority (HCDA) 
Sharon Moriwaki, Kakaako United 
Steve Scott, Kakaako Business Owner, Vice Chairperson, HCDA 
Christiano O’Connor: Former Senior Asset Manager for Kamehameha Schools 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Feb. 26, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/26/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
With the South Carolina primary approaching, Hillary Clinton and Sen. Bernie Sanders are 
preparing for their first battle in a diverse electorate; black voters cast 55 percent of all ballots in 
the state’s 2012 primary. Clinton has a clear lead among that group, but Sanders’ supporters 
hope his message can win him enough converts to make a difference. Judy Woodruff reports. 
POLITICS 
Judy Woodruff joins syndicated columnist Mark Shields and Ramesh Ponnuru of the National 
Review to discuss the week in politics, including Gov. Chris Christie’s endorsement of Donald 
Trump, Sen. Ted Cruz and Sen. Marco Rubio’s chances of derailing a Trump nomination, Sen. 
Bernie Sanders’ decision to leave South Carolina before the primary and President Obama’s 
Supreme Court standoff. 
POLITICS 
The chaotic Republican primary race took another turn Friday when Gov. Chris Christie 
endorsed frontrunner Donald Trump. The move boosted Trump’s momentum just hours after 
Thursday evening’s debate, in which rivals Sen. Ted Cruz and Sen. Marco Rubio aggressively 
questioned his conservative credentials and past financial contributions to immigration 
reformers. 
NATION 
In our news wrap Friday, a shooting rampage at a lawn-mower factory in Hesston, Kansas, 
Thursday afternoon left three dead and 15 wounded before the gunman was killed by police. 
Also, hours before the start of the scheduled ceasefire in Syria, heavy airstrikes blasted rebel 
targets around Damascus and Aleppo, with activists claiming Russian planes were responsible. 
WORLD 
Millions of Iranians cast their votes Friday afternoon for the country’s new Parliament, as well as 
for the council that will choose the next Supreme Leader. Though the government has blocked 
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thousands of reformist candidates from running, moderates hope to chip away at the hard-liners 
dominating Iran’s political scene. Hari Sreenivasan talks to Thomas Erdbrink of the New York 
Times for more. 
ARTS 
For the second straight year, no actors or actresses of color have been nominated for an Academy 
Award, leading to heavy criticism and calls to boycott the ceremony. The Academy of Motion 
Pictures, which oversees the awards, aims to double its number of female and minority members 
by 2020, but some say the real fault lies with the people in charge of the industry. Jeffrey Brown 
reports. 
REPORT 
The White House was rocking Thursday night with a tribute to the music of the late Ray Charles. 
Even President Obama got a chance to stretch his vocal cords by leading a sing-along to one of 
the blues great’s famous tunes. 
REPORT 
Friday on the NewsHour, Gov. Chris Christie endorses Donald Trump hours after a contentious 
debate that saw rivals taking aim at the GOP frontrunner. Also: Clinton and Sanders battle for 
black votes in South Carolina, Shields and Ponnuru talk the week in politics, Iran’s moderates 
hope for big election gains, an all-white Oscars ceremony draws racial scrutiny and Obama rocks 
out to Ray Charles. 
ARTS 
Ethiopian film "Lamb" from director Yared Zeleke, which follows a half-Jewish boy sent to live 
with relatives in the country's southern mountains, is the first film from Ethiopia to ever be 
selected for the Cannes Film Festival and was the country's entry for the Academy Awards. 
Now, the film is making its way to festivals in the U.S. NewsHour's Megan Thompson reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Feb. 27, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/27/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
REPORT 
Saturday on NewsHour Weekend: Hillary Clinton wins big in South Carolina's Democratic 
primary, a ceasefire takes effect in Syria's long civil war, and in our signature segment, why 
some Iranian-Americans fear they could be in violation of sanctions against Iran. Hari 
Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
POLITICS 
Hillary Clinton sailed to a commanding victory over Bernie Sanders in Saturday’s South 
Carolina primary, drawing support from the state’s black Democrats and putting her in strong 
position as the race barrels toward Super Tuesday’s crucial contests. Politico reporter Annie 
Karnie joins Hari Sreenivasan over the phone from Columbia, South Carolina. 
NATION 
The future of home-based solar power is on the line in Nevada, as solar advocates and utility 
companies debate how to regulate so-called 'net energy metering' rates for customers using solar 
panels connected to the grid. NewsHour's John Larson reports. 
WORLD 
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Officials in Iran are counting the votes in its first national election since agreeing to its nuclear 
disarmament deal with the U.S. and other world powers. Cliff Kupchan, chairman of the Eurasia 
Group, joins Hari Sreenivasan from Washington, for analysis. 
WORLD 
The U.S. has imposed hundreds of sanctions against Iran for more than 30 years to temper the 
country's nuclear ambitions. And even though the sanctions against Iran were eased with 
January's nuclear disarmament deal, rules about how people in the U.S. can interact with Iran 
remain virtually unchanged. And their enforcement has brought harsh consequences. 
NewsHour's Ivette Feliciano reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Feb. 28, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/28/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
REPORT 
Sunday on NewsHour Weekend: The 2016 presidential campaign goes national, as candidates 
criss cross a dozen states before Super Tuesday. Also, the booming solar power industry faces a 
fight for its life in Nevada. Later, an emerging Ethiopian filmmaker provides a unique look at his 
country. Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
WORLD 
On the second day of the ceasefire ind Syria brokered by the U.S. and Russia, opposition groups 
claimed Syrian President Bashar al-Assad violated the truce. Washington Post reporter Liz Sly 
joins Hari Sreenivasan via Skype from Turkey to discuss. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Feb. 29, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/29/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Gwen Ifill joins Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report and Tamara Keith of NPR to discuss 
the latest in politics, including growing Republican concerns over Donald Trump’s ascendancy, 
Sen. Marco Rubio's and Sen. Ted Cruz’s strategies for Super Tuesday, Hillary Clinton and Sen. 
Bernie Sanders’ renewed criticism of Trump’s rhetoric and the grim future facing the GOP. 
WORLD 
Iran’s election results show modest gains for reformists and moderates in Parliament, but experts 
remain cynical about prospects for real change, especially since many conservative and hardline 
candidates also managed big wins. Judy Woodruff talks to Karim Sadjadpour of the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace for more on what the elections really represent. 
NATION 
One of the greatest threats to private cybersecurity today is ransomware -- a cyberattack that 
blocks access to a computer until the hacker is paid a ransom. The problem recently took on new 
urgency when a hospital in Los Angeles had its entire network shut down for hours, putting 
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hundreds at risk; another high-profile breach hit L.A.’s health department last week. William 
Brangham reports. 
POLITICS 
South Dakota would become the first state to restrict transgender students’ access to restrooms if 
Gov. Dennis Daugaard signs a controversial bill passed by the state Congress. The bill would 
require transgender students in public schools use only restrooms that match their gender at birth; 
LGBT activists have called on Daugaard to veto the law. April Brown of the American Graduate 
team reports. 
ARTS 
On Sunday, the film “Spotlight” pulled off a surprise Best Picture win at the Oscars. An inside 
look at the uncovering of widespread sexual abuse within the Catholic Church, “Spotlight” 
celebrates investigative journalism. Jeffrey Brown talks to Margaret Sullivan of the New York 
Times and Stephen Engleberg of ProPublica about the state of journalism in a world of 
newspaper cutbacks and layoffs. 
REPORT 
Monday on the NewsHour, with less than 24 hours before polls open for Super Tuesday, 
candidates train their sights on Trump. Also: Amy Walter and Tamara Keith talk politics, 
reformist electoral gains in Iran spark hope, the new face of cybercrime, South Dakota considers 
a seminal transgender law, African nations fight jihadists and how the investigative journalism of 
‘Spotlight’ can survive today. 
WORLD 
Hundreds of hostages held by the Islamic terrorist group Boko Haram were freed over the 
weekend after a joint raid by Cameroonian and Nigerian forces. The raid followed increased U.S. 
military efforts to cooperate with regional governments against the jihadist group, which has 
killed more than 20,000 people over the last six years. Gwen Ifill talks to special correspondent 
Nick Schifrin for more. 
POLITICS 
Less than 24 hours before Super Tuesday polls open across dozens of states, candidates are 
working overtime to build support, especially at each other’s expense. While Donald Trump’s 
momentum continues unabated despite criticism of his refusal to condemn the KKK, both his 
trailing GOP rivals and the Democratic contenders are hoping to turn the outrage to their favor. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Monday, the three-day-old Syrian ceasefire has drawn mixed reactions. The 
UN asserts the truce is holding “by-and-large,” but opposition groups in Syria are requesting 
U.S. intervention against ongoing government airstrikes around Aleppo and Damascus. Also, a 
suicide bombing at a funeral in Iraq killed at least 25, including the leader of a major Shiite 
militia. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Mar. 01, 2016 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     03/01/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
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The 2016 presidential race has reached its first real climax as Super Tuesday arrives. With the 
largest number of delegates up for grabs on a single day, Tuesday’s primaries can make or break 
a campaign. Tens of thousands of voters across a dozen states rally to put their favorite candidate 
on the ballot, while Democratic and Republican contenders alike make their final pitches for 
support. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Tuesday, President Obama met face-to-face with Senate leaders over the 
vacancy in the Supreme Court, but Republicans remain opposed to any hearings before a new 
president is elected. Also, the FBI and tech giant Apple squared off before Congress Tuesday 
morning over the issue of cell phone security. 
POLITICS 
Hari Sreenivasan and the NewsHour data team analyze social media for insights on today’s 
Super Tuesday vote, including: the topics that matter most to Facebook users (racism, 
discrimination, Christianity and guns), the most-searched Republican candidate on the Internet 
(Donald Trump), and how Democrats seem to be split along geographic lines. 
POLITICS 
The 2016 primary race has been one of the most divisive elections in recent memory. One family 
of Muslim immigrants in Virginia exemplifies this divide -- and the growing intergenerational 
gap in political priorities. 
POLITICS 
Even as the votes roll in on Super Tuesday, candidates from both parties are anticipating future 
primaries. Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff consult Celeste Headlee of Georgia Public 
Broadcasting and Emily Rooney of WGBH in Boston for more on the Super Tuesday battles in 
their states. Also, general correspondent John Yang in Florida weighs in on the brewing contest 
there. 
POLITICS 
Why has Super Tuesday come to play such a critical role in the presidential nomination process? 
William Brangham takes a look back at the origin of Super Tuesday and how it evolved into the 
make-or-break contest it is today. 
POLITICS 
Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff join syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times 
columnist David Brooks to discuss the issues swirling around Super Tuesday, including how 
Donald Trump became dominant and the outlook for Bernie Sanders. 
EDUCATION 
The Los Angeles school system has come far in the last ten years, especially in terms of 
inclusivity. In 2003, only 54 percent of LA’s disabled students were taught alongside their 
nondisabled peers; today, it’s more than 90 percent. But some parents worry that general 
education schools won’t provide the specialized attention their children require. John Tulenko of 
Education Week reports. 
REPORT 
Tuesday on the NewsHour, presidential candidates make last-minute pushes for support as the 
nation’s largest primary contest begins. Also: How different generations see the Democratic race, 
what Super Tuesday voters are talking about, why Super Tuesday became a make-or-break 
contest, Shields and Brooks talk the stakes of Tuesday’s vote and tension brews over special 
education in LA schools. 
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Series Title:     FRONTLINE  
Program Title: POOR KIDS 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     03/01/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description: 
FRONTLINE follows three young girls in the Midwest growing up amidst their families' 
struggles against financial ruin. This is an intimate portrait of the economic crisis as it's rarely 
seen, through the eyes of children. With one in five American children living below the poverty 
line, this is an unflinching and revealing exploration of what poverty means to children. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Mar. 2, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/02/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
REPORT 
Wednesday on the NewsHour, Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump build on their sizable delegate 
leads with big wins on Super Tuesday. Also: How Donald Trump is tearing the Republican party 
apart, the Supreme Court hears its first abortion case in nearly a decade, the U.S. Ambassador to 
the United Nations talks North Korean sanctions and astronaut Scott Kelly returns from a year in 
space. 
POLITICS 
The Supreme Court is hearing its first abortion case in nearly a decade, as pro-choice advocates 
challenge a Texas law they say limits abortion services. Judy Woodruff talks to Marcia Coyle of 
the National Law Journal for a look inside the high court, and Gwen Ifill gets contrasting views 
on the case from Cecile Richards of Planned Parenthood and Clarke Forsythe of Americans 
United for Life. 
SCIENCE 
Astronaut Scott Kelly spent 340 days -- the longest an American has ever been in space -- on the 
International Space Station before descending into Kazakhstan by capsule Tuesday evening. 
Kelly’s extraterrestrial sojourn was part of a study on the long-term effects of space on the 
human mind and body. NASA plans to put astronauts on the two-and-a-half year trip to Mars 
within two decades. 
WORLD 
The UN has imposed broad sanctions against North Korea in response to its recent nuclear tests. 
Designed to limit nuclear capabilities, the sanctions would impact many sectors of the insular 
Asian state’s economy. Judy Woodruff is joined by Samantha Power, the U.S. Ambassador to 
the United Nations, to discuss her efforts to pass the sanctions and what they mean going 
forward. 
NATION 
Super Tuesday saw Republican frontrunner Donald Trump score big wins in seven states, 
throwing the GOP establishment into a panic as his nomination grows increasingly likely. For 
more on the battle brewing within the party, Gwen Ifill consults with Kansas Secretary of State 
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Kris Kobach, who endorsed Trump this week, and Mississippi RNC strategist Henry Barbour, 
who is backing Sen. Marco Rubio. 
POLITICS 
After scoring significant Super Tuesday victories, presidential frontrunners Donald Trump and 
Hillary Clinton are turning their attention towards the general election. Judy Woodruff sits down 
with Reid Wilson of Morning Consult and Susan Page of USA Today to discuss the aftermath of 
the nation’s largest primary contest and how the rest of the race promises to play out. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Wednesday, the UN Security Council responded to North Korea’s recent 
nuclear tests by unanimously approving its toughest sanctions against the Communist state in 20 
years. Also, a U.S. special operations unit captured a significant leader of the Islamic State group 
last month; military officials have not yet released the leader’s identity. 
POLITICS 
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump won seven states apiece on Super Tuesday to build on their 
sizable delegate leads, though their trailing and disappointed rivals vowed to stay in the race. 
While voters in more than a dozen states prepare to head to the polls over the next two weeks, 
both frontrunners are beginning to look beyond the primaries. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 3, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/03/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
The increasingly pronounced fracturing of the Republican party was on full display Thursday, as 
mainstream leaders rallied against presumptive nominee Donald Trump. Judy Woodruff talks 
with former Republican Utah governor Michael Leavitt and Stephen Moore of the conservative 
political group Freedomworks to explore the growing rifts within the GOP. 
ARTS 
After her husband starved himself to death over the course of nine days rather than continue 
living with Parkinson’s disease, NPR’s Diane Rehm found herself plagued with questions and 
fears. She channeled her struggles into “On My Own,” an evocative and incisive memoir. Jeffrey 
Brown sits down with Rehm to discuss what the book means for her and her ongoing advocacy 
for assisted suicide. 
REPORT 
Thursday on the NewsHour, former presidential nominee Mitt Romney leads the Republican 
establishment against Donald Trump. Also: A look at the GOP’s deepening schism, scientists 
hope mutant mosquitoes can stop Zika virus, how the Islamic State is using child soldiers, the 
glass ceiling drives women away from Wall Street, Diane Rehm talks assisted suicide and Thao 
Nguyen unleashes the beast within. 
ARTS 
Growing up as an Asian-American woman, Thao Nguyen didn’t have many opportunities to 
express her feral side. Now, as singer-songwriter for the group Thao & The Get Down Stay 
Down, she can display the primal aspects of her personality onstage. Thao Nguyen offers her 
Brief But Spectacular take on self-expression and “the beast within.” 
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WORLD 
A new report found there were three times as many suicide attacks in the Middle East committed 
by children this year compared to last. Experts blame Islamic State propaganda that glorifies 
martyrdom for indoctrinating orphaned and disaffected children to extremist views. Hari 
Sreenivasan talks to Mia Bloom of Georgia State University for more on the changing face of 
Islamic terrorism. 
SCIENCE 
As mosquito-borne diseases such as dengue fever and Zika virus continue to ravage Brazil, 
scientists are racing to fight back. Their latest tactic: genetically engineered mosquitoes that will 
pass along fatal mutations to their offspring, destroying mosquito populations from within. But 
some researchers worry our limited knowledge of Zika could throw a wrench into this plan. 
Miles O’Brien reports. 
ECONOMY 
Wall Street has long been considered a men’s-only club -- so what is it like for a woman there, 
when only 15 percent of traders are female? According to Maureen Sherry, a former Bear 
Stearns director turned author, the problem goes beyond frat-boy antics and sexual harassment. 
Economics correspondent Paul Solman talks to Sherry about how the glass ceiling is repelling 
women from Wall Street. 
POLITICS 
Following Donald Trump’s sweeping wins on Super Tuesday, Republican leaders lit into the 
frontrunner from all sides in a desperate attempt to blunt his momentum. The most prominent 
criticism came a few hours prior to Thursday night’s debate, when former Massachusetts 
governor and 2012 presidential candidate Mitt Romney called Trump “a phony” who is “playing 
the American public for suckers.” 
NATION 
In our news wrap Thursday, a dozen major tech companies, including Facebook, Google and 
Microsoft, filed briefs supporting Apple’s refusal to unlock the San Bernardino shooter’s iPhone 
despite federal court order. Also, Florida lawmakers approved a bill that could reinstate the death 
penalty after capital punishment in the state was previously struck down by the Supreme Court in 
January. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 3, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/03/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY:  
 
Students from Kapaa High School on Kauai tell the story of Joshua and Jason Iloreta, two 
brothers who train and compete together in long-distance running races. To most people this 
does not seem unusual, until they find out that older brother Joshua has cerebral palsy – a 
neurological disorder that appears in infancy or early childhood and permanently affects body 
movement and muscle coordination. Jason pushes Joshua in a race-designed wheelchair as he 
runs. Their goal is to someday do a full marathon together. Their participation in long-distance 
races is part of an awareness campaign the brothers started which they call “I Am My Ability, I 
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Am Not My Disability.” Their intent is to spread awareness that cerebral palsy does not impair 
people’s cognition and intelligence and that they can lead fulfilling and productive lives with the 
condition.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
 
Students from Waianae Intermediate School in Central Oahu tell the story of Lorenzo Taguro-
Bear, a very outgoing young leader who, unbeknownst to his peers and advisors at the Boys and 
Girls Club of Hawaii, used to live in a homeless encampment in Waianae.  
 
Students from Kapaa Middle School on Kauai present a primer on how to make friends.  
 
Students at the private all-girl school Sacred Hearts Academy in Kaimuki feature their science 
teacher Erin Flynn, who inspires her students to shatter the stereotype that science is for boys.  
 
Expanding on the theme of breaking gender-based stereotypes, we revisit a story from the HIKI 
NŌ archives by Aliamanu Middle School on Oahu about a girls’ flight school.  
 
Students from Seabury Hall Middle School on Maui feature John Plunkett, who tells the heartfelt 
story of his family’s deep connection to their homeland of Kihei, Maui.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by McKinley High School. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Is Hawaii in a Real Estate Bubble? 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/03/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
In January, the median price of a single-family home on Oahu reached an all-time high of 
$733,500, and sales increased by double digits. Prices are spiking on Maui and Kauai, too, 
leaving many would-be homebuyers wondering if they’ll soon be priced out. The last time prices 
increased so much – and so fast – Hawaii was in the midst of a bubble that burst in 2008. 
Guests included: 
Stephany Sofos, Real Estate Broker and Appraiser 
Sumner La Croix, PhD, UH Economics Professor  
Scott Higashi, Executive Vice President, Locations 
Jon Whittington, President, Compass Home Loans 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Mar. 4, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/04/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
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Judy Woodruff joins syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David 
Brooks to discuss the week in politics, including takeaways from Thursday’s contentious GOP 
debate, the mainstream Republican revolt against Donald Trump, Sen. Bernie Sanders’ chances 
to upset the Democratic race and the fallout from the FBI’s investigation of Hillary Clinton’s 
email server. 
ARTS 
A.O. Scott has been the New York Times’ film critic since 2000, so it’s safe to say he knows his 
craft. But in a world dominated by social media, where anyone with an Internet connection can 
become a self-styled critic, what separates a professional from a wannabe? That’s one of the 
issues Scott tackles in his new book, “Better Living Through Criticism.” Jeffrey Brown talks to 
Scott for more. 
NATION 
Last year, 30-year-old Darius Nabors decided to quit his job and embark on the journey of a 
lifetime: a tour of all 59 of the country’s national parks in 59 weeks. Nabors was inspired by his 
father, a former park ranger, and his trip is timed to celebrate the centennial anniversary of the 
National Park Service. So far, he’s visited 34 parks across the nation and shows no sign of 
slowing down. 
WORLD 
New European border restrictions have left more than 10,000 migrants stranded at the border 
between Greece and Macedonia. Some experts have classified the situation as a “humanitarian 
catastrophe,” but eastern European states appear reluctant to take action. Judy Woodruff talks to 
David O’Sullivan, the European Union’s ambassador to the U.S., for more on the EU’s approach 
to the crisis. 
WORLD 
As Brazil reels from an economic recession and the Zika virus epidemic, new troubles have 
emerged regarding one of the nation’s most popular political figures. Luis Inacio Lula da Silva, 
president of Brazil from 2003 to 2010, was detained by police Friday morning as part of a wide-
ranging probe into government corruption. Hari Sreenivasan talks to Simon Romero of the New 
York Times for more. 
POLITICS 
Thursday’s debate saw the last vestiges of civility stripped away from the GOP race, with the 
night’s rhetoric ranging from personal slights to outright vulgarity. Sen. Marco Rubio and Sen. 
Ted Cruz attacked Donald Trump for alleged fraud and for financing Hillary Clinton in 2008; 
moderators pushed him for policy details. Nevertheless, all four candidates pledged to support 
the eventual nominee. 
REPORT 
In our news wrap Friday, despite global economic slowdown, the U.S. economy added 242,000 
jobs in February and kept unemployment steady at 4.9 percent, numbers President Obama said 
prove his detractors wrong. Also, Beijing announced that it will increase its defense budget by 
seven to eight percent this year, the slowest pace in more than half a decade, due to waning 
growth in the Chinese economy. 
HEALTH 
In rural communities across the country, health care is becoming an increasingly scarce 
commodity. More than 50 rural hospitals have closed nationwide since 2010, and hundreds more 
teeter on the brink of bankruptcy. It’s a trend driven by falling revenues and decreased federal 
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funding, and it could have dire implications for small-town America’s future. Sarah Varney of 
Kaiser Health News reports. 
REPORT 
Friday on the NewsHour, Thursday night’s GOP debate sees Republican contenders abandon 
civility in favor of hostility. Also: Brazil’s former president is detained in corruption probe, how 
the EU is handling the migrant crisis, why rural hospitals are dying out, Trump cancels his 
CPAC appearance, Shields and Brooks talk politics, better living through criticism and a tour of 
all the nation’s parks. 
POLITICS 
Republican frontrunner Donald Trump has canceled his scheduled appearance at the ongoing 
Conservative Political Action Conference in Washington, D.C., following concerted efforts by 
establishment GOP figures to rally the electorate against him. But even when he’s absent, Trump 
is still front and center in the minds of conference attendees. 
ARTS 
In a new exhibit, Chicago's Field Museum has revived elements from its controversial 1933 
show, "Races of Mankind," consisting of 104 bronze statues that depict races from around the 
world. Most of the statues were banished by 1969 as public opinion on race evolved. 
NewsHour's Megan Thompson reports on the return of the dubious display. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Mar. 5, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/05/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
REPORT 
Saturday on NewsHour Weekend: Voters have their say in primaries and caucuses in Louisiana, 
Maine, Nebraska, Kentucky and Kansas, as Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton look to expand 
their leads. Also, a once-controversial art exhibit on race is brought back with a new perspective. 
Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
POLITICS 
No Democratic presidential candidate has won Louisiana since Bill Clinton in 1996. If Hillary 
Clinton becomes the Democratic nominee, she could reverse that losing streak. Elizabeth Crisp 
of the Baton Rouge Advocate joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the race in the state. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Mar. 6, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/06/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
REPORT     
On this edition for Sunday March 6, former First Lady Nancy Reagan has died -- we look back at 
her life and her impact on the nation. Later, a look at the 2016 presidential campaign as the race 
heads now to Michigan and Mississippi. Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
POLITICS 
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Both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump show strong poll numbers in Michigan, leading up to 
the state's presidential primary elections on Tuesday. At stake are 147 delegates for the 
Democrats and 59 for the Republicans. Michigan Public Radio reporter Rick Pluta joins Hari 
Sreenivasan from Ann Arbor to discuss. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Mar. 7, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/07/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
ARTS 
Zakia and Ali are Afghanistan’s Romeo and Juliet -- with all the heartache that description 
implies. Separated by religion, ethnicity and their own families, the young couple defied them all 
by eloping. Rod Nordland of the New York Times chronicles their remarkable odyssey in his 
book, “The Lovers,” and joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss the intersection of romance and religion 
in the Muslim world. 
EDUCATION 
The digital divide and lack of reliable Internet access at home can put low-income and rural 
students at a real disadvantage. So when superintendent Darryl Adams took over one of the 
poorest school districts in the nation, he made it a top priority to help his students get online 
24/7. Special correspondent David Nazar of PBS SoCal reports with PBS NewsHour Student 
Reporting Labs. 
EDUCATION 
As a sparsely populated Nebraska town in an equally sparsely populated county, Cody is not 
where one might expect to find a thriving retail business. But the Circle C Market has been 
making a (small) profit there for the last three years. Its secret? It’s run by students from a nearby 
school, who work at the store as part of their curriculum. Mike Tobias of Harvest Public Media 
reports. 
POLITICS 
Hari Sreenivasan sits down with Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report and Tamara Keith of 
NPR to discuss the latest in politics, including last night’s Democratic debate, Donald Trump’s 
slowing momentum, the possibility of a GOP restructure and the stakes for Tuesday’s Michigan 
primary. 
REPORT 
Monday on the NewsHour, trailing presidential contenders play catch-up in the weekend’s 
primaries. Also: Amy Walter and Tamara Keith talk politics, remembering the life and legacy of 
Nancy Reagan, Europe weighs the threat of terrorists hiding among migrants, a look at a small-
town store run by students, how wi-fi buses are helping schools in poor districts and 
Afghanistan’s Romeo and Juliet. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Monday, tributes poured in from across the nation after former first lady 
Nancy Reagan’s death Sunday at age 94; President Obama offered a few words of praise for the 
conservative icon. Also, former president Jimmy Carter announced that a newly approved drug 
treatment had fully cured him of the melanoma that had at one point spread to his brain. 
POLITICS 
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This weekend’s voting saw Sen. Ted Cruz playing catch-up with Donald Trump. Scoring large 
margins, the Texas senator won as many states as the GOP frontrunner and closed the gap 
between them to less than a hundred delegates. Meanwhile, Sen. Bernie Sanders won three states 
to Clinton’s one and hammered her in Sunday’s debate, but momentum still seems to be in her 
favor. 
WORLD 
As more and more Middle Eastern refugees look to an increasingly overwhelmed Europe for 
asylum, concerns over terrorist infiltration are growing. Human rights activists say such worries 
are nothing more than xenophobic scaremongering, while military officials and counterterrorism 
experts contend that the threat is real -- and spreading like a cancer. Special correspondent 
Malcolm Brabant reports. 
POLITICS 
Former first lady Nancy Reagan died of heart failure Sunday at age 94. Long considered an 
American icon, Reagan was known for her anti-drug advocacy and unfailing support for her 
husband; she often said that her sole mission in life was to back her “Ronnie.” Hari Sreenivasan 
talks to presidential historian Michael Beschloss and James Rosebush, Nancy Reagan’s White 
House chief of staff, for more. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Mar. 8, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/08/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
NATION 
It’s called flyover country -- low-profile parts of the U.S. the news media often forgets. But to 
husband-and-wife journalists James and Deborah Fallows, these areas are home to ‘cities that 
work,’ thriving communities that buck this election’s narrative of national pessimism. As part of 
a collaboration between The Atlantic and the PBS NewsHour, Judy Woodruff joins the couple to 
learn more. 
EDUCATION 
On Saturday, college hopefuls took a brand new SAT, marking the first time in over a decade the 
test curriculum has undergone major changes. While scores will still be submitted with many an 
application, there is growing skepticism of their value as predictors of college success. April 
Brown of the American Graduate program reports. 
WORLD 
On Tuesday, Vice President Joe Biden visited Israel to begin two days of meetings with Israeli 
and Palestinian leaders currently mired in a deep and violent impasse. Biden also hopes to mend 
the relations between the Obama White House and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 
Judy Woodruff talks to Tom Friedman of the New York Times for his take on why the peace 
talks won’t work. 
POLITICS 
Four states are holding primary votes Tuesday -- both parties in Michigan and Mississippi, plus 
the GOP in Idaho and Hawaii. While trailing Republican candidate Gov. John Kasich was 
stumping in Michigan to drum up support, Sen. Ted Cruz looked ahead to future contests. Gwen 
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Ifill talks to Kathy Gray of the Detroit Free Press for more on the back-and-forth fight in her 
state. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Tuesday, an American tourist was killed and a dozen Israelis were wounded in 
a wave of attacks by Palestinian militants in the cities of Jaffa and Jerusalem. Also, Iran’s 
Revolutionary Guard has test-fired a series of ballistic missiles in recent days -- action that U.S. 
officials said may violate a UN prohibition, though it does not break the recent nuclear 
agreement. 
REPORT 
Tuesday on the NewsHour, presidential candidates prepare for another round of voting Tuesday, 
with all eyes on the top prize of Michigan. Also: Vice President Biden undertakes a new Israeli-
Palestinian peace initiative, the SATs see their first major changes in more than a decade, a look 
at ‘cities that work,’ a historic dance company prepares for new steps and how homegrown 
jihadists are made. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Mar. 9, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/09/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
HEALTH 
New guidelines from the American Academy of Pediatrics released Wednesday recommend that, 
during routine checkups, physicians also screen children for signs of poverty. The move is part 
of a larger effort to improve mental health and physical development in adolescents. Hari 
Sreenivasan talks to Dr. Renee Jenkins, former president of the American Academy of 
Pediatrics, for more. 
WORLD 
A wave of Palestinian attacks on Israeli civilians and security forces has left the Middle Eastern 
state in turmoil, further exacerbated by the recent ballistic missile tests from Iran’s hardline 
Republican Guard faction. Gwen Ifill talks to Daniel Estrin of the Associated Press for more on 
the situation in Israel. 
HEALTH 
Since 2010, more than 50 rural hospitals have closed across the country, and hundreds more are 
at risk. But Hill Country Memorial Hospital in Fredericksburg, Texas, is surviving -- and 
thriving. Prompted by a tragic medical failure seven years ago, Hill Country has become one of 
the nation’s top hospitals and a model for others. Special correspondent Sarah Varney of Kaiser 
Health News reports. 
REPORT 
Wednesday on the NewsHour, Sen. Bernie Sanders triumphs in Michigan just before another 
Democratic debate while GOP figures clash over Donald Trump. Also: An inside look at the 
class-action lawsuit against Trump University, how to build a thriving rural hospital, a wave of 
Palestinian attacks leaves Israel in turmoil, cooking therapy with Ruth Reichl and why 
pediatricians now screen for poverty. 
POLITICS 
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Tuesday night’s primary contests drew even more attention to Wednesday’s Democratic debate, 
as Sen. Bernie Sanders pulled off a close and hard-fought upset over Hillary Clinton in Michigan 
-- though Clinton secured Mississippi. Meanwhile, some Republican figures urged their party 
and supporters to join frontrunner Donald Trump, while others called for opposition to the 
controversial contender. 
POLITICS 
After a surprise win by Sen. Bernie Sanders in Michigan, and an equally surprising surge of 
support for Donald Trump in the GOP, Judy Woodruff sits down with Reid Wilson of Morning 
Consult and Susan Page of USA Today to discuss new twists in a topsy-turvy election cycle. 
POLITICS 
On the campaign trail, Donald Trump often touts his business record as a presidential 
qualification. But one of the real estate mogul’s ventures has come under harsh scrutiny recently, 
as former participants in his Trump University online education company have filed class-action 
lawsuits against him, alleging fraud. John Yang talks to Michael Isikoff of Yahoo News for 
more. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Wednesday, U.S. special forces captured the Islamic State group’s chemical 
weapons chief in a raid in northern Iraq last month, while recent follow-up airstrikes destroyed 
IS chemical facilities. Also, U.S. and Somali forces are reported to have killed 10 Al-Shabaab 
militants in a joint overnight raid west of Mogadishu. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 10, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/10/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Thursday, President Obama refused to accept blame for the rise of 
antiestablishment populists like Donald Trump in the 2016 election, saying that the fault lies 
with the GOP’s years of hardline opposition to his administration. Also: British and German 
news sources indicated that they have received leaked files listing the names and backgrounds of 
Islamic State operatives. 
POLITICS 
Ohio and Florida have constituted critical battlegrounds in recent election cycles -- a trend that 
promises to continue even in a 2016 election that is breaking all kinds of rules. Hari Sreenivasan 
joins Michelle Everhart of the Columbus Dispatch and Adam Smith of the Tampa Bay Times for 
more on the unfolding contests in their states and which candidates seem to have the edge. 
POLITICS 
What is President Obama’s real foreign policy legacy? Through a series of interviews with the 
commander in chief, Jeffrey Goldberg of the Atlantic set out to determine an answer -- one 
divorced from the partisan rhetoric that tends to dominate such discussions. As part of a 
collaboration between The Atlantic and the PBS NewsHour, Judy Woodruff joins Goldberg to 
find out what he learned. 
WORLD 
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As thousands of refugees huddle stranded on the borders of Greece, many eastern European 
nations are pushing for the continent to seal its borders, a stance that puts them at odds with their 
western compatriots and could potentially destabilize the European Union. In Poland, anti-
government demonstrations are spreading against the right-wing government. Special 
correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports. 
ARTS 
Singer-songwriter Josh Ritter has been performing music for nearly 20 years. But even today, he 
sometimes finds himself gripped by self-doubt -- both on and off stage. He copes by 
remembering the relationships he’s developed and the possibilities that lie ahead of him. Ritter 
shares his approach to building self-confidence in a new essay. 
POLITICS 
Sen. Ted Cruz landed his first senatorial endorsement Thursday, as Utah Sen. Mike Lee threw 
his support behind the trailing presidential contender. The move could potentially cut into 
frontrunner Donald Trump’s lead. Trump, meanwhile, blasted Cruz as “unelectable” and turned 
his sights on a familiar target in Islam, as Hillary Clinton and Sen. Bernie Sanders traded barbs 
in Wednesday’s debate. 
ECONOMY 
Money manager turned country crooner Merle Hazard has made a name for himself singing 
about fiscal policy. His latest tune considers whether the Federal Reserve will raise interest rates 
-- and according to one of the world’s leading investment experts, it’s brilliant, especially since 
the nation’s economic future hinges on the central bank’s decision. Economics correspondent 
Paul Solman reports. 
REPORT 
Thursday on the NewsHour, Sen. Ted Cruz picks up his first senatorial endorsement, from Utah 
Sen. Mike Lee. Also: Who’s on pace to win Ohio and Florida, the Atlantic examines Obama’s 
foreign policy legacy, the Federal Reserve considers hiking interest rates, how to handle doubt 
when you’re on stage, violins speak for the horrors of the Holocaust and eastern Europe closes 
its borders to migrants. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 10, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/10/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY:  
 
Students from Maui High School in Kahului tell the story of Bristyl Dempsey, a thirteen-year-
old girl who suffers from Tourette Syndrome – a neurological disorder characterized by 
repetitive, involuntary movements and vocalizations called tics. Bristyl’s symptoms surfaced 
when she was in intermediate school. Her tics made her the target of teasing and ridicule by 
fellow students, and one teacher mistook Bristyl’s involuntary tics as intentional misbehaving in 
class. Given the pressures this caused, Bristyl’s mother thought it would be better for her 
daughter to be home-schooled. During her year of home-schooling, Bristyl’s symptoms 
improved with therapies such as meditation, and her self- esteem increased. She entered Maui 
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High School this year as a freshman and looks forward to a mainstream school experience with 
her friends and extra-curricular activities such as cheerleading.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
 
Students from Mid-Pacific Institute on Oahu profile ukulele phenom Jody Kamisato, who chose 
the high-risk/high-reward route of opening his own music school over the option of being an 
employee of someone else’s school.  
 
Students from Wheeler Middle School in Central Oahu offer tips on how to prepare an 
emergency kit in the event of a hurricane.  
 
Students from Kalani High School in East Honolulu introduce us to The Canvas, a student-
designed, student-run work/play space in Kalihi.  
 
Continuing with the theme of students creating their own venues of expression, we take a look at 
a past HIKI NŌ story from Maui Waena Intermediate School about a high school student who 
created a youth version of TEDex.  
 
Students from Kapolei High School in Central Oahu tell the story of a youth volunteer at the no-
kill animal shelter OSPCA (Oahu Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals).  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Ewa Makai Middle School. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII  
Program Title: Neighbor Island Doctor Shortage 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/10/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
Hawaii is nearly 900 doctors short of what we need to meet our medical needs, according to the 
University of Hawaii’s John A. Burns School of Medicine. This shortfall is expected to widen to 
1,500 in the next five years. The shortage of primary care doctors and specialists is most serious 
on the neighbor islands, where many people go without medical care, or fly to Oahu or elsewhere 
for treatment. INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII explores what it may take to attract and retain 
primary care providers on our neighbor islands. 
Guests included: 
Linda Rasmussen, MD, Orthopedic surgeon 
Josh Green, MD, Physician and State Senator 
Earl Betts, Big island father impacted by doctor shortage 
Celina Hayashi, Medical student 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Mar. 11, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/11/2016 6:30:00 PM 
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Length:           60 
Description: 
REPORT 
Friday on the NewsHour, Dr. Ben Carson endorses Donald Trump after an unusually civil 
Republican debate. Also: The nation bids farewell to former first lady Nancy Reagan, Shields 
and Brooks talk the week in politics, an exclusive look at the unprecedented cleanup of the 
Fukushima power plant, the hunt for gold dredges up conflict in Washington state and Syrian 
artists seek solace in their work. 
WORLD 
As the fighting in Syria approaches a fifth year, leaving hundreds of thousands dead and 
displaced, the nation’s artists have sought ways to respond to the destruction of their homeland. 
Some try to tell the stories of their fellow Syrians, while others seek to document the conflict 
through films and artwork. But no matter the medium, they all share a desire for peace. Jeffrey 
Brown reports. 
POLITICS 
Republican candidates past and present were out on the stump today, as Dr. Ben Carson threw 
his support behind former rival Donald Trump. Carson’s endorsement followed an unusually 
civil GOP debate Thursday night. Meanwhile, Sen. Marco Rubio doubled down on campaigning 
efforts in his home state of Florida while Hillary Clinton left the trail to attend Nancy Reagan’s 
funeral. 
NATION 
In our news wrap Friday, residents of the flood-stricken South faced overnight downpours that 
brought total rainfall to two feet in some places, uprooting trees and collapsing roads--with more 
rain expected this weekend. Also, the UN issued a warning that the civil war in South Sudan has 
left the central African nation with “one of the most horrendous human rights situations in the 
world.” 
POLITICS 
Hari Sreenivasan joins syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist 
David Brooks to discuss the week in politics, including takeaways from a surprisingly tranquil 
GOP debate, what’s at stake for trailing candidates in Ohio and Florida, the chances that a 
brokered RNC convention could stymie Trump and how Bernie Sanders is still hanging tough 
against Hillary Clinton. 
POLITICS 
Former first lady Nancy Reagan was laid to rest at the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library in 
Simi Valley Friday morning, in a carefully choreographed ceremony attended by friends, family 
and first ladies past and present. Judy Woodruff reports on the day’s somber events, and 
syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks offer their 
takes on Reagan’s legacy. 
WORLD 
Five years ago, an epic tsunami off the coast of Japan triggered a triple-reactor nuclear meltdown 
at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Ever since then, 7,000 workers have been 
laboring round-the-clock on a massive, and unprecedented, cleanup effort. Science 
correspondent Miles O’Brien takes an exclusive look at ground zero of the greatest nuclear 
disaster since Chernobyl. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
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Program Title: SATURDAY, Mar. 12, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/12/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description: 
REPORT     
On this edition for Saturday, March 12, the road to the White House turns through Ohio and 
Florida, as Donald Trump defends his raucous rallies. Later, a report on babies going through 
symptoms of withdrawal because their mothers took opiod painkillers or heroin during 
pregnancy. And, medical bills that surprise you when they turn out not to be covered by 
insurance. 
POLITICS 
Tuesday's Florida primary elections will be the biggest prize for the presidential candidates. At 
stake for Democrats are 246 delegates, while all 99 delegates will go to the Republican winner, 
regardless of the margin of victory. South Florida Sun-Sentinel reporter Anthony Man, joins Hari 
Sreenivasan to discuss. 
HEALTH 
One in three American adults who have private health insurance coverage are hit with surprise 
medical bills they thought were covered by insurance, which can range from a few hundreds 
dollars to tens of thousands for an operation. Time Magazine's Haley Sweetland Edwards joins 
Hari Sreenivasan to discuss. 
POLITICS 
Following a raucous evening that involved fist fights Friday before a Chicago rally for Donald 
Trump that was eventually cancelled, the leading Republican candidate spoke at two more rallies 
Saturday in Cleveland and Dayton, where he addressed the melee. NewsHour correspondent 
John Yang joins Hari Sreenivasan by phone from Trump's first rally in Ohio. 
HEALTH 
The number of American babies born going through withdrawal from prescription painkillers 
and heroin used by their mothers during pregnancy, a condition called Neonatal Abstinence 
Syndrome, increased fivefold between 2000 and 2012. NewsHour's Alison Stewart explores the 
consequences of the condition on mothers and infants. 
NATION 
Research has long established that wealthy people tend to live longer than the poor, but despite 
advances in medicine, technology and education, the economic ladder has been widening 
dramatically. Dr. Lisa Berkman, the director of Harvard's Center for Population and 
Development Studies, joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the implications of this gap. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Mar. 13, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/13/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description: 
REPORT     
Sunday on NewsHour Weekend: Presidential candidates try to get out the vote in the countdown 
to pivotal primaries in five states. Also, Germans go to the polls in a test of popularity for the 
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country's response to the refugee crisis. Later, experts discuss the intersection of income 
inequality and life expectancy. Alison Stewart anchors from New York. 
WORLD 
Millions of voters in Germany went to the polls on Sunday in a referendum on Chancellor 
Angela Merkel's welcoming of more than a million refugees from the Middle East. Early exit 
polls show that the outcome may be a disappointing setback for Merkel. Deutsche Welle reporter 
Gabriel Borrud joins Alison Stewart to discuss the results of the vote. 
POLITICS 
Presidential candidates campaigned heavily in Ohio this weekend ahead of Tuesday's primary 
elections. Nick Castele, a political reporter for the Cleveland PBS affiliate WVIZ, joins Alison 
Stewart to discuss. 
NATION 
Congress is considering regulating airline fees for reservation changes, checked luggage and leg 
room, under a bill introduced this week called the Forbidding Airlines from Imposing Ridiculous 
Fees Act. Bloomberg Media aviaiton and travel associate editor Justin Bachman joins Alison 
Stewart to discuss. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: MONDAY, Mar. 14, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/14/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
WORLD 
In our news wrap Monday, Turkey blamed Kurdish separatists for a car bombing in Ankara 
Sunday that killed at least 37; the Turkish military arrested 11 people and carried out airstrikes in 
retaliation. Also, an Amtrak train derailed early Monday morning in southwestern Kansas, 
injuring 32 people. 
REPORT 
Monday on the NewsHour, more campaign chaos emerged as candidates readied for Tuesday’s 
primaries. Also, a look inside the battle for Ohio, Amy Walter and Stuart Rothenberg talk 
politics, the migrant crisis continues to worsen as Syrian peace talks begin, how the rigged 
economy is motivating pessimistic voters and an on-the-go solution for gluten allergies. 
POLITICS 
After a weekend of tumult on the campaign trail, presidential hopefuls got down to business 
Monday in preparation for Tuesday’s primary battles--but the day began with unrest at yet 
another Donald Trump event. Meanwhile, Gov. John Kasich was supported by Mitt Romney in 
Ohio, Sen. Marco Rubio rallied his home state and Sen. Bernie Sanders criticized Hillary 
Clinton’s expensive speeches. 
POLITICS 
Gwen Ifill sits down with Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report and Stuart Rothenberg of the 
Rothenberg & Gonzalez Political Report to discuss the latest in politics, including which 
campaigns’ futures hang in the balance tomorrow, where the delegate counts stand and the 
potential impact to Congressional races of a Trump ticket. 
ECONOMY 
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This year’s election has been dominated by economic anxiety, though the nation’s 
unemployment rate is at its post-recession lowest and there have been six consecutive years of 
job growth. As a joint project of the NewsHour, American Public Media’s Marketplace and 
FRONTLINE, Kai Ryssdal of Marketplace joins Judy Woodruff to discuss why many Americans 
feel the economy is rigged against them. 
WORLD 
The first round of UN-backed Syrian peace talks began in Geneva Monday morning -- but for 
those trapped in overcrowded refugee camps, seeking to enter Europe through the Balkans’ 
closed borders, help seems far away. Chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret Warner 
examines sobering statistics from the UN, while Jeffrey Brown talks to UN High Commissioner 
for Refugees Filippo Grandi for more. 
POLITICS 
Ohio is a vital state for GOP presidential hopefuls; no Republican has ever won the White House 
after being defeated in the Buckeye State’s primary. But on the eve of Tuesday’s contests, it’s 
taken on heightened importance as one of the few opportunities left to block frontrunner Donald 
Trump’s path to the nomination. John Yang reports from Ohio. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Mar. 15, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/15/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
EDUCATION 
March Madness has arrived once more -- and yet again, the University of North Carolina Tar 
Heels are in the hunt for a national championship. A new book by sportswriter John Feinstein 
takes an inside look at one of UNC’s legendary coaches and the two other iconic state basketball 
figures with whom he formed unique trio. Feinstein joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss “The Legends 
Club.” 
POLITICS 
Five big states -- Ohio, Florida, North Carolina, Illinois and Missouri -- come to the fore 
Tuesday night, as the latest round of primary voting promises to either push the frontrunners past 
their dogged opponents or breathe new life into failing campaigns. 
POLITICS 
Republican frontrunner Donald Trump has found some of his greatest success in the South this 
year. In Tuesday’s primaries, that trend doesn’t appear to be changing, as Trump currently leads 
North Carolina polls by double digits. We visit one Tar Heel family that spans three generations 
of conflicting political opinions -- but is going all in for Trump. 
POLITICS 
Presidential contenders are preparing for primaries in five key states Tuesday, including make-
or-break contests in Florida and Ohio that could radically alter the complexion of the race. For 
more on the contests in those states, Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff turn to John Yang in Ohio, 
Politico’s Matt Dixon in Florida and Amanda Vinicky of Illinois Public Radio and WUIS. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Tuesday, the language and violence surrounding the 2016 presidential race 
drew sharp criticism from both parties, with President Obama publicly decrying the race’s 
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“vulgar and divisive” rhetoric. Also, the Obama administration has banned oil drilling in the 
Atlantic Ocean, citing local opposition and military and commercial interests. 
WORLD 
Tuesday marks exactly five years since the civil war in Syria began, and the grim anniversary 
saw significant diplomatic and military moves -- especially the news that Russian President 
Vladimir Putin would be pulling his nation’s ground forces out of the region. Judy Woodruff 
talks to chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret Warner for more. 
ARTS 
Lin-Manuel Miranda, creator and star of the critically acclaimed musical “Hamilton,” has scored 
a presidential first. Miranda and the rest of the “Hamilton” cast met and performed for high 
school students at the White House Monday, but the highlight of the visit came when Miranda 
and President Barack Obama performed an impromptu freestyle rap on the steps of the Oval 
Office. 
EDUCATION 
Today, a college degree is widely considered a prerequisite for career success -- but military 
veterans, often from low-income backgrounds, tend to lack the financial resources to pursue 
higher education. The nonprofit Posse Foundation aims to alter this dynamic, sending veterans to 
elite schools that otherwise would have been off-limits. Special correspondent Jackie Judd 
reports. 
REPORT 
Tuesday on the NewsHour, a new round of primary voting is likely to breathe new life into 
failing campaigns or push frontrunners past challengers. Also: Why one Tar Heel family is 
backing Trump, drastic changes mark the fifth anniversary of the Syrian war, how veterans are 
getting into elite colleges, the legacy of a UNC icon, a filmmaker brings cinema back to the 
Congo and an Obama freestyle. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Mar. 16, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/16/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
REPORT 
Tuesday on the NewsHour, President Obama has nominated a judge to fill the late Antonin 
Scalia’s spot on the Supreme Court, despite opposition from Congressional Republicans. Also: A 
look at the Supreme Court nominee’s record, Tuesday’s primaries leave Donald Trump and 
Hillary Clinton in pole position, why Bowe Bergdahl left his post and a crumbling Italian town 
makes a comeback. 
POLITICS 
The battle for the late Antonin Scalia’s spot on the Supreme Court began Wednesday, as 
President Obama officially announced his nomination: Merrick B. Garland, chief judge of the 
federal Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Obama was undeterred by 
Congressional Republican vows to ignore any Supreme Court nomination hearings until a new 
president has been elected. 
VOTE 2016 
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In our news wrap Wednesday, Republican frontrunner Donald Trump warned against trying to 
deny him the party’s presidential nomination via a brokered RNC convention in July. Also, the 
Federal Reserve decided to hold interest rates steady, saying the U.S. economy is continuing to 
grow steadily but still faces international risks. 
POLITICS 
Following President Obama’s nomination of chief D.C. Circuit appeals judge Merrick Garland to 
the Supreme Court, Judy Woodruff turns to Marcia Coyle of the National Law Journal and 
former Solicitor General Seth Waxman for more on the unique situation. Also, Gwen Ifill talks 
to Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and Sen. Al Franken (D-Minn.) for some insight into how 
Congress will respond. 
POLITICS 
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump scored big victories in Tuesday’s primaries and hold narrow 
leads in Missouri, where the races have yet to be called. While Sen. Marco Rubio suspended his 
campaign after losing Florida, Gov. John Kasich was energized by winning Ohio. He and the 
other challengers soldier on. Judy Woodruff talks to Susan Page of USA Today and Reid Wilson 
of Morning Consult for more. 
NATION 
Is Bowe Bergdahl a misguided young soldier or a deserter and a traitor? A military court will 
soon answer that question, as Bergdahl -- an Army sergeant who left his post in June 2009 and 
was captured by the Taliban -- is now facing a court-martial on charges of desertion and 
endangering troops. Jeffrey Brown takes a look at the transcript of Bergdahl’s interview with the 
Army’s senior investigator. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 17, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/17/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
REPORT     
Thursday on the NewsHour, House Speaker Paul Ryan insists he won’t stand for the GOP’s 
presidential nomination at the RNC convention. Also: Congress grills officials on Flint’s water 
crisis, SCOTUS nominee Merrick Garland visits Capitol Hill, controversy over whether college 
athletes should be paid, SeaWorld stops breeding killer whales and how Silicon Valley is fixing 
its diversity problem. 
SCIENCE 
SeaWorld has made headlines several times in the past decade: trainer Dawn Brancheau was 
killed by a captive orca during a live show in 2010, and a 2013 documentary focused intense 
scrutiny on the family-oriented theme park over the use of killer whales as show animals. On 
Thursday, SeaWorld announced that it would no longer breed or keep orcas. Jeffrey Brown 
reports. 
ECONOMY 
March Madness means a huge payday for coaches, colleges, networks and advertisers -- 
everyone except the athletes themselves. Although television rights for the NCAA tournament 
this year alone brought in nearly a billion dollars, the players won’t see a penny, and many are 
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unhappy with the situation. Economics correspondent Paul Solman examines the cases for and 
against paying student athletes. 
NATION 
Flint, Michigan, earned a place in the spotlight again Thursday, as Congressional hearings on the 
city’s water crisis continued. Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder and EPA administrator Gina McCarthy 
both faced strict scrutiny for their apparent failure to respond to the dire situation quickly 
enough. John Yang reports. 
POLITICS 
President Obama’s Supreme Court nominee judge Merrick Garland made his first official visit to 
Capitol Hill Thursday morning, meeting with key Senate Democrats including Minority Leader 
Harry Reid (D-Nev.). For more on the morning’s events and the coming Congressional 
confirmation battle, Judy Woodruff talks to NPR’s Congressional correspondent Ailsa Chang. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Thursday, House Speaker Paul Ryan again denied any possibility that he 
would stand for the Republican presidential nomination at a contested RNC convention, saying 
those who argue otherwise should “knock it off.” Also, Russian president Vladimir Putin 
threatened to send warplanes and troops back into Syria if rebel forces compromise recent 
government military gains. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 17, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/17/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY:  
Students from Waianae High School present their story, titled “Parental Guidance Required,” 
about Waianae High School wrestler Anuhea Hamilton and her challenging relationship with her 
father, Kimo Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton is a former wrestler and plays a major role in Anuhea’s 
development in the sport. He admits to pushing her hard, all in the interest of preparing his 
daughter for life after high school because, as he says, “it’s a cruel world out there.” Father and 
daughter often disagree and butt heads. Mr. Hamilton points out, however, “there’s a difference 
between ‘overbearing’ and ‘old school.’ I’m ‘old school’.” In the end, father and daughter both 
come to the realization that their differences stem from a place of love and mutual respect.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
Students from Mid-Pacific Institute on Oahu report on loopholes that retailers are finding in 
Oahu’s plastic bag ban.  
 
In contrast, a story from the HIKI NŌ archives by H.P. Baldwin High School shows how 
retailers on Maui found innovative substitutes for plastic bags after their island’s ban went into 
effect.  
 
Students from Molokai High School tell us about a new program at their school called Text-A-
Tip that helps students anonymously report suspicious activities on campus.  
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Students at Kamehameha Schools Maui Middle tell us about a faith-based meals program, Feed 
My Sheep, that is helping the needy on the Valley Isle.  
 
Students from Chiefess Kamakahelei Middle School on Kauai tell the amazing story of a 
Chiefess student, Haley Gokan, and her dog Harley, who has difficulty walking because of his 
Canine Degenerative Myelopathy. Haley took it upon herself to design and build a wheelchair 
for Harley, which gives him a great deal more mobility.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Waipahu Intermediate School on Oahu. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII 
Program Title: MIDTERM LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/17/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
State lawmakers have passed the halfway point in the 2016 legislative session, marking the key 
juncture in the session known as “crossover.” This is when surviving House bills cross to the 
Senate for consideration, and vice versa. INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII presents a Midterm 
Legislative Update on bills that have advanced and others that were passed over. Subject areas 
include homelessness, a fuel tax hike, education, vacation rentals and prisons. Hawaii Public 
Radio’s Beth-Ann Kozlovich is guest moderator. 
Guests included: 
Sen.  Will Espero (D), Vice-President, Hawaii State Senate 
Rep. Marcus Oshiro (D), Former Chair, House Finance Committee 
Tom Yamachika, President, Tax Foundation of Hawaii 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY,Mar. 18, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/18/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
WORLD 
The main suspect in last November’s deadly Paris terrorist attacks, which killed 130 people, has 
been apprehended after a shootout in Brussels. Twenty-six-year-old French national Salah 
Abdeslam was shot in the leg and detained by Belgian police during a confrontation outside an 
apartment. Authorities believe he has been hiding in Belgium since shortly after the attacks. 
NATION 
President Obama was briefed on the arrest of the main suspect in November’s Paris terrorist 
attacks Friday and spoke with French and Belgian leaders by phone. For more on the 
administration’s response to the arrest and details on the president’s upcoming trip to Cuba, Judy 
Woodruff talks to National Security Advisor Susan Rice. 
WORLD 
Turkey and the European Union reached an agreement Friday over solutions to the ongoing 
migrant crisis in Eastern Europe, with Turkey taking back Syrian refugees currently stranded in 
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Greece in exchange for financial aid and closer travel and political ties to the EU. Jeffrey Brown 
asks Matthew Karnitschnig of Politico and special correspondent Malcolm Brabant for more 
information on the deal. 
POLITICS 
Judy Woodruff sits down with syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times 
columnist David Brooks to discuss the week in politics, including how the mainstream GOP can 
block a Donald Trump nomination, Bernie Sanders’ chances in the western states and Supreme 
Court nominee Merrick Garland’s contested confirmation. 
POLITICS 
As Donald Trump approaches the 1,237 pledged delegates who would secure his nomination as 
the GOP’s presidential candidate, the rifts within the Republican party grow ever deeper. On 
Thursday, a group of conservative activists met in a closed-door session in Washington, D.C., to 
discuss how to block Trump’s nomination. 
NATION 
One of the most controversial elements of President Obama’s national security policy is the use 
of drones to kill terrorists. The newly released movie "Eye in the Sky" provides a front-row seat 
to the debate taking place among national security officials. Jeffrey Brown reports on the movie 
and the implications of the use of drones. 
EDUCATION 
This month, many prospective college students are anticipating an admissions decision from 
their dream school. Keith Frome, author of “How’s My Kid Doing?” has worked with high 
school students across the country and believes he has found the key to encouraging them to 
consider college: peer pressure. Frome offers his unique take on the college application process. 
SCIENCE 
As they welcomed a new member of the family this morning, all eyes were on “Mr. President” 
and “The First Lady” -- not the Obamas, but a pair of bald eagles nesting at the National 
Arboretum. A webcam captured their newborn eaglet, for now dubbed “DC-2,” as it emerged 
from its egg Friday. The family represents the first bald eagles to occupy the Arboretum since 
1947. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Friday, the European Union has reached a deal with Turkey to stem the flow of 
migrants into Eastern Europe. Also, the corruption crisis engulfing Brazil’s government flared as 
riot police in Sao Paulo resorted to water cannons and pepper spray to disperse protesters 
demanding the resignation of President Dilma Rousseff. 
REPORT 
Friday on the NewsHour, the main suspect in November’s deadly Paris attacks is arrested in 
Belgium. Also: Turkey and the EU reach a deal over the migrant crisis, GOP activists mull plans 
to block Trump, Shields and Brooks talk politics, a new film examines drone warfare, peer 
pressure could help students apply to college, home visits by nurses may boost kids’ brainpower 
and the birth of an eaglet. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Mar. 19, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/19/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
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Description:  
REPORT 
On this edition for Saturday, March 19, the captured Paris attacks suspect is formally charged. 
Later, following this week's deal between the EU and Turkey, what's next for refugees still in 
Greece? And in South Africa, the government tries to regulate traditional healers. 
WORLD 
Most Syrian refugees arriving in Greece from Turkey are expected to be sent back, under an 
agreement between the EU and Turkey. In exchange, Europe will accept some Syrian refugees 
from Turkey and provide billions of dollars to help pay for it all. To discuss migrant conditions 
in Greece, Associated Press reporter Derek Gatopoulos joins Alison Stewart via Skype. 
WORLD 
Following a dramatic police raid and shootout in Brussels, one of the key suspects in last year's 
Paris terrorist attacks and the first to be captured alive is in custody in Belgium. To discuss the 
ongoing police investigation, Paris Correspondent for the Associated Press Lori Hinnant joins 
Alison Stewart via Skype. 
WORLD 
In South Africa, practitioners of traditional medicine, including herbalists, midwives, and faith 
healers who claim to speak to ancestors, have historically practiced openly and freely. But the 
government now aims to formally register and regulate the estimated 250,000 self-described 
healers, who are pushing back. NewsHour Special Correspondent Martin Seemungal reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Mar. 20, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/20/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
REPORT     
Sunday on NewsHour Weekend: President Obama embarks on a historic trip to Cuba. Also, a 
new plan to begin sending migrants arriving in Greece back to Turkey. Later, the man behind the 
lyrics of "Fiddler on the Roof." Alison Stewart anchors from New York. 
WORLD 
NewsHour Special Correspondent Malcom Brabant joins Alison Stewart from Lesbos, Greece, to 
discuss the new migrant deal between Turkey and the European Union, aimed at stopping illegal 
immigration. 
POLITICS 
A recent poll revealed that only 21 percent of Americans think the country is heading in the right 
direction. So what happens in a democratic society where understandable grievances have tuned 
many citizens angry? NewsHour Special Correspondent Jeff Greenfield looks back at a long-ago 
late winter and two nations that responded in very different ways. 
POLITICS 
Christopher Sabatini, a professor at Columbia University's School of International and Public 
Affairs, joins Alison Stewart to discuss President Obama's historic visit to Cuba and the new era 
of U.S.-Cuba relations. 
ARTS 
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More than 50 years after the Broadway premiere of "Fiddler on the Roof," the musical's 
universal story continues to resonate with audiences seeing its fifth revival, which opened in 
December. NewsHour's Zachary Green sits down with the musical's 91-year-old lyricist, Sheldon 
Harnick, who discusses the show's inspiration, meaning and legacy. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Mar. 21, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/21/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
WORLD 
Breaking decades of hostility and suspicion, President Obama met with Cuban President Raul 
Castro Monday in a historic trip to the communist island. The two heads of state even took 
questions -- a rarity for Cuba’s government -- during which the issue of human rights struck a 
nerve. Judy Woodruff reports. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Monday, despite the EU’s recent deal with Turkey to stem the flow of migrants 
into Europe and return them back across the Aegean, nearly 50,000 refugees are now stranded in 
Greece. Also, following a weekend bombing that killed four, Turkish authorities are searching 
for three suspects believed to be planning further suicide attacks in the name of the Islamic State 
group. 
POLITICS 
Foreign policy dominated the day in the race for the White House. Republican front-runner 
Donald Trump revealed the first members of his foreign policy team during a trip to Washington, 
where he met with former House Speaker Newt Gingrich and others to discuss policies and 
campaign strategy. Meanwhile, Hillary Clinton denounced Trump before pro-Israel group 
AIPAC. John Yang reports. 
POLITICS 
Tamara Keith of NPR and Stu Rothenberg of the Rothenberg & Gonzales Political Report join 
Gwen Ifill to discuss the latest in politics, including Hillary Clinton’s remarks to AIPAC, Donald 
Trump’s meeting with Republicans in Washington, the campaign pivot to the general election 
race, what to look for in Tuesday’s primary contests and Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s words about 
Trump on social media. 
WORLD 
After decades of evading the Colombian military, FARC rebels are emerging from the jungle. 
Special correspondents Nadja Drost and Bruno Federico offer an exclusive look at the FARC 
perspective amid peace talks to end the world's longest-running conflict. 
WORLD 
Decorated Marine veteran and writer Elliot Ackerman lives with his family in Istanbul -- the site 
of four suicide bombings this year alone. Finding himself confronted by violence again, 
Ackerman reflects on living in a place targeted by terrorists. 
REPORT 
Monday on the NewsHour, President Obama meets with Cuban President Raul Castro in a 
historic trip to the communist island. Also: What Obama’s visit means for Cuba-U.S. relations, 
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Donald Trump meets with GOP lawmakers behind closed doors, Colombia’s FARC rebels 
prepare for peace, a Marine reflects on living amid terrorism and a jazz club’s 50-year tradition. 
ARTS 
At the world famous Village Vanguard jazz club in New York City, Monday nights have meant 
big band music for 50 years, stretching back to the days of Thad Jones and Mel Lewis. For the 
jazz impresarios there today, playing in the Vanguard Jazz Orchestra is more than just a gig -- 
it’s being part of a tradition. Jeffrey Brown reports. 
WORLD 
What does President Obama’s historic visit mean for a new era of U.S.-Cuban relations? Gwen 
Ifill talks to Laura Trevelyan of BBC World News America for the view from the ground, and 
Judy Woodruff turns to María de los Angeles Torres of the University of Illinois at Chicago and 
Roger Noriega of the American Enterprise Institute for more on the implications and impact of 
the president’s visit. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Mar. 22, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/22/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
WORLD 
For the latest on the investigation into the morning’s terror attacks in Brussels, Judy Woodruff 
talks to Peter Spiegel of the Financial Times. Also, Gwen Ifill speaks with former 
counterterrorism official Rick Nelson of Cross Match Technologies and Lorenzo Vidino of 
George Washington University for more on the threat of terrorism in Europe and beyond. 
NATION 
It’s when, not if, the Pacific Northwest is due for a major seismic disaster; scientists say there’s a 
37 percent chance one could strike in the next 50 years. FEMA estimates such an earthquake and 
resulting tsunami could kill thousands and leave a million more homeless. But some concerned 
coastal communities are working to make sure they’re ready when it hits. William Brangham 
reports. 
REPORT 
Tuesday on the NewsHour, the Islamic State group claims responsibility for several bombings in 
Brussels. Also: What the Brussels attacks mean for the fight against terror, Obama calls on 
Congress to lift the Cuban embargo, help for foster kids who face great educational challenges, 
uncertainty for refugees facing possible deportation in Greece and West Coast towns prepare for 
a major disaster. 
EDUCATION 
For kids growing up in foster care, personal traumas and frequent moves from home-to-home 
and school-to-school have led to grim educational outcomes. Only about half finish high school 
and of that group, only 20 percent go on to college. The NewsHour's April Brown reports from 
Pittsburgh on one effort to improve lives and opportunities for children in the system. 
WORLD 
The UN refugee agency is refusing to cooperate with European authorities in processing and 
deporting the migrants stranded in Greece -- a move that could destabilize the recent deal with 
Turkey to stem the migrant flow. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant was on the island of 
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Lesbos as the last boats arrived from Turkey after an EU deadline that effectively closed the 
refugee trail. 
WORLD 
In a speech broadcast into homes across Cuba, President Obama declared he had come to bury 
the rivalries of the Cold War and urged Congress to end the 54-year trade embargo, while calling 
on the Castro government to improve commercial ties and embrace the different voices of the 
Cuban people. John Yang reports. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Tuesday, following the morning’s bombings in Brussels, GOP front-runner 
Donald Trump proposed expanding laws to allow torture to disrupt future attacks. Also, federal 
prosecutors say an “outside party” showed the FBI how to access the encrypted iPhone used by 
one of the San Bernardino shooters, avoiding a courtroom standoff with tech giant Apple. 
WORLD 
The Islamic State group claimed responsibility for a series of terror attacks in Brussels Tuesday 
morning. Bombings at the airport and a subway station in the Belgian capital killed at least 31 
people and injured more than 180, putting the entire city under lockdown for hours and 
prompting European countries and the U.S. to bolster security. Gwen Ifill reports. 
 
Series Title:     FRONTLINE 
Program Title: Hunting the Nightmare Bacteria 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/22/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
FRONTLINE investigates the alarming rise of untreatable infections: from a young girl thrust 
onto life support in an Arizona hospital, to a young American infected in India who comes home 
to Seattle, and an uncontrollable outbreak at the nation’s most prestigious hospital, where 18 
patients were mysteriously infected and six died, despite frantic efforts to contain the killer 
bacteria. Fueled by decades of antibiotic overuse, the crisis has deepened as major drug 
companies, squeezed by Wall Street expectations, have abandoned the development of new 
antibiotics. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Mar. 23, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/23/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
WORLD 
Sex tourism has long been a scourge in the Philippines. But now there's a disturbing new trend in 
the trafficking of mostly young women and children: vulnerable victims are being lured online 
and tricked into the trade. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro reports. 
POLITICS 
In our news wrap Wednesday, President Obama defended his strategy against international 
terrorism and rejected Republican calls for expanded use of torture and aggressive military 
action during a news conference in Buenos Aires. Also, Sen. Ted Cruz blasted the president’s 
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foreign policies at an event in New York, saying his “weakness and appeasement” gave rise to 
Islamic terrorism. 
WORLD 
European nations are boosting their national security efforts in the wake of the recent terrorist 
bombings in Brussels. How great a threat is the Islamic State group to Europe? Gwen Ifill sits 
down with former State Department official Daniel Benjamin and Joby Warrick of The 
Washington Post to learn more. 
REPORT 
Wednesday on the NewsHour, Brussels mourns Tuesday’s bombings as authorities hunt for 
suspects. Also: What the attacks say about the Islamic State threat, Sen. Bernie Sanders on the 
fight against ISIS, religious and reproductive rights clash at the Supreme Court, sex trafficking 
moves online, an essay on unintended consequences of fighting for change and historic sounds at 
the Library of Congress. 
WORLD 
The city of Brussels began three days of mourning in the wake of Tuesday's bombings that killed 
at least 31 and wounded 270. As residents tried to return to a semblance of normalcy, Belgian 
authorities kept up a nationwide manhunt for the perpetrators; investigators now believe at least 
four individuals were involved. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports. 
WORLD 
After his last deployment to Afghanistan, decorated Marine veteran and writer Elliot Ackerman 
went to report on the civil war in Syria. What he found was friendship and a shared disillusion 
over the hopes of revolution. In this essay, Ackerman explores the deep wounds and strong 
bonds forged by war. 
POLITICS 
Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Bernie Sanders joins Judy Woodruff to discuss his 
approach to rallying Mideast allies to destroy the Islamic State militant group and the path to 
winning the Democratic nomination despite his delegate deficit. 
NATION 
The Supreme Court heard its fourth challenge to the Affordable Care Act, this one from religious 
nonprofits demanding exemption from the requirement to provide insurance coverage for birth 
control, claiming the mandate violates federal laws protecting religious freedoms. Gwen Ifill 
talks to Marcia Coyle of The National Law Journal for more details on the case. 
ARTS 
In our NewsHour Shares moment of the day, the Library of Congress added 25 new sound 
recordings to the National Recording Registry. This year’s picks include Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will 
Survive,” “Where Did Our Love Go,” by the Supremes and the fourth quarter radio call of Wilt 
Chamberlain’s record-breaking 100-point game. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 24, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/24/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
ECONOMY 
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Economic anxiety has taken center stage in this year’s election, driving many angry voters to 
rally behind Donald Trump. According to conservative Charles Murray, this anxiety can be 
traced back to deep-seated feelings of marginalization among working class families, 
exacerbated by the perceived disconnect between themselves and the political elite. Economics 
correspondent Paul Solman reports. 
WORLD 
Former Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic was convicted of genocide and crimes against 
humanity by a UN tribunal Thursday for his role in atrocities during the Bosnian civil war. James 
Mates of Independent Television News reports, while Judy Woodruff talks with former State 
Department official Nicholas Burns and David Rohde, author of “Endgame: The Betrayal and 
Fall of Srebrenica.” 
ECONOMY 
It’s been a common theme this campaign season: Are our banks still too big to fail? Former 
treasury official Neel Kashkari and presidential candidate Sen. Bernie Sanders have both shared 
their concerns with the NewsHour. For another perspective on the argument, Jeffrey Brown talks 
to Barney Frank, former Democratic congressman and co-author of the regulatory Dodd-Frank 
bill. 
NATION 
A new North Carolina law restricts protections for gay, lesbian and transgender people by 
repealing a city ordinance that would allow inclusive bathrooms. In addition, the law bars any 
city from passing anti-discrimination legislation. John Yang explores the implications with 
Dominic Holden of Buzzfeed News and Loretta Boniti of Time Warner Cable News. 
BRIEF BUT SPECTACULAR 
What if we could overcome disease and aging to extend our lives indefinitely? Inventor and 
futurist Ray Kurzweil says that's a reality that's coming soon. Kurzweil reflects on the 
exponential growth of technology and the promise of immortality. 
NATION 
In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. has indicted seven computer hackers with ties to Iran’s 
government for malware attacks that cost American financial institutions tens of millions of 
dollars. Also, government troops opened an offensive to retake Mosul from the Islamic State. 
WORLD 
As Belgian investigators seek two possible suspects in the Brussels bombings case, concerns are 
growing about why authorities did not foil the plot ahead of the attack. Meanwhile, European 
justice and interior ministers met to discuss enhancing security. Special correspondent Malcolm 
Brabant reports. 
REPORT 
Thursday on the NewsHour, European officials hold an emergency meeting to discuss enhancing 
national security in the wake of the Brussels attacks. Also: The UN convicts Radovan Karadzic 
of genocide, a new North Carolina law restricts protections for LGBT people, how economic 
divisions foster populist politics, Barney Frank reflects on big banks and why immortality might 
be in our future. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ: The Nation’s First Statewide Student News Network 
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 24, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/24/2016 7:30:00 PM 
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Length:          30 
Description: 
TOP STORY  
Students from Kapaa Middle School on Kauai tell the story of Joe Young, a retired police officer 
who is also a prostate cancer survivor. Mr. Young decided against traditional medical treatments, 
such as surgery and chemotherapy. Instead he changed his lifestyle and focused on doing things 
that make him happy. Through this approach and with the support of his family, Mr. Young is 
now cancer free.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
Students from Konawaena High School on Hawaii Island profile a driver’s education instructor 
who teaches teens the rules of the road to help prevent accidents and save lives.  
 
Students from Saint Francis School on Oahu introduce us to Manny Mattos, a retired HPD 
officer who collects traditional Hawaiian war weapons and educates the public on conservation 
efforts to preserve the indigenous woods the weapons are made from.  
 
Expanding on the theme of traditional Native Hawaiian practices using indigenous materials, we 
feature a story from the HIKI NŌ archives by students at Ke Kula Niihau O Kekaha on Kauai 
about traditional Hawaiian hale (house) building.  
 
Students from Maui High School profile Chantal Sandoval, a deaf Junior Varsity cheerleader 
who explains that the biggest challenge for her is the social stigma attached to being deaf.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Kamehameha Schools Hawaii Middle School in Keaau on 
the Big Island. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII 
Program Title: AGING OUT OF FOSTER CARE 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/24/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description: 
Hawaii foster children who “age out” of the foster care system at 18 may find themselves 
unprepared to handle life on their own as adults. Too often, they end up homeless or jailed. 
Former foster children and a foster parent are scheduled to appear and share their experiences. 
INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII also takes a look at a fledgling state program that offers to 
voluntarily extend foster care until the age of 21. 
Guests included: 
Patricia Duh, Formerly in foster care 
Kimo Carvalho, Formerly in foster care 
Gernani Yutob, JR, Formerly in foster care 
Francesca Weems, Formerly in foster care 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR 
Program Title: FRIDAY, Mar. 25, 2016 
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Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/25/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
POLITICS 
Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss the week’s news, including the terror attack in Brussels and the U.S. fight 
against the Islamic State, why President Obama was criticized for attending a baseball game, Ted 
Cruz’s call to patrol Muslim neighborhoods and a war of words about the wives of Cruz and 
Donald Trump. 
HEALTH 
Cancer is epidemic in eastern Kentucky, a result of medical illiteracy, limited access to care, 
unhealthy lifestyles and poverty. In fact, life expectancy in the region is five years shorter than 
the rest of the nation. But state health officials are aiming to change that with comprehensive 
prevention and education initiatives. Special correspondent Jackie Judd reports. 
NATION 
What motivates hate groups and domestic terrorists? With the Ku Klux Klan and other white 
supremacist movements making a resurgence, special correspondent Charlayne Hunter-Gault 
talks to Heidi Beirich of the Southern Poverty Law Center about solutions to stop the hate and 
encourage tolerance. 
WORLD 
Belgian law enforcement conducted raids across Brussels in the wake of Tuesday’s terror 
attacks, including at two apartments where explosions were reported, and at a bus stop where a 
suspect believed to be carrying a suitcase with explosives was shot and arrested. Special 
correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports on the challenges of coordinating intelligence across 
Europe. 
WORLD 
Is the U.S. making headway in the fight against the Islamic State group? Judy Woodruff talks to 
retired Col. Derek Harvey, a former Army intelligence officer, and Brendan Koerner of Wired 
Magazine about the military offensive against ISIS, including the killing of a senior leader, and 
the resiliency of the group on social media. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Friday, a suicide bomber struck a soccer stadium south of Baghdad, killing 29 
people and injuring dozens more. Also, heavy fighting raged in Palmyra as Syrian government 
forces, supported by Russian airstrikes, fought to recapture the city from the Islamic State and 
open up eastern Syria. 
ARTS 
Two groundbreaking artists died this week. Comedian Garry Shandling, star of the Emmy-
winning “The Larry Sanders Show,” and rapper Malik Taylor, who co-founded the Grammy-
nominated group A Tribe Called Quest under the stage name Phife Dawg, died within two days 
of each other. Jeffrey Brown has our remembrance. 
REPORT 
Friday on the NewsHour, Belgian authorities conduct raids and make arrests across Brussels in 
connection to Tuesday’s terror attacks. Also: Fighting ISIS on the battlefield and on social 
media, Shields and Brooks talk the week in politics, how Kentucky is battling a cancer epidemic, 
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what motivates hate groups in our country and remembering the lives of Garry Shandling and 
Phife Dawg. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SATURDAY, Mar. 26, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/26/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
REPORT 
Saturday on NewsHour Weekend: More suspects are charged with this week's attacks in 
Belgium. Also, workers and businesses struggle to strike a balance between wages and tips. 
Megan Thompson anchors from New York. 
ECONOMY 
Due to low federal minimum wages for tipped workers, many grapple with poverty rates. Seven 
states, however, pay tipped workers full minimum wage before tips. And with minimum-wage 
hikes looming, some restaurants are pioneering no-tipping policies, eliminating gratuities in 
favor of higher hourly wages for workers. NewsHour's Alison Stewart reports. 
NATION 
As Detroit schools slip toward bankruptcy, the Michigan state legislature approved almost $50 
million in emergency aid to keep Detroit's public schools open through the end of this year. New 
York Times reporter Kate Zernike joins Megan Thompson to discuss. 
WORLD 
After the attacks in Brussels, American intelligence and security services have weighed in on 
European security. Washington Post reporter Adam Goldman joins Megan Thompson from 
Washington to discuss. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND 
Program Title: SUNDAY, Mar. 27, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/27/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
REPORT 
Sunday on NewsHour Weekend: Bernie Sanders sweeps the weekend's Democratic caucuses in 
Washington, Alaska and Hawaii. Also, are fighters from other countries who joining ISIS 
causing rifts in the group? Later, the Cherokee Nation aims to eradicate hepatitis C from its 
population. 
NATION 
Tennessee representatives voted to discontinue a controversial law that explicitly allowed 
prosecutors to charge a mother with fetal assault for using drugs while pregnant. NewsHour's 
Megan Thompson reports. 
NATION 
In an attempt to combat high levels of fraud, Utah has taken inspiration from the sex offender 
list, becoming the first state in the US to establish a white-collar felon registry for financial 
crimes. The Wall Street Journal's Jean Eaglesham joins Megan Thompson to discuss. 
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WORLD 
The U.S. Director of National Intelligence says the number of men who have traveled from their 
home countries to join ISIS now exceeds 36,000. The influx of foreign fighters may now be 
causing ideological discord in its ranks. Wall Street Journal reporter Matt Bradley joins Megan 
Thompson via Skype to discuss. 
NATION 
The Cherokee Nation, one of the largest Native American tribes, has become the first community 
in the U.S. to set a goal of eliminating hepatitis C from its population. Tribe officials plan to 
screen 300,000 members, whose prevalence of infection for the virus is five times the national 
rate, and treat them with drugs that have proven 90 percent effective. NewsHour’s Stephen Fee 
reports. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: MONDAY, Mar. 28, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/28/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
WORLD 
Since the Islamic State forces overran the city nearly two years ago, Mosul in Iraq has become a 
vital hub for ISIS’s operations in the region. Now the Iraqi army, supported by Kurdish and 
American forces, has launched a long-awaited counterattack to reclaim the city -- but will it be 
successful? Special correspondent Jane Ferguson reports from the front lines. 
ARTS 
Jim Harrison, a prolific and influential writer of fiction and poetry, was known for his 
preoccupation with rural American life and his eclectic professional pursuits: he’d been 
everything from a Hollywood screenwriter to a food writer for Esquire Magazine. Harrison died 
over the weekend at age 78. Jeffrey Brown looks back on his 2009 interview with Harrison at his 
home in Montana. 
WORLD 
Former Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic is the latest perpetrator to be convicted of war 
crimes committed during the 1990s Balkan wars. In "The Butcher's Trail," author Julian Borger 
examines how tough it was to hunt down those responsible for the most grotesque atrocities of 
the conflict. Borger sits down with chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret Warner. 
NATION 
Move over solar and wind power, there’s another renewable energy source: poop. Thanks to 
rapidly advancing “digester” technologies, it’s possible to extract and refine natural gas from the 
methane in human and animal waste, generating power rather than polluting greenhouse gases. 
Special correspondent Dan Boyce of Inside Energy and Rocky Mountain PBS reports. 
POLITICS 
Sen. Bernie Sanders made a sweep of three states in primary contests over the weekend. Amy 
Walter of The Cook Political Report and NPR’s Tamara Keith join Gwen Ifill to discuss why 
Sanders has a “math problem” despite his wins, Hillary Clinton’s enthusiasm gap among 
younger voters, the GOP’s war of words over wives and whether Donald Trump is making 
headway with the Republican establishment. 
WORLD 
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A suicide bomber targeted Christians at an Easter celebration at a park in Lahore, Pakistan, on 
Sunday, but most of the victims were Muslim. A breakaway Taliban faction claimed 
responsibility for the attack, prompting a crackdown by the government. Judy Woodruff talks 
with Pamela Constable of The Washington Post and former Pakistani ambassador to the U.S. 
Husain Haqqani. 
NATION 
In our news wrap Monday, a man going through security at the U.S. Capitol visitors’ center 
Monday pulled a gun on police officers, who shot and wounded him before taking him into 
custody. Also, the governor of Georgia vetoed a bill that would allow religious groups to deny 
services to LGBT people. 
REPORT 
Monday on the NewsHour, the Iraqi army launches an offensive to retake the vital city of Mosul 
from the Islamic State. Also: Pakistani authorities crack down after an Easter suicide attack on 
Christians in Lahore, Amy Walter and Tamara Keith talk politics, how to turn poop into 
renewable energy, inside the international manhunt for Balkan war criminals and a look back at 
the late Jim Harrison. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: TUESDAY, Mar. 29, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/29/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
WORLD 
For Christians in Iraq, driven from their ancestral lands by the Islamic State, Easter celebrations 
were overshadowed by the feeling that they might never see home again. Now a small band of 
the displaced are taking up arms in order to defend their fellow Christians. Special correspondent 
Jane Ferguson reports. 
EDUCATION 
Only about half of all youth in foster care in the U.S. graduate from high school, and just one in 
10 enroll in college. But 19-year-old James Turner, raised in foster care since he was 18 months 
old and now a second-semester college student, is not only defying the odds -- he wants to use 
his education to help other foster youth overcome the same hurdles he did. The NewsHour’s 
April Brown reports. 
NATION 
Faced with a rising national wave of opioid addiction and its consequences, families, law 
enforcement and political leaders around the nation are linking arms to save souls. But 30 years 
ago, it was a different story. Ekow Yankah, a Cardozo School of Law professor, reflects on how 
race affects our national response to drug abuse. 
POLITICS 
The presidential candidates turned their attention to Wisconsin, site of the primary season's best 
big contest. Gov. Scott Walker endorsed Sen. Ted Cruz, who in turn launched another round of 
criticism against Donald Trump. But recent polling shows that Trump and Ohio Gov. John 
Kasich are in a statistical tie. Gwen Ifill reports. 
POLITICS 
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Immigration reform is one of the biggest issues of this year’s presidential race, and every 
contender has their own take. Judy Woodruff talks to Mark Krikorian of the Center for 
Immigration Studies, Frank Sharry of America’s Voice and Brittney Parker of the 
Commonwealth Foundation for more on where the candidates stand on the issue and the role of 
Latino voters in this election. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Tuesday, Pakistani authorities reported that they are holding more than 200 
suspects in the wake of Sunday’s suicide attack against Christians in Lahore. Also, the State 
Department and Pentagon ordered families of U.S. diplomats and military personnel to leave 
parts of Turkey, citing ongoing security concerns. 
NATION 
The Supreme Court split 4-4 on a case on whether unions can collect fees from government 
employees who choose not to join. The outcome was an unlikely win for unions and a stark 
example of the impact of Justice Antonin Scalia's death. Marcia Coyle of The National Law 
Journal joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the new dynamics of the divided court. 
NATION 
A conflict between tech giant Apple and the FBI over the encrypted iPhone of one of the San 
Bernardino shooters came to a moot point when Justice Department officials announced they had 
cracked the phone’s security without Apple’s help. Gwen Ifill talks to Devlin Barrett of The Wall 
Street Journal and Fred Kaplan of Slate for more on how the FBI got what it wanted and what 
happens now. 
REPORT 
Tuesday on the NewsHour, an endorsement and a criminal charge dominate the campaign trail as 
attention turns to the Wisconsin primary. Also: Unions make an unlikely win at the Supreme 
Court, the FBI cracks a locked iPhone, Iraqi Christians take up arms, where the candidates stand 
on immigration, a former foster youth defies the odds and remembering the national response to 
the crack epidemic. 
 
Series Title:     FRONTLINE 
Program Title: Saudi Arabia Uncovered 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/29/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description: 
FRONTLINE presents an inside account of efforts to bring about change in the Saudi kingdom. 
With on-the-ground reporting, the program examines Saudi Arabia today. 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: WEDNESDAY, Mar. 30, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/30/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
WORLD 
As Colombian officials negotiate with FARC rebels to end the country’s 50-year civil war, the 
illegal drug trade -- used by the rebels to help finance their insurgency -- has become a major 
point of debate. Special correspondents Bruno Federico and Nadja Drost travel to the heart of 
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coca production in Colombia to examine how the drug market works and the impact of a 
potential peace deal. 
POLITICS 
A day after Republican presidential candidates took back their pledges at a CNN town hall to 
support the nominee, Donald Trump seemed to warn party leaders not to block his nomination. 
Meanwhile Sen. Ted Cruz campaigned in Madison for a "celebration of women," Gov. John 
Kasich stumped in New York state and Hillary Clinton blasted Trump for “bluster and bigotry.” 
John Yang reports. 
NATION 
In our news wrap Wednesday, the city of Newark, New Jersey, agreed to reform the way its 
police officers treat minorities under a settlement with the Justice Department. Also, President 
Obama commuted prison sentences for 61 drug offenders. 
NATION 
Southern California’s tranquil Coachella Valley has long been an environmental battleground. 
Home to 27 endangered and threatened species, the valley has also seen enormous population 
growth, with residents projected to double in the next 20 years. But a government plan 10 years 
in the making aims to balance conservationism with urban development. Special correspondent 
Cat Wise reports. 
POLITICS 
Donald Trump, front-runner for the GOP nomination, has been able to turn celebrity and 
controversy into nearly $2 billion in free media attention this election cycle. What’s driving his 
appeal and how has the electorate changed? Gwen Ifill talks to Stuart Stevens, former chief 
strategist for Mitt Romney, McKay Coppins of BuzzFeed News and Kathleen Hall Jamieson of 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
ARTS 
In 1942, Jews from then-Czechoslovakia were taken to the Auschwitz death camp. A window 
into their lives before the deportation can be found in a new book, "Last Folio," and a traveling 
exhibition at the Woodrow Wilson International Center in Washington. Jeffrey Brown examines 
how photographer Yuri Dojc rediscovered their story, and his own. 
WORLD 
There have been tectonic and tragic shifts across the Middle East and North Africa in the five 
years since the beginning of the Arab Spring movement, with hundreds of thousands dead and 
millions more displaced. To examine the role America has played, and will play, in the region, 
Judy Woodruff talks to former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and former National 
Security Adviser Stephen Hadley. 
REPORT 
Wednesday on the NewsHour, the presidential candidates stump in Wisconsin and New York 
ahead of upcoming primaries. Also: A look at what’s driving Trump’s appeal, the past and future 
of U.S. policy in the Middle East, how a Colombian peace deal could impact the drug trade, the 
battle for conservation in Coachella Valley and decaying books tell the story of Slovakian Jews 
in the Holocaust. 
 
Series Title:     TED TALKS  
Program Title: SCIENCE AND WONDER 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/30/2016 10:00:00 PM 
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Length:           60 
Description: 
Journey through space, the human body, disappearing landscapes and the world of Pixar 
animation as speakers look at the future of nanotechnology, the search for life beyond earth and 
the science of light. Featured speakers include: Pixar’s Danielle Feinberg; MIT’s Paula 
Hammond; Radiolab's Latif Nasser; author Juan Enriquez; and artist Zaria Forman. 
 
Series Title:     PBS NEWSHOUR  
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 31, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/31/2016 6:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
ECONOMY 
Raise.me, a college scholarship app, rewards high school students for their advanced classes and 
extracurricular activities with “micro-scholarships” -- guaranteed tuition payments paid by their 
eventual college -- that range from $25 to $1,000 for each of their academic achievements. 
Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports. 
REPORT 
Thursday on the NewsHour, rival presidential candidates are turning up the heat on Donald 
Trump’s controversial statements. Also: Unpacking Trump’s global vision, what women voters 
want, why tensions are rising within China, an app for college scholarships, Venezuela plunges 
into economic freefall, and wage discrimination in women’s soccer. 
POLITICS 
How does Donald Trump see the world? And how would he approach foreign policy as 
president? Walid Phares, foreign policy adviser to the Trump campaign, joins Judy Woodruff to 
discuss the candidate’s stance on using nuclear weapons, reviewing the future of NATO, fighting 
ISIS and confronting China. 
NATION 
The U.S. women’s soccer team became national heroes when they won the 2015 World Cup. But 
members of the team are now suing over wage discrimination, claiming that they earned four 
times less than their male counterparts despite generating $20 million more in revenue. Judy 
Woodruff talks to Briana Scurry, former U.S women’s goalkeeper, for more on the fight. 
ECONOMY 
Falling oil prices around the world are usually considered a good thing. But for countries whose 
economies depend on oil exports, the price drop means impending catastrophe. Scott Tong of 
Marketplace recently traveled to Venezuela, where 96 percent of all export revenue comes from 
oil and import prices are skyrocketing. Tong joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss the country’s 
economic freefall. 
POLITICS 
Candidates called out Donald Trump after the Republican presidential candidate refused to rule 
out a nuclear strike against the Islamic State militants in the MIddle East or in Europe. At the 
same event, Trump said women who have abortions should be punished if they're ever made 
illegal. Judy Woodruff reports. 
POLITICS 
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Women made up more than half of all voters in 2012. What's winning over this diverse and 
crucial bloc of voters in 2016? Judy Woodruff explores how women see this year’s candidates 
with Rebecca Traister, author, "All the Single Ladies," Ann Selzer of Selzer & Company and 
Kelly Dittmar of the Center for American Women and Politics. 
WORLD 
Pressure has been mounting between the U.S. and China on issues ranging from Chinese military 
activity to reining in North Korea's nuclear efforts. But tensions are also rising within that 
country, due to economic instability and a crackdown on dissent. Christopher Johnson of the 
Center for Strategic and International Studies and Andrew Nathan of Columbia University join 
Hari Sreenivasan for more. 
WORLD 
In our news wrap Thursday, at least 21 people died and 70 more were wounded in India when an 
overpass in Kolkata collapsed while under construction. Also, areas of the South were affected 
by severe thunderstorms, with one tornado in northeastern Oklahoma damaging buildings and 
injuring at least seven people. 
 
Series Title:     HIKI NŌ  
Program Title: THURSDAY, Mar. 31, 2016 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/31/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
TOP STORY  
Students from Mid-Pacific in the Manoa district of Oahu tell how UH Warrior assistant football 
coach and former NFL player Rich Miano devoted his life to exceling in football as a reaction to 
the tragic death of his brother Robert Miano. Soon after the Miano family moved to Hawaii from 
Massachusetts, a teenaged Robert Miano lost his footing on an ocean cliff in Portlock, injured his 
head and passed away. Says Rich, “We [he and Robert] shared the same room, we played the 
same sports, we walked home together. We were inseparable. He was my best friend.” To honor 
the memory of his brother, Rich wore Robert’s jersey number (38) throughout his career and 
channeled his inspiration into tremendously successful careers as a player and coach.  
 
ALSO FEATURED:  
Students from Aliamanu Middle School on Oahu explore the challenges of moms deployed for 
military duty abroad.  
 
As a companion piece to this story, we turn to the HIKI NŌ archives for a past story from 
Kainalu Elementary School in Windward Oahu about programs that help elementary school 
children deal with the trauma of separation from their deployed parents.  
 
Students from H.P. Baldwin High School on Maui profile teenaged artist Sofia Bews, whose 
artwork has been featured in the prestigious online and print publication Rookie Mag.  
 
Students at Hawaii Preparatory Academy on Hawaii Island tell the story of the Annual BK Fun 
Run, held in honor of HPA alumna Bieni Kohler Johnson, who passed away from breast cancer.  
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Students at Chiefess Kamakahelei Middle School on Kauai tell the story of basketball coach 
Clarence Sales. Clarence became paralyzed from the waist down as the result of an injury 
sustained in a fight. Rather than giving up on life, Clarence decided to use his experience in 
overcoming adversity to teach valuable life lessons to his players.  
 
This episode of HIKI NŌ is hosted by Hongwanji Mission School in the Nuuanu district of 
Honolulu. 
 
Series Title:     INSIGHTS ON PBS HAWAII 
Program Title: Follow-Up Discussion to Haleakala: A Trek for Dignity 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/31/2016 8:30:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
Following the broadcast premiere of PBS HAWAII PRESENTS Haleakala: A Trek for Dignity, 
several individuals featured in the documentary will discuss mental health, and local resources 
available to promote mental well-being. Our guests, including mental health advocates and those 
diagnosed with mental illness, trekked from the summit of Haleakala to sea level to seek 
empowerment and relief from the social stigma associated with mental illness.  
Guests included: 
Don Lane, Director, Haleakala: A Trek for Dignity 
Daniel Lane, PhD., Psychologist 
Naomi Crozier, Recovering from Addiction 
Trisha Kajimura, Mental Health America of Hawaii 
 
 
Arts, Drama & Culture 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE 
Program Title: Jerry Byrd & Friends 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/04/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:         30 
Description:  
NA MELE presents a special encore of the smooth sounds of the late master steel guitarist Jerry 
Byrd. Byrd was joined for this nostalgic journey by four master musicians in their own right: 
Hiram Olsen Jr. on guitar and vocals; Dennis Keohokalole on ukulele and vocals; Gary Aiko on 
upright bass and vocals; and the late Ned Ka'apana on guitar and vocals. 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Sam Cooke 
Distributor:   PBS Hawaii    
Date:     01/05/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
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In this conversation from 2010, Sam Cooke, a member of one of Hawaii's most prominent 
kamaaina families, shared his passion for the restoration of Hawaii's cultural and historical 
treasures. Sam was a descendant of early missionaries who established a business empire with 
Castle and Cooke. Together with his wife Mary, Sam established the Manoa Heritage Center to 
promote the stewardship of an ancient heiau located near their historic home in Manoa Valley. 
 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS  
Program Title: Biography Hawaii: Joseph Nawahi 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/07/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
This documentary tells the story of Hawaiian patriot Joseph Nawahi, a teacher, surveyor, lawyer, 
cabinet minister, newspaper editor and artist in Hawaii who lived from 1842 to 1896. Nawahi 
founded the anti-annexation political party Hui Aloha 'Aina and died a political prisoner deemed 
treasonous by the American- controlled Republic of Hawaii. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title: Art of Solo Ukulele 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/11/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
PBS Hawaii is proud to present an encore of a special vintage NA MELE from 2000, featuring 
ukulele maestros Byron Yasui, Benny Chong, Gordon Mark, Blane Kanno and Jake 
Shimabukuro. 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Guy Kawasaki 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      01/12/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
Tech evangelist and social media maven Guy Kawasaki was born and raised in Kalihi and now 
lives in Silicon Valley. He is the Chief Evangelist for Canva, an online graphic design tool, and 
was the Chief Evangelist at Apple Inc. in the 1980s. Kawasaki has written 13 books and has 
more than 1.4 million followers on Twitter.  
 
The interview was taped in September, when Kawasaki was on Oahu for the funeral of his father, 
former state senator Duke Kawasaki. “He did not believe in taking crap from anybody,” 
Kawasaki said about his father. “I would say that is something he probably passed on to me.”  
 
A graduate of Iolani, Stanford and UCLA, Kawasaki said all Hawaii students should strive to 
attend college out of state, “if they can afford it and if the situation works out,” he said. “It is an 
eye-opening experience,” Kawasaki said. “It increases your perspective, it increases your 
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horizons, it increases your expectation for life. And I think that if you only stay in one place, you 
judge things, you judge yourself in only one context. And that’s not enough.”  
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS 
Program Title: Hidden Legacy: Japanese Traditional Performing Arts in the WWII Internment 
Camps 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/14/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
Using historical footage and interviews from artists who were interned, this film tells the story of 
how traditional Japanese cultural arts were maintained at a time when the War Relocation 
Authority emphasized the importance of assimilation and Americanization. Included are stories 
of artists in the fields of music, dance and drama who were interned at Tule Lake, Manzanar, 
Amache/Granada, Rohwer, Gila River and Topaz. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title:  Genoa Keawe & Family 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/18/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
The late Aunty Genoa Keawe, beloved for her aloha spirit and her legendary falsetto singing, 
was joined in this performance by her sons and grandchildren to kani ka pila in the old-time, 
good-fun family way. Aunty Genoa plays with sons Eric K. Keawe on guitar and vocals, Arthur 
Keawe on ukulele and vocals, and Gary Keawe Aiko on upright bass and vocals. Granddaughter 
Pomaika'i Keawe performs on ukulele and vocals. Two other granddaughters, 
Kawahineu'iokalani and Sanoe Keawe, provide hula artistry.      
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Jimmy Borges 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      01/19/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
In this interview from 2011, Leslie Wilcox talks story with Hawaii's legendary jazz vocalist 
Jimmy Borges. Jimmy takes us along on his journey from Kalihi to the Bay Area, from student 
athlete to world-class jazz singer. 
 
Program Title: JIMMY BORGES: FACED IT ALL 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      01/21/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description: 
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Entertainer Jimmy Borges, who is battling stage four lung cancer, performs on this new PBS 
Hawaii special. 
 
“Faced It All” is a phrase from the classic song “My Way” that Borges is often asked to sing. 
The performance, taped in December 2015, also featured Bruce Hamada (upright bass), Mike 
Lewis (horn), Dan Del Negro (piano) and Noel Okimoto (drums). 
 
Borges introduced his performance by telling his audience of 50 handpicked friends and family 
that he is dying. “My cancer is back, and this time, it doesn’t look like it’s planning to go away,” 
Borges said. But he made it clear – this was a time of celebration, not mourning. Between songs, 
Borges shared funny anecdotes and heartfelt insights. 
 
“I’m living the life I have chosen to live,” Borges said. “Tonight is not about ‘poor Jimmy.’ 
Tonight is about sharing my music with all of you. Tonight we are telling someone out there that 
we care enough to invest in their future.” 
 
Borges was referring to future recipients of a University of Hawaii vocal music scholarship that 
his friends have established in his name. Borges said he hopes it encourages Hawaii teens to 
pursue their dreams, just as he has done during his 60-year music career. “There’s no such thing 
as a stop sign,” Borges said. “Just speed bumps.” 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS  
Program Title: Dream Big: Nanakuli at the Fringe 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/21/2016  9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
In 2011, the students of Nanakuli High and Intermediate School Performing Arts Center (NPAC) 
were given a prestigious, once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to travel halfway across the globe to 
perform at the Festival Fringe in Edinburgh, Scotland. The students feared they would not be 
able to raise enough money to attend The Fringe, the world's largest arts festival. Yet Nanakuli, a 
community often characterized with a poor public and self-image, rallied behind its students. The 
resulting journey proved to be an emotional, life-changing one for everyone involved. This is the 
story of that journey. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title: Nina Kealiʻiwahamana & Bill Kaiwa 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     01/25/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
The magic of Hawaii Calls is revived when Nina Keali'iwahamana joins Bill Kaiwa for some 
traditional Hawaiian classics in this special encore of a classic NA MELE. Nina and Bill are 
joined for this journey down memory lane by Martin Pahinui on bass, and Steven Hall and 
George Kuo on guitar. 
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Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Linda Furuto 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      01/26/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
Linda Furuto is a mathematics professor at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, and uses math 
regularly as she trains as a navigator on the Polynesian voyaging canoe, Hokulea. Math didn’t 
always come easy to her; she struggled in her tenth grade algebra class at Punahou. But she 
worked hard to pass the class. “I really did learn the importance of a positive attitude, working 
hard, and having a support network of people who want you to succeed can help you,” Linda 
says.   
 
Series Title:     NA MELE 
Program Title: Peter Medeiros 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      01/28/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
Slack key artist Peter Medeiros, accompanied by guitarist Josh Silva and bass player Nate 
Stillman, presents a fun evening of traditional slack key. Joining the trio are the dancers of Pua 
Ali'i 'Ilima, led by kumu hula Vicky and Jeff Kānekaiwilani Takamine. Songs performed include 
"Ulili E," "He'eia," "Ke Ala O Ka Rose" and "Kananaka." 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE 
Program Title: Sean Naʻauao & Friends  
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      02/01/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
In this vintage performance, Sean Na'auao is joined by good friends Joe Uahinui on guitar and 
vocals, Jack Ofoia on bass and vocals and Bobo Butries on percussion. Keola and Kapua Dalire, 
daughters of the late kumu hula Aloha Dalire, and Na'auao's sisters-in-law, provide hula artistry. 
 
Series Title:     INDEPENDENT LENS 
Program Title: In Football We Trust  
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      02/01/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:           90 
Description:  
This insightful and moving documentary transports viewers deep inside the tightly- knit and 
complex Polynesian community in Salt Lake City, Utah, one of the chief sources for the NFL’s 
influx of Pacific Islander players. Shot over a four-year period with unprecedented access, the 
film follows four young Polynesian men striving to overcome gang violence and near poverty 
through the promise of American football. Directed by first time feature filmmakers Tony 
Vainuku and Erika Cohn. 
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Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Holly Henderson 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/02/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
From the moment she arrived in Hawaii in 1977, Holly Henderson, a product of New York and 
Massachusetts, knew that she was home. But she has always thought of herself as a guest in 
Hawaii. This “guest” was once arrested while protesting the eviction of Hansen’s disease patients 
from Hale Mohalu, and since arriving here, she has trained innumerable executive directors and 
board members of Hawaii non-profits. 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS 
Program Title: Living Your Dying 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/04/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
Rev. Mitsuo “Mits” Aoki, a pioneer of Hawaii’s hospice movement and founder of the 
University of Hawaii School of Religion, passed away in August 2010. This film from 2003 
highlights his own transformative near-death experience; his therapeutic work with terminally-ill 
cancer patients; the death of his wife Evelyn; and thoughts about his own mortality. For over 40 
years, Rev. Aoki attempted to take the terror out of dying, and showed others how to experience 
death as not just the end of life, but as a vital part of life, as well. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title: Kawai Cockett and Darlene Ahuna 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/08/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
NA MELE features the traditional Hawaiian music of Darlene Ahuna and the late Kawai 
Cockett. In this performance, Kawai Cockett is backed by Sam Sepitmo and Charlie 
Wahineho'okae. Joining Darlene Ahuna are her husband J.J. Ahuna and Led Kaapana. Ha'aheo 
Cockett provides hula artistry. 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Betty White 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      02/09/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:           30 
Description:  
Betty White is the Head of School at Sacred Hearts Academy in Kaimuki, Honolulu. She was 
one of the very few in her high school class in rural Virginia who left home to pursue higher 
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learning. She talks about her academic struggles, what brought her to Hawaii and her role at an 
all- girls school. 
 
Program Title: Hawaiian Airlines Presents: Na Mele at Halekulani’s House Without a Key 
Distributor:     PBS  
Date:     02/15/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
NA MELE goes on location to document a traditional, cherished Hawaiian experience. 
Halekulani has a special place in the hearts of Hawaii's people and everyone who has spent time 
there. PBS Hawaii captures a late afternoon at the hotel's House Without a Key with hula dancers 
Kanoe Miller and Debbie Nakanelua-Richards, and the musical trio Pa‘ahana (Pakala Fernandes, 
Kaipo Kukahiko and Douglas Po‘oloa Tolentino). 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Sarah Richards 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/16/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
Sarah Richards was the President of Hawaii Theatre Center for nearly 25 years and retired in 
June 2014. She spearheaded the Hawaii Theatre’s restoration, and the $32 million fundraising 
campaign for the project. Born and raised in Indiana, Sarah always had a love for the arts, which 
she brought with her to Hawaii. 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS 
Program Title: Canefield Songs: Holehole Bushi 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/18/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
In this film, Professor of Anthropology Christine Yano explains, “If we want to know something 
of what some of these women’s lives were like…we could do no better than to listen to their own 
words, as expressed through song.” The women that Professor Yano is referring to are Japanese 
immigrants who worked in Hawaii’s sugarcane fields in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
Through their canefield songs, or holehole bushi, these women sang about their joys and sorrows 
of trying to start life in a new world. Hosted and narrated by ukulele virtuoso Jake Shimabukuro, 
the film tells the story of music teacher Harry Urata, and his efforts to record, preserve and 
perpetuate these musical oral histories. 
 
Program Title: Our American Family: The Furutas 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     02/18/2016 9:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
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Through hard work, the Furutas, a Japanese American family in Wintersburg, CA established a 
successful goldfish farm, only to have their business devastated and family separated in the wake 
of WWII. Following years in an Arizona relocation camp, their indomitable spirit prevails as 
they return home and band together to pursue the American dream a second time. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title: Cyril Pahinui and Peter Moon Jr. 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/22/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
This special NA MELE presentation pairing Cyril Pahinui and Peter Moon Jr. has a special 
significance, as both are the sons of Hawaiian music icons: slack key guitar legend Gabby 
"Pops" Pahinui and Peter Moon Sr., a seminal figure in the Hawaiian Renaissance of the 1970s.  
 
Cyril and Peter Moon Jr.'s master-apprentice process is rooted in the "old style" approach to 
teaching: watch, listen and learn. That was how Cyril learned from his father, and this technique 
has borne fruit with Peter Moon Jr. as the two of them, along with special guest Jeff Ahoy on 
steel guitar, perform in a jam session at the PBS Hawaii studio. 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Peter Merriman 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/23/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
How is it that the culinary movement now known as Hawaii Regional Cuisine was developed by 
someone who grew up in a steel mill town in Pennsylvania? Chef and restaurateur Peter 
Merriman tells his story of falling in love with the people, culture and food of Hawaii – and how 
that love and respect led to a culinary movement. 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS    
Program Title: Fishing Pono 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/25/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
Native Hawaiians on the island of Molokai are using ancient conservation methods to restore 
local fisheries. Featuring lifelong fisherman Kelson “Mac” Poepoe, whose fishing conservation 
program is based on historical practices, this story shows how a community turned the tide on a 
seemingly doomed resource. 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS    
Program Title: Breadfruit & Open Spaces 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/25/2016 9:30:00 PM 
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Length:          30 
Description:  
Explore the journey of a group of Pacific Islander immigrants from the Federated States of 
Micronesia who now live on Guam. The film gives a rare look into their personal lives as they 
struggle to hold their ground and find a voice on a new island, while maintaining ties to their 
families on their home island of Chuuk. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE 
Program Title: Huʻewa 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     02/29/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
When you hear their name, you can’t help but smile. The young trio Hūʻewa is comprised of 17-
year-old Kupu Dalire-Naʻauao, 19-year-old Kahi Lum-Young and 25- year-old Kekoa Kane.  
 
“Hū‘ is to hum or to make sound, to make music. And ‘ewa’ is to go off course or to find your 
own path,” explained Hūʻewa member Kane. “…that’s what we do with our music…we make 
music on our own path, on a different style.”  
 
The trio performs songs including “Kaulana Niʻihau,” where theyʻre accompanied by the dancers 
of Hālau Ka Liko Pua O Kalaniakea; and a medley consisting of favorite songs of each member: 
“Kaulana Molokaʻi,” “Pauoa Liko Ka Lehua” and “Meleana Ē.” Dalire-Naʻauao explains, “The 
Hawaiian music that we chose, the type of songs that we chose…we just like to pull things from 
back in the day.” 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Benny Rietveld 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/01/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
Benny Rietveld’s first experience playing music was at the age of six, in the piano department at 
the GEM store in Kapalama. “I liked the idea that you could press something, and it creates 
this…cool sound,” Rietveld remembers. He was mentored by band director Henry Miyamura at 
McKinley High School, and played in local jazz and rock bands before moving to San Francisco 
and touring with Sheila E. and Miles Davis. Today, Benny Rietveld plays bass for Carlos 
Santana, and still sits in with the Hawaii musicians he grew up with. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE 
Program Title: Natalie Ai Kamauu and Family 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii  
Date:     03/7/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
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Natalie Ai Kamauu’s voice fills the PBS Hawaii studio. Natalie performs with a passion that 
comes from the origins of the songs she sings, and the love she has for her family. She is joined 
by her husband, Iolani Kamauu, on guitar and vocals, and their daughter, Sha-Lei Kamauu, who 
accompanies the music with hula.  
 
Among the songs featured are “Pili Aloha,” which connects Natalie to her mother, kumu hula 
Olana Ai, and “Shower Tree,” which was written for Natalie and Iolaniʻs son, Chaz. Sha-Lei 
joins Natalie and Iolani with hula, including the playful “Hula Tease,” and a graceful 
accompaniment to Natalie and Iolaniʻs performance on “Uhiwai.” 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Crystal Rose 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/08/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
Attorney Crystal Rose is a Hilo-born litigator with a reputation for being tough, fearless and 
strategic. She has taken on complex and contentious civil cases – and the results have helped to 
reshape the business landscape in Hawaii. “I’ve had the privilege...of being able to work on cases 
and issues that have been multi-faceted, complex. It really does make me tick,” Rose says. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title: Jerry Santos 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/08/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
When we hear his distinctive voice, there is no mistaking the music of Jerry Santos. And when 
we listen to his lyrics, there is no mistaking his connection with the memories and emotions of 
our own lives. In this NA MELE, Jerry has woven together a story of home. “The idea of home 
was the driving force for the content. Most of the songs speak to the idea of ku‘u home, a 
personal, endearing way to refer to our place in the world. It becomes ku‘u because we attach to 
it our familiarity, what the wind and the rain are like, how the mountains smell, what is in the 
river, who our people are, our attachment to them and the things we have learned by being of a 
place,” Jerry says.  
 
Jerry mixes “All of That Love from Here” with his signature song, “Ku‘u Home ‘O Kahalu‘u,” 
as well as “Tewe Tewe,” a playful song that pays tribute to the slippery o‘opu. He also performs 
“Seabird” and “Ku‘u Makamaka,” among other songs. Joining Jerry in the PBS Hawaii studio 
are musicians Kamuela Kimokeo and Hoku Zuttermeister. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title: Richard Hoʻopiʻi and George Kahumoku Jr. 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/14/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
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Description:  
Richard Hoʻopiʻi and George Kahumoku Jr. walked into the PBS Hawaii studio, sat down with 
their instruments, and began to play. George, with his mellow slack key guitar and soothing 
voice, performing alongside Richard, with his never-ending smile and his beautiful falsetto, 
offered song after song, with talk story in-between. This impromptu concert can only be 
described as pure joy. 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: William "Yama" Chillingworth 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/15/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
William “Yama” Chillingworth served as a state judge on Hawaii Island for 25 years. After 
retiring from the bench, he traced his Native Hawaiian heritage, discovering a familial 
connection to the rare Hawaiian hawk and an urgent calling to photograph it.    
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS 
Program Title: Hawaiian Masterpieces: Ka Hana Kapa 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/17/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
This film follows present-day kapa makers through the kapa-making process. Marie McDonald 
and her daughter, Roen Hufford, create kapa using the same types of tools and methods that 
ancient Hawaiians used. The program culminates with the dressing of a hula halau in Hawaiian 
kapa for the Merrie Monarch Festival. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE 
Program Title: Ledward Kaapana and Family 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/21/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
On most Friday evenings, slack key artist Ledward Kaapana gets together with his neighbors to 
share potluck dishes, laughter and music. For Ledward, it’s a tradition that goes back to his 
younger days in Kalapana on the island of Hawaii. “When I was growing up, we used to have 
kani ka pila…everybody sit down and enjoy, listen to music,” Ledward remembers. This special 
Na Mele features Ledward and his sisters Lei Aken, Lehua Nash, and Rhoda Kekona, playing 
their music in Ledward’s garage. Ledward’s falsetto voice leads off with “Nani,” and Lei, Lehua 
and Rhoda take vocal solos on “Kanohe,” “Kalapana” and “Holei.” Sit back and enjoy! 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Henk Rogers 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/22/2016 7:30:00 PM 
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Length:          30 
Description:  
Henk Rogers is well known for his contributions to the video gaming industry – most notably, 
his involvement with Tetris, one of the world’s top selling video games. The visionary, 
entrepreneur and philanthropist now seeks to make Hawaii a global model for energy 
independence with his non-profit, Blue Planet Foundation. “I always had a deep-rooted feeling 
that whatever it is that I wanted to do, I could do it,” says Rogers. 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS  
Program Title: E Haku Inoa: to Weave A Name 
Distributor:     PIC/NETA 
Date:     03/24/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
A young multi-racial kanaka maoli (native Hawaiian) woman, filmmaker Christen Hepuakoa 
Marquez, sets out to discover the meaning of her incredibly lengthy Hawaiian name from her 
estranged mother, whose diagnosis as schizophrenic in the 80s caused their family separation. 
Christen not only discovers herself within the name, but gains a whole new perspective on the 
idea of sanity and how cultural differences can sometimes muddle its definition. 
 
Series Title:     PACIFIC HEARTBEAT 
Program Title: Hula: The Language of the Heart 
Distributor:     PIC/APT 
Date:     03/26/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
The Merrie Monarch Hula Festival is a four day competition and exhibition that showcases 
elegance, power and rich storytelling that this ancient art form portrays. This program highlights 
the 2012 festival winners and presents a look at hula's role in the past, present and future of 
Hawaii's people. 
 
Series Title:     PACIFIC HEARTBEAT 
Program Title: Hula: The Language of the Heart 
Distributor:     PIC/APT 
Date:     03/26/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          60 
Description:  
The Merrie Monarch Hula Festival is a four day competition and exhibition that showcases 
elegance, power and rich storytelling that this ancient art form portrays. This program highlights 
the 2012 festival winners and presents a look at hula's role in the past, present and future of 
Hawaii's people. 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Henk Rogers 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/22/2016 7:30:00 PM 
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Length:          30 
Description:  
Henk Rogers is well known for his contributions to the video gaming industry – most notably, 
his involvement with Tetris, one of the world’s top selling video games. The visionary, 
entrepreneur and philanthropist now seeks to make Hawaii a global model for energy 
independence with his non-profit, Blue Planet Foundation. “I always had a deep-rooted feeling 
that whatever it is that I wanted to do, I could do it,” says Rogers. 
 
Series Title:     NA MELE  
Program Title: More! Ledward Kaapana and Family 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/28/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
Ledward Kaapana remembers his Uncle Fred Punahoa playing the song “Radio Hula” in 
Kalapana: “In the morning, like one, two o’clock in the morning. In Kalapana, it’s so quiet, so… 
you know, and it’s dark, and so, he used to just sit outside on the porch, and play his guitar. I 
don’t know if you ever experienced sleeping…and hear one guitar just playing sweet music that 
just wake you up and like, ‘Oh, so sweet,’” Kaapana remembers. “Radio Hula” is one of the 
songs that Ledward Kaapana, along with his sisters Lehua Nash, Rhoda Kekona, and Lei Aken 
play in his Kaneohe garage on a rainy evening. They also share an energetic slack key 
performance of “Kuu Ipo Onaona,” and Ledward honors the late Dennis Kamakahi with 
“Kokee.” 
 
Series Title:     LONG STORY SHORT WITH LESLIE WILCOX 
Program Title: Karen Radius 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/29/2016 7:30:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
Growing up in Chicago, Karen Radius learned values from her working class parents, neither of 
whom attended high school. After passing the bar exam in Hawaii, Radius’ first job was with 
Legal Aid, serving some of the poorest people in Hawaii. As a Family Court judge, Karen 
Radius learned that juvenile girls who haven’t succeeded on regular probation needed a different 
type of juvenile justice system. So she created Girls Court. “Girls Court is all about… working 
on the relationships…within the family,” Radius explains. “(it’s) not just, ‘Did you comply with 
the court’s order and what the court told you to do’ … but let’s figure out your life and let’s 
come up with a life’s plan for you.” 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS 
Program Title: Haleakala: A Trek for Dignity 
Distributor:     PBS Hawaii 
Date:     03/31/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:          30 
Description:  
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Mental health advocates, including those diagnosed with mental illness, trek from the summit of 
Haleakala on Maui to sea level. Their journey is an effort to demonstrate that those with mental 
illness are capable of extraordinary achievements, and to end the stigma and prejudice associated 
with having mental illness. 
 
Science & Nature 
 
Series Title:      NOVA 
Program Title: Creatures of Light 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      02/03/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
NOVA and National Geographic take a dazzling dive to explore how and why so many of the 
ocean’s creatures light up, revealing a hidden undersea world where creatures flash, sparkle, 
shimmer or glow.  
 
Join deep sea scientists who investigate these stunning displays and discover surprising ways to 
harness nature’s light – from tracking cancer cells to detecting pollution, lighting up cities, and 
even illuminating the inner workings of our brains. 
 
Series Title:     NOVA  
Program Title: Memory Hackers 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     02/10/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
On this thought-provoking journey into the mind, NOVA investigates the mysterious nature of 
how we remember. Using cutting edge research, neuroscientists are exploring the precise 
molecular mechanisms of memory. By studying individuals ranging from an 11-year old whiz-
kid who remembers every detail of his life, to a man who had his spider phobias vanquished, to a 
woman who even had memories implanted, scientists have uncovered a provocative idea: while 
for much of human history, memory has been seen as a tape recorder that faithfully registers 
information and replays it back intact; but memory is far more malleable, always being written 
and rewritten, not just by us but by others. 
 
Program Title: Humanity from Space 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      02/10/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:           120 
Description:  
Trace humankind’s long journey from hunter-gatherer to dominant global species. From the 
perspective of space, this special uses mind-boggling data and CGI to disclose the breathtaking 
extent of humanity’s influence, revealing how we’ve transformed our planet and produced an 
interconnected world of extraordinary complexity. A trip through 12,000 years of development, 
the documentary shows how seemingly small flashes of innovation have changed the course of 
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civilization. As our global population soars, the program considers the challenges humanity will 
face in order to survive. 
 
Series Title:     NOVA    
Program Title: Rise of the Robots 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      02/24/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
Machines with human-like capabilities have long been the stuff of science fiction. Until now. 
Meet the world’s most advanced humanoid robots as they leave the lab, battle real-world 
challenges and endeavor to become part of our everyday lives. 
 
Program Title: The Human Face of Big Data 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      02/24/2016 10:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
During the first day of a baby’s life the amount of data generated by humanity is equivalent to 70 
times the information contained in the Library of Congress. What will it mean to live in a world 
where every moment, from birth to death, is digitally chronicled and preserved in vast cloud-
based databases, forever? This film captures the promise and potential peril of the extraordinary 
knowledge revolution. 
 
Program Title: A Year in Space 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/02/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
Follow astronaut Scott Kelly’s record-breaking 12-month mission on the International Space 
Station, from launch to landing, as NASA charts the effects of long-duration spaceflight by 
comparing him to his identical twin on Earth, astronaut Mark Kelly. 
 
Series Title:     NOVA 
Program Title: First Man on the Moon 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/02/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
When Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon, he won instant fame. Yet this accomplished 
engineer and test pilot was so determined to stay out of the limelight that few know the personal 
story of how his rare combination of talent, luck and experience led to his successful command 
of Apollo 11. NOVA presents an intimate portrait of an unassuming American hero through 
interviews with Armstrong’s family and friends. 
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History 
 
Series Title:     AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
Program Title: Mine Wars 
Distributor:     PBS 
Date:     01/26/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:          120 
Description:  
Go inside the bitter battle to unionize coal miners at the dawn of the 20th century. The struggle 
over the power that fueled America led to the largest armed insurrection since the Civil War, and 
turned parts of West Virginia into a bloody war zone. 
 
Series Title:      AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
Program Title: Murder of a President       
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      02/02/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           120 
Description:  
Explore the life of James Garfield (1831-1891), the nation’s 20th president. Trace his 
unprecedented rise to power, his shooting and its bizarre and tragic aftermath. Based on the best-
seller Destiny of the Republic, the story follows the life of one of the most extraordinary men 
ever elected president. 
 
Series Title:     AMERICAN EXPERIENCE  
Program Title: Space Men 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:     03/01/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
Meet the pioneering Air Force scientists and pilots of Project Manhigh, which collected data 
about the biological and technical factors required to support human activity in space and laid the 
groundwork for the US space program. 
 
Series Title:     PBS HAWAII PRESENTS 
Program Title: Under a Jarvis Moon 
Distributor:      PBS Hawaii 
Date:      03/03/2016 9:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
This film tells the story of 130 young men from Hawaii who, from the late 1930s through the 
early years of World War II, were part of a clandestine mission by the U.S. federal government 
to occupy desert islands in the middle of the Pacific. The first wave of these colonists was a 
group of Hawaiian high school students, chosen because government officials assumed Pacific 
Islanders could best survive the harsh conditions present on the tiny, isolated islands. For the 
young men, who were unaware of the true purpose of their role as colonists, what ensued is a tale 
of intrigue, courage and, ultimately, tragedy. 
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Series Title:      AMERICAN EXPERIENCE   
Program Title: Last Days in Vietnam 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/22/2016 8:00:00 PM 
Length:           120 
Description:  
During the chaotic final days of the Vietnam War, as the North Vietnamese Army closed in on 
Saigon, the South Vietnamese resistance crumbled. The United States had only a skeleton crew 
of diplomats and military operatives still in the country. With a communist victory inevitable and 
the U.S. readying to withdraw, many Americans on the ground worried their South Vietnamese 
allies and friends faced imprisonment or death at the hands of the approaching North 
Vietnamese. With the clock ticking and the city under fire, a number of heroic Americans took 
matters into their own hands, engaging in unsanctioned and often makeshift operations in a 
desperate effort to save as many South Vietnamese as possible. The film is directed by Rory 
Kennedy. 
 
Program Title: Dick Cavett's Vietnam 
Distributor:      PBS 
Date:      03/22/2016 11:00:00 PM 
Length:           60 
Description:  
On the 40th anniversary of the official end of the Vietnam War, this program examines the war 
and its impact on America through the prism of interviews conducted by the iconic host of The 
Dick Cavett Show, which featured conversation and debate from all sides of the political 
spectrum. The program combines interviews from Cavett’s shows with archival footage, network 
news broadcasts and audio/visual material from the National Archives to provide insight and 
perspective on this controversial chapter of American history. 
 


